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Results: In the areas inspected, two items of noncompliance were identified
(failure to maintain retrievable design basis documents - Paragraph III.B.2.kk
and am-xx; failure to specify appropriate code provisions - Paragraph III.C.6.d).
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'I. INTRODUCTION

The initial public-hearings by'an NRC Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
(Licensing Board) concerning Commonwealth Edison Company's (licensee)
application for an operating license for Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, were:

. completed in August 1983. Subsequently, the Licensing Board issued a decision
-on January 13, 1984, denying the operating license. The licensee appealed
that initial decision and an NRC Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
(Appeal Board) reviewed the case and issued an Order on May 7,1984, romanding
the case to the original Licensing Board for a further evidentiary hearing on
the quality assurance issue. The Licensing Board concluded the remanded hearing
in August 1984 and issued a supplemental initial decision on October 16, 1984,
which set aside the initial decision of January 13, 1984. The October 16, 1984,

' decision authorized the NRC's Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to issue
full power licenses for Byron Station, Units 1 and 2. The Appeal Board affirmed ,,
the Licensing Board's supplemental initial decision on December 20, 1984.

During the remanded hearing proce.ss, one of the expert witnesses for the
Intervenors expressed some concerns regarding the QC Inspector. Reinspection
Program, Sargent and Lundy Engi;1eers' (the licensee's architect-engineer)
design criteria and calculaticas, computer programs, and several other areas
as detailed in this report. Most of the concerns originated from the expert
witness' examination of doct.ments during the discovery process for the
remanded hearing and from observations made by the expert witness during a
tour of the Byron facility with the Licensing Board and hearing parties. The
majority of these concerns _were expressed in the form of written testimony by
the expert witness submitted to the Licensing Board during the remanded

- hearing. Some of the concerns were admitted by the Licensing Board as being
germane to the remanded proceeding, but others were not. Those concerns
admitted were explored in detail during the remanded hearing.

The NRC Staff indicated to the Licensing Board that it would review all of the
concerns by the Intervenor's expert witness as part of the normal regional
practice for handling concerns expressed by members of the public. Accordingly,
inspectors from the Region III office scheduled and conducted a meeting with
the Intervenors' expert witness on September 24, 1984, to assure Region III was-

cognizant of all of his concerns. Region III then arranged for the NRC Offices -

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and Inspection and Enforcement to review some of
the concerns, forwarded many of them to the licensee for review, and retained

- the remainder for Region III action. Although the concerns were never expressed
to the NRC as allegations, the concerns were nevertheless processed as allegations
to assure a complete NRC review. The Region III action of engaging the licensee
to review many of the concerns was an action consistent with the Commission
policy on review of allegations received near the licensing decision date. The

~

Region III Staff met again with the expert witness in the presence of counsel
for the Intervenors on November 7, 1984, to assure the Staff had a correct
understanding of each of the concerns. Representatives from NRR and IE were
also present during that meeting. At that meeting, the expert witness and
counsel for the Intervenors indicated that additional information might be
available from them. Numerous contacts with those parties by the Region III
Staff did not result in the submittal of any additional information.
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Prior to the operating license for Byron 1 being issued on October 31, 1984,
for fuel loading and low power testing operations up to 5% full power, Region III
gathered sufficient information to conclude that there was reasonable assurance
that only two of the concerns (slenderness ratio and lateral unbraced length
limitations relating to support steel members) were likely to involve any modi-
fications. Those modifications were completed prior to commencement of fuel
loading. Therefore, these concerns were not considered a cause for delay of
the issuance of the operating license for fuel loading and low power testing
of Byron 1. However, it was decided at that time that the full NRC review of
the concerns would be completed prior to issuance of the full power operating
license for Byron 1. This report presents the results of that full NRC review
and supports the preliminary conclusion that only two of the concerns resulted
in modifications to hardware; however, several other concerns resulted in
improvements in the architect-engineer's design controls and documentation.

Each of the concerns was reviewed to determine its applicability to Byron and
Braidwood. In some cases, such as the concerns in Section III.A relating to
the Byron Reinspection Program, the issues were clearly unique to Byron and
therefore were not pursued for Braidwood. In all other cases the concerns
were dispositioned based on reviews of information for one or both sites. All

issues are considered to be resolved for Byron. All issues except Concern
B.2.eee are resolved for Braidwood. The applicability of the concerns relating
to S&L design practices was also reviewed for other S&L projects and the NRC
Staff determined that the designs were adequate in the areas of concern.

5
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II. PRINCIPAL PERSONS CONTACTED

A. Commonwealth Edison Company

R. Tuetken, Byron Startup Coordinator
R. Klingler, Project Quality Control Supervisor
T. Tramm, Nuclear Licensing Administrator

*D. Farrar, Director of Nuclear Licensing
J. Binder, Project Electrical Supervisor

B. Saraent & Lundy Engineers

*R. W. Hooks, Asst. Division Head, Structural Engineering Division
*R. M. Longlais, Division Head, Structural En9 neering Divisioni
H. S. Taylor, Division Head, Quality Assurance Division

*A. Morcos, Asst. Division Head, Quality Assurance Division
B. Erler, Structural Design Director

*K. Kostal,- Asst. Manager, Structural Department
B. G. Treece, Senior Electrical Project Engineer
W. C. Cleff, Project Manager, Project Management Division

C. General Electric Company

D. H. Currie, Manager of Quality Assurance Records

The inspectors also interviewed several other employees of the above
organization in the design and licensing areas during the reviews of
the concerns.

* Denotes those present at the February 4, 1985, exit interview.
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III. REVIEWS OF CONCERNS

The concerns in this report are stated as understood by Region III based on
written information provided by the expert witness and on verbal information
obtained'during meetings with the expert witness on September 24 and November 7,
1984.

Those concerns sent to the licensee for review were documented in letters
dated October 4 and November 14, 1984, from Region III to the licensee. In

i - response to those requests for information, the licensee addressed each of the
concerns in letters dated October 12 and December 11, 1984. The licensee also
provided additional information during the inspection in response to verbal
requests from Region III. The descriptions of the licensee responses in
sections of this report that follow are verbatim descriptions; however, when a
licensee response cross-referenced another licensee response, the number was

! . changed when necessary to agree with the numbering in this report.

The licensee response for each concern was reviewed by the NRC. In most
cases, all of the documents discussed in the licensee responses were reviewed
by the NRC. This fact is not restated in the NRC Review and Conclusion
sections that follow. In all cases, the NRC reviewed sufficient information

! to have confidence that each concern was thoroughly addressed and that the
licensee correctly characterized any referenced material used by the licensee
to present its views.

A. BYRON REINSPECTION PROGRAM
,

t
'

Concern A.1

Computer printouts for Hunter-Corporation. inspectors indicate the following
reinspections were cancelled for the reasons noted:

|
' Printout Inspector Summary of Notation

005H 1284 Inaccessible due to a lot of retrofit on
FW System

L 0100H 1354 Inaccessible due to cleanliness and
hydrostatic test

'

0040H 1313 Inaccessible due to hot functional
'

'0113H 1515 Inaccessible due to cleanliness

0064H 1515 Inaccessible due to cleanliness
:

0017H 1714 Inaccessible due to being under water'

It was not permissible to cancel reinspections for these reasons.
L

L

i:

| 7
L
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Licensee Response to Concern A.1

(1) Document ID 005H is a summary computer print-out which provides criptic
description of the actual reinspection record. The concern stated above
apparently has misinterpreted the print out designation "FW" as being a FW
system when, in fact, the' notation is provided.to indicate " field weld".

Furthermore, the reinspection document' is identifying 'the affected field welds
had been reworked as a result of revision or other cause which is in accordance
with the definition of inaccessible as provided in our February 23, 1983 pro-
posed reinspection program.

.[2] Document ID 0100H again is providing criptic description of actual
reinspection record. Cleanliness in these cases were internal piping clean 11-
russ inspection prior to fit-up, and in accordance with our February 23, 1983,
proposed reinspection program, were classified as inaccessible in that condi- !
tion required dismantling in order to gain access. Additionally, hydro tests i
were classified by the program as inaccessible due to the condition that !
process was an event which could not be recreated.

'

[3] Document ID 0040H definition of inaccessible due to hot functional testing
'' was established as an interpretation for execution of the' reinspection program

which required substitution of like quantities of inspection.

[4] and [5] Document ID 0113M and Document ID 0064H are identifying internal
piping cleanliness inspection prior to- fit-up. See Response A.I.[2].

[6] Document ID 0017H is identifying the inaccessibility of inspection of a
pump lateral restraint which is embedded in the base of the River Screen House
and, therefore, in accordance with an interpretation of the reinspection ;
program, was defined to be inaccessible. ,

NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern A.1

The purpose of the Byron Reinspection Program (BRP) was to check the competence
of QC inspectors, not to validate the quality of installed hardware. Soon after
the commencement of the BRP, it became apparent that the general guidelines of
the BRP needed further clarification. To provide that clarifica' ion, a series
of interpretations were developed by the licensee and all were reviewed and found
acceptable by the NRC Staff during implementation of the BRP. (The NRC review- ,

of the interpretations is documented in Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/84-13; !

50-455/84-09.) The reasons noted in the documents mentioned in the concern ;

for not performing reinspections were consistent with the BRP interpretations.
|

|

| Concern A.2

| An NRC letter dated April 16, 1984, to Commonwealth Edison Company on the page
! marked Attachment IV-6 following Page 46 indicates in the second paragraph
! that reinspections were left out of results ~of review program due to lack of
I documentation and/or absence of information on weld traveler cards. These

( should have been reviewed as separate attribute deficiencies and the number of i

j those untraceable should have been totaled and compared with the untraceable
'

l
i
,
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which had deficient inspections. If a 95% pass rate was not met, the contrac-
tor's program as a whole should have been deemed to have failed. Insufficient
documentation should be handled as the worst discrepancy possible in a QA/QC
program. Without supporting evidence that a plant has been constructed to the
FSAR, other code requirements, and 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, there can be no confi-
dence that the components necessary for the safe operation of the plant can be
relied upon to work.

Licensee Response to Concern A.2

The referenced letter is referring to Section 4, Article D, of the report on
the Byron Quality Control Inspector Reinspection Program wherein a Commonwealth
Edison Quality Assurance audit of the reinspection program concluded that
Hatfield Electric had instituted special precautions to maintain the integrity
of the reinspection program. The audit was recording the observation that when
weld inspection records for a multiple piece component could not be directly
related to inspector, the weld was not included in the reinspection population.
This was in accordance with interpretations applied to the reinspection program
in order to achieve accuracy because it eliminated using any original inspection
data unless it was positively identified to a specific inspector.

To help improve the record selection and correlation process, a computerized
data base management system, which was in the process of being finalized, was
used to reconcile weld travelers to hangers. This reconciliation between
inspectors and hangers ensured that the initial hanger inspections assigned to
each inspector were correct, and it provided an accurate means for identifying
those hangers which did not have complete inspection records. For those
hangers which could not be directly correlated to an inspection record, an
inspection was conducted and recorded, thereby creating supporting evidence of
plant construction.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern A.2

Have audits of other components and contractors been conducted which would i

have revealed incomplete inspection records? Please elaborate.

Additional Licensee Information on Concern A.2

Commonwealth Edison's General Office QA Department conducted Audit No. 6-84-A
on February 6-14, 1984. The audit included question No. 48 excerpted as
follows: "...Are the methods employed to research records adequate to identify
all inspections performed by the QC inspectors whose work is included in the
reinspection sample?" (Ref: 10 CFR 50-B, Criterion XVII)

The audit (including the above question) encompassed the following contractors:
Hatfleid, Hunter, Johnson Controls, NIPSCO, Powers-Azco-Pope, Blount Brothers
and Pittsburgh Testing. All responses to this question were acceptable.

9
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NRC Review and Conclusion Rocardina Concern A.2 j

The April 16, 1984, NRC letter which is the subject of the concern is the
cover. letter transmitting Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/84-13; 50-455/84-09
to the licensee. That report documented the final NRC evaluation of the ,

,
conduct and results of the BRP and indicated that the BRP resolved all ques-

'S tions relating to QC inspector competence.- The page marked Attachment IV-6 i

. was Page 1 of the attachment to the NRC Inspection Report and was an excerpted
page from the licensee's " Report on the Byron QC Inspector Reinspection

- Program" dated February 1984.

The purpose of the Byron Reinspection Program (BRP) was to check the competence'

of.QC inspectors, not to validate the completeness of construction documentation.
This was accomplished by comparing reinspection data with original inspection
data for the same item inspected. In those cases where the original inspection ,

data was missing or not traceable to a specific component, the reinspection data '

could not be correlated to an original inspector and for that reason were not
included in the BRP data. That action was consistent with the BRP interpreta-

.tions discussed in Concern A.1.
i

The documentation problems related to Hatfield Electric Company (HEco) records |of hanger welds were discovered by the licensee before the BRP was formulated
and the licensee had initiated a computerized reconciliation program to
resolve the problems. The licensee has completed that program and now has

'inspection records for all hangers and the records are traceable to specific
hangers. There was no evidence that the documentation problem was applicable ;

to 'other contractors. CECO reviewed the documentation programs for the other t

contractors and determined that the other contractors have measures implemented
to assure the completeness and traceability of documentation. The inspections ,

performed for the BRP astablished that the documentation and hardware agree.- |
! Concern A.3

,

i

Information contained in three large boxes with blueprints in them and three i

small boxes with 84 x 11 documents was. reviewed. It was noted that the
*blueprints were all of poor quality and impossible to read in many cases.

The most questionable information noted was the amount of time taken to do' *
.

the inspections - many were h hour and all appeared to be too small. I

Licensee Response to Concern A.3 |*

t

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern A.3

The purpose of these drawings was to locate the object to be inspected. !
Although some of them were of poor quality, they were adequate to allow

. the proper location of the object to be inspected. ;

;
'

| In regard to the amount of time taken to perform inspections, the amount
of time documented was sufficient for a proper inspection. ;

;

'
t

t

10
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Concern A.4

The Hunter Corporation's August 16, 1983, daily inspection report for
Inspector Mark M. Tabbert listed 118 deficient welds on the Feedwater System
whereas the S&L evaluation of deficient welds showed a much smaller number
of deficient welds on that system. This suggests that some of the 118 ASME
welds were repaired, but were not accounted for in the discrepancy weld
tabulations.

Licensee Response to Concern A.4

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern A.4

The 118 welds were each described with an alpha numeric identification and
with a "FW" designation in the column with the heading " type". It was
determined that "FW" stood for field weld not feedwater. The alpha numeric
identifiers indicated that only 2 of the 118 welds were on the Feedwater
System. The number of welds in this report that are on the Feedwater System
agrees with S&L evaluations. There were no deficient welds addressed in this
report which were not accounted for in the discrepancy weld tabulations.
(See Concern C.1 for a related discussion.)

Concern A.5

Hunter NDE reports for pipe indicate that minimum pipe wall thicknesses were
not met and repairs were performed, but these NDE-related activities were not
reflected in the reinspection program results.

Licensee Response to Concern A.5

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern A.5

The BRP dealt with inspectors whose certification to ANSI N45.2.6 was incomplete
or inadequately documented. The program did not address NDE activities because
inspectors who perform those activities are certified to SNT-TC-1A and no problem
was found with those certifications.

Concern A.6

An S&L letter to Commonwealth Edison dated May 8, 1984, regarding the Supplement
to Report on the Byron QC Inspector Reinspection Program states that Programs A
and B were for Hatfield and that Programs C and D were for Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory. Why were there different programs for different contractors?

11
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Licensee Response to Concern A.6

These are inspection programs performed under the Byron Reinspection Program.
Programs A, B, C and D are internal identifications given to various evalua-
tion committed to in the " Report on the Byron QC Inspector Reinspection
Program," February 1984. Program A dealt with highly stressed welds within
tttt Reinspection Program for Hatfield Electric Company. Program B dealt with
highly stressed welds outside of the Reinspection Program for Hatfield Electric
Company. Program C dealt with highly stressed welds inspected by Pittsburgh

-4esting Laboratory. Program D dealt with welds with overlap inspected by
P.ittsburgh Testing Laboratory. The results of the additional inspection and
evaluation were reported in the " Supplement to Report on the Byron QC Inspector
Reinspection Program," June 1984.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern A.6

The reinspection criteria of the BRP were uniformly applied to all inspectors
for all contractors included in the BRP. Programs A, B, C, and D were not
different inspection programs, but instead were different evaluation programs
used by S&L'to evaluate the discrepancies generated by the BRP. They were
different because of the differing nature of discrepancies being evaluated.
They were developed in response to the NRC concerns about S&L's worst case
sample selection criteria. The programs were found acceptable by the NRC.

Concern A.7

Reinspectors were biased because in certain instances they were reinspecting
the work of their present supervisors. Overtime may not be approved by their
supervisors if the reinspectors would write up something which was previously
inspected by their superviser.

Licensee Response to Concern A.7

As a result of this identified concern, Commonwealth Edison Quality Assurance
performed on October 5,1984, interviews with Quality Centrol Inspectors who
performed reinspections during the QC inspector reinspection program.
Additionally, the Quality Assurance Department conducted interviews of
October 9, 1984, with additional inspectors to include minority reinspectors ,

(non-caucasian and/or female) into the sample population. The results and
conclusions of these interviews indicated that none of the reinspectors were
biased when reinspecting a supervisor's work. Furthermore, a review of the
results of the reinspection program did not indicate that any bias was applied
to supervisors whose work was reinspected.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern A.7

What was the sample population of the survey and what were the specific results
of the individual interviews? When was the review of the reinspection program
results conducted?

12
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-Additional Licensee Information on Concern A.7

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO), Site Quality Assurance randomly selected
and interviewed eighteen on-site contractor inspection personnel out of a

c total of 105 personnel currently available. Subsequent to these interviews,
'

Ceco Project Construction Department interviewed three women and/or other
minority inspectors. The total population of the survey was 21 out of 105
(205) QC. Inspectors;available for interview.

The.following questions were asked:

a. - Have.you ever paid your supervisor, or anyone else, to work overtime?

b. Do you know of anyone who has paid a supervisor, or anyone else, to work
overtime?

c. Were you ever biased while reinspecting the work of your supervisor if;

unfavorable results were found or identified?

Question c. was not asked of the first six interviewees since this was not
part of the initial' scope of the surveillance. .It was added during the
surveillance at the request of.the Byron Project Construction Department.

All interviewees were asked if they understood the questions. Those who were
asked question c. were also asked to explain what they understood question c.
to mean. Upon completion of the interview, the interviewee was directed to
return to his/her work area and asked not to talk to the inspection personnel
who were. waiting to be interviewed.

All interviewees replied no to the questions they were asked. Additionally,
it was the unsolicited opinion of the majority of those interviewed that,
during the Reinspection Program, overtime was available to anyone who desired
to work overtime.

The results of the Byron Reinspection Progrew were reviewed on October 4,
1984, by Mr. R. P. Tuetken.

-NRC Review and Conclusion Recardina Concern A.7

During the indepth NRC overview of the BRP and during other NRC inspections,
inspector bias was considered a potential problem. Therefore, the NRC reviewed

" the BRP for indications of bias. There was no it,tication of QC Inspector bias
for any reason when reinspecting any work regardlear of who performed the
initial inspection. . The licensee's survey describe t above resulted'in the
same conclusion. (See Concerns A.9 and L.2 for related discussions.)

Concern A.8

The statistical standards and basis of the Byron Reinspection Program are
not proper for a program of this type,

i
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Licensee Response to Concern A.8

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Recardina Concern A.8

This issue was-litigated in the remanded ASL8 hearing concerning the Byron-
. operating license. The hearing transcript reflects'the Staff position that
the BRP as formulated and implemented served-its intended purpose of deter-
mining if the QC Inspectors were . capable of detecting safety significant
~ iscrepancies.d

Concern A.9

The Byron Reinspection Program was flawed because the reinspectors knew the.
name of the original inspectors and therefore biased the results.

Licensee Response to Concern A.9

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Recardina Concern A.9

This issue was litigated in the remanded ASLB hearing concerning the Byron
operating license. During the indepth NRC overview of the BRP, there was
no indication of QC Inspector bias when reinspecting any work regardless of
who perfurned the initial inspection. (See Concerns A 7 and L.2 for related
discussions.)

Concern A.10

In the' Byron Reinspection Program, visual weld inspections should have been
-done'while the weld in question was being made.

Licensee Response to Concern A.10

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the Ifcensee.
.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern A.10

The BRP was a program to demonstrate the capability of QC Inspectors by
reinspecting the work that they inspected which was accessible. Any visual
weld inspections made while welds were being made were not repeatable and
were therefore excluded for that reason from the BRP.

Concern A.11

Ultrasonic testing should have been done on a sample of the reinspected welds
at Byron.

|-

|
;

!
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Licensee Response to Concern A.11

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern A.11

All welds which were included in the BRP were originally required to have only
visual weld inspection. The BRP was a program to demonstrate the capability of
the original inspectors by duplicating the initial inspections. Performing a
test not performed by the original inspectors would not have added any infor-
mation about the original inspectors.

Concern A.12

The first three months of an inspector's tenure was not the proper period for '

the focus of the Byron Reinspection Program.

Licensee Response to Concern A.12 ,

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern A.12

This issue was litigated in the remanded ASLB hearing concerning the Byron
operating license. The hearing transcripts reflects the Staff position that
the first three months of an inspector's tenure was the proper period for
the focus of the BRP to determine the capability of inspectors whose training
or certification was questionable.

Concern A.13

The " Subjective-Objective" definition of inspections was developed late in
Byron Reinspection Program and was used in a non-uniform manner. This caused
the results to be biased.

Licensee Response to Concern A.13

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern A.13

The " Subjective-Objective" definition of inspection was not developed late in
the program. " Subjective inspections" were visual weld inspections whereas
" objective inspections" were all other types of inspections. NRC inspections
of the BRP indicate that these definitions were used in a uniform manner. The
results of the BRP were not biased by these definitions.

,
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7__

B. DESIGN CRITERIA

Concern Area B.1 - FSAR

Concern B.1

FSAR Section 3.7.2.11 indicates the torsional component of ground motion on
building structures was considered insignificant. This is unconservative.

Licensee Response to Concern B.1

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.1

See NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.3.

Concern Area B.2 " Structural Project Design Criteria - Byron and Braidwood
Nuclear Power Station Units 1 & 2" (DC-ST-03-BY/8R), Revision 12*

Concern B.2.a

Section 1.1, Paragraph 2, indicates that no exceptions to the Final Safety
Analysis Report and Environmental Report are permitted.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.a

The above statement is quoted from the Structural Project Criteria. This is
an instruction to engineers using the Design Criteria. The Structural Project

Design Criteria was one of the input documents used to prepare the FSAR.
However, it should be noted that the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) ,

and the Environmental Report are periodically updated to reflect change in
desi n, licensing requirements and licensing commitments.C

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.a

During the NRC Staff inspections related to the BRP, no examples of exceptions
to the FSAR or Environmental Report were discovered. However, both the
Integrated Design Inspection conducted by the NRC and the Independent Design
Review conducted by Bechtel Power Corporation discovered instances in which
the design of the Byron Plant did not conform to the FSAR. None of these
instances were found to impact safe operation of the plant. The licensee
and Sargent & Lundy have initiated a corrective action program in this regard
which is detailed in October 19 and November 20, 1984, letters to the NRC.
Two important features of this program are the formal control of FSAR changes
by " Design Information Transmittals" and the development of a Project
Instruction dealing with post-fuel load changes. The program was accepted
by the NRC in a December 27, 1984, letter to the licensee.

*The expert witness reviewed Revision 12 and all his concerns deal with
Revision 12.
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Concern B.2.b

Section 7.4.1.b indicates design thicknesses as follows: interior walls 12",
concrete slabs 12", on metal deck: Category I-floors 8", roof 14", control
room ceiling 4"; and Category II-slabs 6". Do these thicknesses provide
adequate embedments for anchor bolt installation? Are the minimum thickness
and reinforcement Code requirements met?

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.b

Section 7.4.1.b includes a table that provides the engineer with a minimum
slab thickness to be used as a guideline for initial design. The engineer is
not limited to these thicknesses; he can indicate a thicker slab if needed by
design or if needed to achieve sufficient embedment length for anchor bolts.
Where anchor bolts are embedded in the slabs, the slab thickness was reviewed
at the time of the anchor bolt design to ensure the adequacy of the slab
design as well as the anchor, bolt design. Where concrete expansion anchors
are used, Article 3.2.4 of Form BY/BR/CEA clearly states that the maximum hole
depth is the slab thickness minus 2 inches except for slabs on decking, where
the hole shall not be drilled beyond the top of the bottom reinforcing.

The paragraph immediately preceding this subject section, Section 7.4.1.a.
indicates that the minimum reinforcing requirements for slabs is in accordance
with the provisions of ACI 318-71 for minimum reinforcing steel.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern B.2.b

The documents mentioned in the licensee response provide adequate controls
for concrete expansion anchor bolt installation such that minimum thickness
and reinforcement requirements are met.

Concern B.2.c

Section 7.4.2.b indicates exterior walls below grade are of 15" minimum
thickness and above grade are of 24" minimum thickness. Are these-
thicknesses reversed?

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.c

The minimum thicknesses are shown in the table of Section 7.4.2.b for walls
below grade and walls above grade ire correct as shown. The walls above grade
are susceptible to tornado generated missiles. The minimum thickness for walls
above grade of 2'-0" is consistent with the requirements of Table 14.1-3 in the
design criteria " Required Reinforcement concrete Wall and Roof Thickness for
Tornado Generated Missiles."

The minimum thickness for walls below grade of l'-3" is given as a minimum
requirement to be used by the design engineer. The thinnest building wall
which is actually used in the design below grade is 2'-0".

17
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NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern B.2.c

Are there instances where an above grade wall is constructed over a thinner
below grade wall?

e

Additional Licensee Information on Concern B.2.c

A review of the design drawings indicates that there are no cases where an
above grade wall is constructed over a thinner below grade wall.

~

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.c

Drawings S-684, S-726, S-711, S-723, S-734, and S-712 were reviewed to deter-
mine if any of those drawings called for thicker walls to be installed or
thinner walls. Although the design criteria would have allowed a thicker o

above grade wall to be installed over a thinner below grade wall, the actual
design and construction apparently did not employ that allowance. Had that
allowance been employed, it appears it would have been properly controlled
and would have resulted in an adequate design.

Concern B.2.d

Section 8.1.a references ACI 318-71. Is this consistent with the FSAR?
Was it used in design?

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.d

ACI 318-71, Building Code Requirements for Reinforcement Concrete, is specified
in both the FSAR and the Design Criteria. This code was used for the design of
reinforced concrete structures.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.d

The ACI 318-71 Code is referenced in both the FSAR and the Design Criteria.
The ACI 318-71 Code was used in the design of reinforced concrete at the
Byron Plant and that use was consistent with the FSAR.

Concern B.2.e

Section 8.1.b references ACI 322-72. Is this consistent with the FSAR?
Was it used in design?

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.e

ACI 322-72, Building Code Requirements for Structural Plain Concrete, is not
specified in the FSAR. This Code was listed in the Design Criteria; however,
it has not been used and is being deleted from the next revision of the Design
Criteria.

;

i
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NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern B.2.e

Why was ACI 322-72 listed in the Design Criteria? What assurances are there
that ACI 322-72 was never used?

Additional Licensee Information on Concern B.2.e

This portion of the Design Criteria was written at the beginning of the design
process-for the project. It was intended to be used in both Category I and
Category II design of plain concrete structures.

When_the FSAR was prepared, it was known that the Category I concrete items
did not require the use of ACI 322-72. Thus, this code was not listed in the
FSAR. The option to use ACI 322-72 was left open for Category II items and
the Design Criteria was not revised.

A review of the design control summaries in the calculation books indicate
there are no concrete items in Category I or Category II areas which require
the use of ACI 322-72. This code is presently being deleted from the Design
Criteria.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern B.2.e

The ACI 322-72 Code is not specified in the FSAR and therefore was not appro-
priate for use on Category I concrete items at the Byron Facility. Calculation
Book 18.7.1 and Calculation Book 7.12.7 were reviewed as a sample to determine
if ACI 322-72 had been so used. No instances of the use of ACI 322-72 were
discovered. It appears that this Code was not used in the design of the
' Category I concrete items at the Byron Facility. Subsequent to this concern
being expressed, the reference to ACI 322-72 was deleted in Revision 16 of
the Design Criteria.

Concern B.2.f

Section 8.1.c references AISC-69. Were the elastic or plastic design provisions
of AISC-69 used?

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.f

Plastic design was not used for the design of safety-related structures.

Part 1 of the AISC, Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection
of Structural Steel for Buildings, outlines procedures for use of the working
-stress design method in which an elastic structure is assumed. Part 2 of the

Specification concerns " plastic design".

For safety-related structures, the provisions of Part 1 of the AISC
Specification, working stress design, have been used.

t
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"NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern B.2.f

~

What assurances are there that plastic design was not used in safety-related-
structures?

' Additional Licensee Information on Concern B.2.f

Part 2 of the AISC Specification for.the Design,-Fabrication and Erection of
Structural Steel for Buildings concerning " plastic design" has not been used.
Design procedures'given in the design control summaries of the calculation
books used by the engineers utilize only:Part 1 of the AISC Specification.
' Also,'the. load combination tables for the design of structural steel given in
Chapter 10 of the Design Criteria include the allowable design stresses based
on elastic design. The tables are _ titled for " elastic design." These tables
are the input to the design calculations.

NRCReviewanhConclusionRegardingConcern'B.2.f

LSection '8.1.c .of 'the Design Criteria clearly and specifically references only
Part 1 of AISC-69 and Part 1 is restricted to elastic design requirements.
Calculation Books, 18.2.9.5, 18.7.1,~6.3.4, 6.3.1, and others related to the
design of safety-related items were reviewed during the BRP.and in response
to.this concern _and no instances of the use of " plastic design" were discovered.

Concern B.2.g

*-Section 8.1.d references Uniform Building Code, UBC-73, for the seismic
analysis of Category II structures. Is this consistent with the FSAR?
Was it used in design?-

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.'g.

.The Uniform' Building Code was used in the design of various non-safety related
~

(Category II) structures. .This code has not been used in the design of the
safety-related (Category I). structures:and.is,,therefore, not referenced in'

the FSAR.~

.NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.g

! _Section 8.1.d clearly states that UBC-73 is to be used for Category II struc-
tures which are not safety-related. There is no basis for suspecting that
UBC-73 was used in the design of safety-related structures. Requirements for
Category II structures are not included in .the FSAR.

Concern B.2.h-
.

..Section 8.1.e referencesEAISI-68, " Specification for the Design of Cold Formed.

Steel Structural Members." Is this consistent with the FSAR? Was it used in
design?

;a

.-
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Licensee Response to Concern B.2.h

The AISI Specification for the Design of Cold Formed Steel Structural Members
- is'specified in both the FSAR and the Design Criteria. This code has been

used as applicable for the design of sheet metal components.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.h

The use of AISI-68 is consistent with the FSAR. During the review of numerous
calculations, including the NRC Staff review of discrepancy evaluation re-
garding System Control Corporation, the AISI-68 Code was found to have been
used'in an appropriate manner.

Concerns B.2.1 & J

Section 8.1.f references 1973 ASME Section III Division 2, " Proposed Standard
Code for Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments." Is this consistent with
FSAR? Was it used in design?

Licensee Response to Concerns B.2.i & J

The 1973 ASME Boiler'and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2, Proposed
Standard Code for Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments is specified in both
the FSAR and the Design Criteria and was used for design.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concerns B.2.1 & j

The 1973 ASME BPV Code, Section III, Division 2, is listed in the FSAR and
was therefore appropriately specified in the Design Criteria.

Concern B.2.k

Section 9.5 indicates Category II deflection was waived. Without some limit,
it is impossible to determine when Category II structures affect Category I
structures.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.k

All Category II structures that are interconnected with Category I structures
are, in fact, integrally constructed with the Category I structures. As stated
in FSAR Section 3.7.2.8 and clarified in the response to FSAR Question Q130.30,
all such Category II structures are designed to prevent their failure under SSE
conditions. A deflection check is not required for the Category II structures
since it is- not necessary for the Category II structures to remain functional
under SSE conditions; however, the Category II structures were designed not
to fail under SSE conditions.

NRC Request'for Additional Information on Concern B.2.k

Were the deflection checks waived for Category II structures that are not
integrally constructed with Category I structures? What potential affect
does this have on Category I structures?
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Additional 1 Licensee Information on Concern B.2.k
~

The Category.II structures that are not. integrally constructed with the
Category I structures ^ are located far enough away from these structures so
that even if they were to collapse, they have no impact on the Category I
structures. 1The deflection of-these Category II structures will have no
-impact on Category I structures.

Category II structures were designed in accordance with the appropriate codes
for Category II s,tructures, including the ' deflection criteria of these codes..

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.k

The.NRC Staff determined that Category II structures interconnected with
: Category I structures have been' designed in an appropriate manner and deflection'

check waivers were used where appropriate. Category II structures which are not
interconnected are located at a sufficient distance so that no interaction
between the Category I and Category II structures could take place.

Concern B.2.1

Table 9.4-1-Note 5 says 1.67 AISC 1 95Fy. The FSAR indicates that the 1.67
value should be 1.6.

Licensee' Response to' Concern B.2.1-

Table 9.4-1 shows'the loading combinations and corresponding allowable stresses
for Category II' structures. The value of 1.67 is an acceptable value for
Category II structures. Similar allowable stresses for Category I structures
are given in Table 10.3.1, which is consistent with the FSAR.

NRC Review and Conclusion-Regardina Concern B.2.1

-Table'9.4-1 is clearly identified as applying to Category II (i.e., non-safety
related) structures. Allowable stresses for Category II' structures are not

.given in the FSAR. Table.10.3.1 is clearly identified as applying to Category I
' structures and gives stress allowable values which are in accordance with
AISC-69 and therefore the FSAR.

Concern B.2.m-

Table 9.4-l'shows design stresses 1.75 AISC Fy. Is this consistent with

L the FSAR?
|I ..

'

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.m

Table 9.4-1 shows the loading combinations and corresponding allowable stresses
.for Category IILstructures.~ The item being questioned is:o

1.75 AISC Fy rather than 1.75 AISC 1 Fy.

:

i

I
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The symbol "<" did not appear in.the Design Criteria and is not a serious
| concern. This is a familiar and standard equation used by the engineers and

the omission would be corrected in the design calculations. A review of the
design calculations showed that the equations are used correctly. The Designi

Criteria is~being-revised to correct this typographical error.
L

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.m

Table 9.4-l'omitted.the "less than or equal to" sign from the allowable stress
.

equations. Even though this table is not intended for use on safety-related
structures a review was performed to determine if the equation was used properly.

.

No instances of_ improper use of this equation were found. Subsequent to this
concern being expressed, the symbol "<" was added in Revision 14 of the Designe

Criterja.

i Concern B.2.n

There is no as-built 10% overstress factor in the Design Criteria or in
the FSAR.

.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.n

The discussion of 10% overstress has been discussed in the Independent Design
Review (IDR) and in the ASLB hearings. The Sargent & Lundy response to the
NRC from the meeting of 9-14-84, regarding the IDR was as follows:

Item 9 (Observation Report 8.32)

Provide an expanded basis why a 10% overstress is not a problem. The

i answer should address both the past and future.

Sargent & Lundy Response

For the assessment of as-built small. bore pipe supports, a criteria was
established such that up to a 10% calculated overstress was considered )
acceptable before additional calculations were required to establish '

code compliance. This was due to the fact that the hanger analysis was i

known to be very conservative, and that refinements to the analysis
would demonstrate that the hanger met all applicable design requirements.

The known conservatism in small bore pipe support design includes con-
servative loadings and conservative analysis techniques.

Loadings

The design loads used for small-bore pipe supports are conservative
.

because each support is designed for the peak plant seismic excitation.
L The actual excitation of any wall or slab in the plant can be much
I smaller than the peak excitation. This is a simplifying loading assump-
| tion which is reasonable considering the small amounts of material
I required for small bore pipe supports. Also, the loads used are not

! based on the actual gravity load on a given support but rather the upper
I
!

!
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bound load. This is because small bore pipe supports are_ chosen by,_

- the contractor.from a table based on allowable loads. _The support
load always falls between two table capacities. For example, if.

- support Detail 1 on the table is designed for 50 pounds and Detail 2
' is designed for 100 pounds, a contractor with a 60 pound load must
choose Detail 2. The results of the use of design tables and the
use. of peak' plant acceleration values is a very conservative design

- load on any given small bore pipe support.

Analysis'

a

: The analysis. technique used'for small bore piping analysis involves a
'

simplified method of piping analysis which gives conservative piping
loads at the' supports. This method basically considers one support at
a time. This is a very conservative analytical procedure. A detailed
dynamic computer _ analysis of the piping including all supports will
always give smaller calculated pipe support reactions.

- Conclusion' '

'

i - The criterion to' allow an apparent 10% increase above design allow-
-ables when simplified design methods are used is justified because

,

these conservative engineering methods of determining-loads and
performing-analysis for small bore pipe support design would not,

result in an actual overstress _if specific calculations were made.

I LThis item was also discussed in.the prepared Rebuttal Testimony of Bryan
Erler as presented at_the remanded hearings before the ASLB on August 24,
1984. Relevant portions are given in Question and Answer 6 of the testimony.
Excerpts are as follows:

{ Q6 Mr. Stokes in his testimony states that a "10%
' -overstress factor" was used by Sargent & Lundy during

intermediate steps of the calculations conducted to
. disposition various. weld discrepancies under the
Reinspection Program. Could you explain Sargent &
Lundy's use of this factor?

' A.6 The 10% overstress factor refers to a 10% limit
; where Sargent-& Lundy engineers are allowed to use

their: knowledge of the structural analysis to decide,
when the calculated stress is less than or equal to
10% greater than allowable, that-the calculated stresses

,

have sufficient conservatisms in them to meet the AISC
Code stress allowable.

,

In the case of the Reinspection Program, some'of the
initial calculations of the Hunter and Hatfield weld

. discrepancies showed an overstress less than 10%. This:=.

was not relied upon, however, when the calculations were,

,

i
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refined. .In no instance was the 10% overstress factor-
- applied in the final determination that the capacity of
the various connections met allowable stress limits.

NRC ~ Request for Additional Information on Concern B.2.n

The concern was' general in nature and not restricted to small bore piping.
Please address all other areas where the 10% overstress factor was used and
the use 'of material .';'certs" in -the disposition of overstress conditions. i

= Additional Licensee Information on Concern B.2.n

A 10% overstress factor or certified mill test reports (CMTR's or " material
certs") were used in the final ~ load. verification process for. structural steel
framing: beams and connections, cable tray supports, HVAC supports, and conduit
supports.

A 10% overstress factor.is a maximum permissible overstress value and was used
on a limited basis during the final load verification process. The 10% over-
stress factor was- used in calculations for cases where it could be shown that
a sufficient design margin exists in the loading-and analytical methods such
that the 10% overstress factor would not be needed in a more refined calculation.

-Also,-in the final load verification process there;are isolated cases where the
~ calculated' stresses would have.been greater than the allowable stresses if

,

minimum ASTM material-strengths had.been used. For these cases, the strengths
shown on the CMTR's were taken into account and,~with these actual strengths,-
the calculated stresses are within"the code allowables.

,

: NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern B.2.n

The-Independent Design Review Report, ASLB hearing documentation, various BRP
discrepancy evaluations, and various other Sargent & Lundy calculation books
were reviewed. -

The 10% overstress factor is a methodology by which engineers performing
analysis are allowed to use their knowledge of the analytical techniques sto
accept stress conditions which appear to exceed the allowable stress by less
than 10%. One basis for this method is that very conservative analytical

|
techniques are frequently used which yield calculated stresses greater than

|
.the true stress in the component. The other basis'is that the actual material
.used is frequently significantly ' stronger than the minimum allowable given

i in the AISC' Code. .A number of refined calculations were reviewed which
! ' demonstrate.that the licensee's methodology is acceptable in that no case was
L discovered 1in which a component was actually overstressed. In a number of
L . instances, the rationale'for the acceptance of the apparent overstress have
L been omitted.1This matter was addressed in the NRC Integrated Design Inspec-

tion and Bechtel Power Corporation's Independent Design Review. The licensee
[
! and Sargent & Lundy have initiated corrective action in this area, which is
. -detailed in a November 20, 1984, letter to the NRC, and consists of QA
b -training for engineers relevant to.this issue. That program was accepted

by the NRC in a December 27, 1984, letter to the NRC.

I~

|
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Concern B.2.'o

Section 10.2.1'.1.3.4 indicates that in all cases structural members will be
checked for the loads obtained from.the pipe and cable pan hanger drawings,
whereas the design criteria assume approximate loads set forth in a table.

.

-Licensee Response to Concern B.2.o

The design'of_ structural members was performed in two stages, an initiali

design and final load check.

Section 10.2.1.1.3 of the Design Criteria outlines the procedure used to
determine preliminary pipe and cable pan dead loads for the initial design
of. structural members. Referenced in this section is. Figure 10.2-1 which

_ includes the_ table mentioned in the Intervenor question.
,

Section 10.2.1.1.3.4,." Final Hanger Loads," refers to the final load check.
As indicated in this'section, the final-load check was' performed using actual
pipe and. cable pan support loads based on the hanger drawings. The calcula-
tions for the final load check, using actual loads, were not examined by the
Intervenors' expert witness.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern B.2.o

~Has.the final loa'd check been completed?

Additional Licensee Information on Concern B.2.o

The scheduled _ final load check for Byron Unit 1 has been completed and all
required construction modifications were issued by April 1984. Due to the
fact that final verification of- some systems and limited construction
. activities have taken place since the final release, final load check has
become an ongoing verification effort. Any changes since the completion of
the final load check have been' evaluated.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.o

'Section 10 of-the Design Criteria delineates a proper method for developing
design loads. ~ During the preliminary stages of design approximate loads are
used, whereas after the design is complete the actual loads are used in a
final load check. This process is acceptable and no instances were found
that-suggested the process was not followed.

Concern B.2.0

Section 10.2.2.1.1 states that for natural frequencies of vibration of 33 hz
or less, the-acceleration should be increased 50%. What.is the basis for this

.

method?.
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Licensee Response'to Concern B.2.0

The Structural Project Design Criteria states that if the natural frequency is
less than 33 hertz, the acceleration values obtained from the response spectra
shall be increased 50% to account.for the participation of higher modes. This ,

is explained in the response to FSAR Question Q130.29, Page Q130.29-2, by stating
that a typical steel floor framing member behaves in a manner similar to that

-offa single-degree-of-freedom system, in which higher mode participation is
insignificant. 3The response for Q130.29 also states that the factor itself
(1.50).is~a conservative value. The Design Criteria is consistent with the
commitments of the FSAR.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.p -

.The technique of increasing the acceleration taken from the response spectra
to account for stress contributions of the higher modes of vibration is a well
known technique and is conservative for cases such as this. The licensee's
design process in regard to this activity is in accordance with the FSAR.

(See Concern C.6.a for a related discussion.)

Concern B.2.0

1The Section'10.2.2.2.1 table does not make it apparent that leeward
pressure is a suction.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.0

EThe' table of Section'10.2.2.2.1 summarizes the design wind pressures to be
used by the engineer in 'the design of Category I structures. 'These pressures
account for.the design wind forces on.the individual walls and the total
structure. The table includes windward-pressure, leeward pressure, and total
pressure..

Wind pressures ~are~ applied as uniform loads for the analysis and design of
horizontal and vertical' trusses'and shear walls. To perform-the design, the
engineer requires'the windward pressure and leeward pressure. Windward is
defined as the side toward the wind and leeward is defined as the side
sheltered from the wind. Air flowing past an object will cause a suction
pressure to develop on the leeward side of the object. This is.a commonly
understood engineering concept.

~

Wind can be from any direction; therefore, both the windward pressure and
the leeward pressure given in the table have to be considered in the design
of the walls. .To determine the total force of the wind on the structure due
to wind,-the table shows a total pressure which is to be used. This total

: pressure.is the sum of the windward and leeward pressures. This demonstrates
.that the-leeward pressure is a suction.
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NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.0

Table 10.2.2.2.1 is adequate for the purposes of displaying design wind loads
. for Category I structures and demonstrating that the leeward pressure is a
suction.

Concern B.2.r
.

The Section 10.2.2.2.2 table does not make it apparent that leeward pressure
is a suction.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.r

The table of Section 10.2.2.2.2 is similar to the Section 10.2.2.2.1 table.
'This table summarizes the windward, leeward, and total pressures which
are applicable to Category II structures. There are no FSAR commitments
concerning the design wind for Category II structures.

See Response B.2.q.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.r

Table 10.2.2.2.2 is adequate for the purposes of displaying design wind loads
for Category II structures and demonstrating that the leeward pressure is a
suction. -

Concern B.2.s

The Section 10.2.2.2.3 table does not make it apparent that leeward pressure

.is a' suction.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.s

The table of-Section 10.2.2.2.3 is similar to the Section 10.2.2.2.1. table.
This table' summarizes the wind pressures which are applicable when checking a
structure for loads during construction.

In the case of wind, this load must be checked to assure the structure will
'not overturn because the entire mass of the structure is not present. Also,

this wind load could cause damage to certain members because the erection of
the structures is not complete and all of the bracing systems are not in place.
There are no FSAR requirements for this loading condition, but the check is
required for good construction practice.

See Response B.2.q.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.s

Table 10.2.2.2.3 is adequate for the purposes of displaying construction
wind loads for both Category I and II structures and demonstrating that the
' leeward pressure is a suction.
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Concern B.2.t

Section 10.2.3.3.1 gives the equation 1.67 AISC allowable .95Fy. The value
1.67 should be 1.6 and 1 is left out before .95Fy.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.t

The subject equation gives the engineer the allowable design stress criteria
to be used in designing the structural steel members of the River Screen House.
The equation as given is as follows:

1.67 AISC allowable .95Fy

The equation should have been given as follows:

1.6 AISC allowable 1 95Fy

The 1.67 factor used in this equation should in fact be 1.6. A review of the
design calculations showed that 1.67 was not used; the factor 1.6 factor was
used correctly.

The symbol "$" did not appear in the Design Criteria and is not a serious
concern. This is a familiar and standard equation used by the engineers and
the omission would be corrected in the design calculations. A review of the
design calculations showed that the equation is used correctly. The Design
Criteria is being revised to correct this typographical error.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.t

A number of calculation books (Calculation Books 2.3.3 By, 2.2.2 Br, 7.12.7
and 9.8.1) which used the Section 10.2.3.3.1 equation in question were reviewed
and no instances of improper use of the equation were discovered. Subsequent
to this concern being expressed, the value 1.67 was changed to 1.6 and the
symbol "1" was added in Revision 16 of the Design Criteria.

Concern B.2.u

Section 10.2.3.4'gives the equation 1.6 AISC allowable .95Fy. The 1 is left
out before .95Fy.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.u

The subject equation gives the engineer the allowable design stress criteria
to be used in designing the structural steel roof members for the probable

. maximum precipitation on Category I structures. The equation as given is as
follows:

1.6 AISC allowable .95Fy

The equation should have been given as follows:

1.6 AISC allowable i .95Fy
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The symbol "1" did not appear in the Design Criteria and is not a serious
concern. This is a familiar and standard equation used by the engineer and
the omission would be corrected in the design calculations. A review of the
design calculations showed that the equation is used correctly.

The Design Criteria is being revised to correct this typographical error.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.u

Calculation Books 2.3.3, 7.12.7, 2.2.2, 9.8.1, and 6.3.9 which employ the
equation in question were reviewed and no instances of incorrect use of this
equation were discovered. Subsequent to this concern being expressed, the
typographical error was corrected in Revision 16 of the Design Criteria.

Concern B.2.v

Table 10.3-1 in the design stresses column gives the equation 1.6 AISC
allowable .95Fy. The 1 is left out before the .95Fy.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.v

Table 10.3-1 is the Load Combination Table for Category I structural steel.
The subject equation is given in the column which indicates the allowable
design stress criteria. The equation given in this table is as follows:

1.6 AISC allowable 0.95F,

The equation should have been given as follows:

1.6 AISC allowable 1 0.95F

The symbol "1" did not appear in the Design Criteria and is not a serious
concern. This is a familiar and standard equation used by the engineer and
the omission would be corrected in the design calculations. A review of the
design calculations showed that the equation is used correctly.

The Design Criteria is being revised to correct this typographical error.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.v

Calculation Books 6.3.1 and 6.3.4 which emt loy information from Table 10.3-1
were reviewed and no instances of incorrect d e of this equation were dis-

covered. Subsequent to this concern being expt:ssed, the symbol "1" was added
in Revision 16 of the Design Criteria.

Concern B.2.w

" A lambda symbol is left outSection 12.2 4 gives the formula PAE " AE.2
before the H
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. Licensee Response to Concern B.2.w

The" missing. lambda is, in fact, not a-lambda (A) but a gamma (y) and y'is the'

-universal-engineering symbol for the unit weight of sofl. This' symbol appears
-in the familiar equation in soil mechanics-P
recognize this equation and realize the unit weight of sob.

EngineersYHM=
AE cannot be ignored

in an. equation that deals with soil pressure. Furthermore, in the definition
~of the' symbols fo; use in this equation, just two lines below, it is clearly
present. . The discussion in the text of this also mentions.this symbol. As an

-engineer is. doing any calculation, he will check the units in his calculations.
Without a y in:the-equation, the units will.not balance. Engineers will

~

identify this omission and include it in their calculations.

.All-calculations involving subgrade exterior walls have been reviewed and the
equation was used correctly.

~

.The Design Criteria is being revised to correct this.. typographical error.

~NRC R'eview'and Conclusion'Regarding Concern'B.2.w

A sample of~ calculations in Calculation Books 18.7.1.1 and 9.8.1 concerning
:the design of-walls below the grade elevation were reviewed and no instances
of incorrect usage 'of the equation was discove-d. Subsequent to this concern
being expressed, the gamma (y) symbol-was corrected in Revision 16 of the
Design Criteria.

Concern B.2.x.

~Section 18.1.1 requires that all design assumptions, methods, references and.
materials be defined for each area of design using standard calculational
summary sheets. Was this done?

L'censee Response to Concern B.2.xi.

.Sargent'& Lundy. Administrative Standard,.SAS-22, provides requirements for
the development of Design Control Summaries and establishes the method for
preparation, review, revision, and approval of safety-and non-safety related
Structural Department calculations. This standard meets the requirements of
Sargent'& Lundy Quality Assurance Manual GQ-3.08 for safety-related
calculations. -Calculation books follow this standard.

Interface between the Design Criteria and the calculation books has been
surveyed.' 'A sampling of these books has shown that the Design Control

' Summaries will sometimes reiterate the equations of.the Design Criteria and
when-they do, they are stated correctly. In cases where the equations are
not repeated in the Design Control Summaries, the review has shown that the
equations from the Design Criteria have been used correctly in the
calculations.

NRC-Request for Additional Information on Concern B.2.x

Please provide a list of documents reviewed during the interface survey.
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Additional Licensee Information on Concern B.2.x

'The following calculation books were reviewed to compare the equations of the
Design Criteria with those given in the calculation books. The equations were
given in either the Design Control Summary or the body of the calculation.

. Containment Building Turbine Building

6.3.1 9.8.3
6.3.2 9.8.3
6.3.3 9.11.3
6.3.4
6.3.5

Auxiliary Building

7.7.1
7.8.1

,

7.8.2
7.8.3
7.9.1
7.12.4
7.12.6
7.16.7

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.x

A number of calculations were reviewed including various BRP calculations,
the Primary Shield Wall design calculations, the Fuel Handling Building basemat
design calculations, various calculations included in the Byron Integrated
Design Inspection, and Calculation Books 6.3.1, 6.3.4, 7.12.4, 9.8.1 and 9.11.5.
A number of instances of noncompliance with Section 18.1.1 were discovered;
however, none of the discrepancies resulted in design significant hardware
problems. In response to the NRC Integrated Design Inspection and Bechtel
Power Corporation's Independent Design Review, the licensee and Sargent &
Lundy have initiated corrective action in this area which is detailed in a
November 20, 1984, letter to the NRC. That program was accepted by the NRC
in a December 27, 1984, letter to the licensee.

Concern B.2.y

2.Section 19.5.d gives an equation missing the summation symbol before the b ,

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.y

The subject equation, shown below, is taken from the section of the Design
Criteria governing the turbine foundation design, a non-nuclear safety-related
structure.
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V 3T
tu = u

Ob t

ACI 318-71, Paragraph 11.7.2, states that "the sum x y shall be taken for the
component rectangles of the section," i.e.,

V 3T
tu- = u

91b t

The summation symbol is only significant when the overall section is not a
rectangle or square, that is, it is necessary for "T" and "I" shaped sections
which are composed of several rectgngular or square compgnents. For
rectangular or square sections, "b t is identical to "Ib t".

The sections of the turbine foundation are either rectangular or square. "T"
or_"I" shaped sections are not used. Therefore, the summation symbol is not
required.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.y

The design of the turbine foundation was reviewed and it was determined that
the sections of the foundation were eithe'r rectangular or square. Due to this
design, the omission of the summation sign (I) from the equation in question
had no affect upon the design of the non-safety related turbine foundation.
Subsequent to this concern being expressed, the summation sign was added to
Revision 16 of the Design Criteria.

Concern B.2.z

Section 19.5.d gives an equation with the term "f'c" which should be "Jf'c."

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.z

The subject equation, shown below, is taken from the Design Criteria governing
the turbine foundation design, a non-nuclear safety-related structure.

Vtu > 1.5 f'c
In shear and/or torsion analysis of reinforced concrete members, all concrete
stress allowables are based on the square root of the compressive st,rength of
concrete (/f'c), e.g.,

Vtu > 1.5 # c
In Paragraph 11.7.1 of ACI 318-71 which is referenced immediately before this
equation is stated, it clearly states that " torsion' effects shall be included
for shear and bending w~nenever the nominal torsion stress V exceeds 1.5 Vf'c."
An engineer will recognize the omission and include it in t N calculation.

The calculations have been reviewed and the equation was used correctly. The
Design Criteria is being revised to incorporate this omission.
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NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.z

A sample of the calculations (Calculation Books 9.11.5 and 2.3.3) employing
the Section 19.5.rl equation in question were reviewed and no instances of
incorrect usage were discovered. Subsequent to this concern being expressed,
the square root symbol was added in Revision 16 of the Design Criteria.

Concern B.2.aa

Section 20.3.1.d indicates maximum weight of conduit and cable which differ
from the NEC 71 values in the Unistrut Catalog.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.aa

The tabulation in the Design Criteria is a reproduction of information
contained in Sargent &'Lundy Standard GDS 3.6.3.

This tabulation identifies maximum weight of conduit and cable for various
conduit sizes. Sargent & Lundy developed this table for use in design of
seismic Category I conduit supports. The values were obtained by adding the
weight of the largest power cable used on Sargent & Lundy projects that would
physically fit in the conduit to the weight of the rigid conduit. The values
used are based on the cable weights delineated in the Sargent & Lundy
specifications.

The National Electric Code (NEC) does not tabulate the maximum weight of conduit
and cable. NEC is erroneously referenced in this concern. The Unistrut General
Engineering Catalog tabulated these maximum weights. On the same page in the
Unistrut Catalog, another table is given which is taken from NEC-71. The refer-
ence does not apply to both tables.

The tabulated weights given in the Unistrut Catalog were developed for their
use. As described in the footnote to the table, the values were determined by
adding the weight of the heaviest conductor combination (in accordance with
NEC conduit fill criteria) to the weight of the rigid conduit.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern B.2.aa

Please provide both the S&L and Unistrut tables references in the response.
.

Additional Licensee Information on Concern B.2.aa

Attached is a copy of Figure 3.6.3-3, " Conduit and Cable Weight Table," from
Sargent & Lundy General Drafting Standard GDS 3.6.3 and a copy of page 113
from Unistrut General Engineering Catalog No. 10 which shows the tabulated
conduit and cable weights.
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SA'1GE:]TELU 'SY l | Stat:D AP.D CDS 3.6.3 !

.cata ,:. n,Uril:c STt.UDr.!?D ###2t"" "*"- !

O -

' .

['hMMhk'dLECONDUIT MAX. WT. MAX. WT.
'

PULLING OF PULLING OF RIGID FLEXI
CONDUlT SLEEVE SLEEVE, CONDUIT CONDUlT

TRADE SIZE AND END FITTINGS & CABLES & CABLESSIZE
: RECOM.V. ENDED & CABLE LBS./F1. LBS./FT.
i LENGTH (LBS.) (R) (p)

~ '

h~ 2P"X36" 25 l.65 I.II
2

I I" 2k"X36" 25 2.28 1.62
2

I k[ 3"X48" 47 3.81 2.98
!

.! I2k~ 3k"X48" 56 4.89 3.68
2

'

s
1 2" 4"X48" 72 6.64 4.98

,

2k" 4k"X48" 84 9.77 6.53
Q 2 2

,

3" 5"X60" 138 14.7 10.8
-

4" 7"X78" 263 20.3 14.6:

I 5" 8"X84" 330 26.4 20.6 -

:
30.7 22.5

i 6"
1

Total design weight shall always be based on ga!vanized rigid~

conduit or flexiblo conduit as applicab!e with cables insta' icd
as indicated above.
Intermediate metal conduit weights shall not be used

. '

for design. .

-
.

-

..

_

FIGURE : .6.3-3

O CONDUlT AND C5 E WEIGHT TABLE
.

.

Co.ncern B.2.aa
*

Page 8 of 11
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e

CONDUlT AND TUBING DATA
s
e . .

Rigid Steel Conduit (HEAVY WALL CCHDU!T) Dimensions and Weights

N.minel51:e fasids Oveside Outside
RIsid D;eme se, Diemeest Diameter Weighe Mcmimum Welche .I C.advie sad

c.aJure .s coadvie .f c.advie of c.vsna, et c ad.ie c.na.co.e in Fevado per F.ee'

P. 4 "'lachu inch.. sachu lach.. L sed Covered, ., Leed Co.ored

h 0.622 .840 1.063 .85 1.2 1.0
% 0.824 1.050 1.297 1.13 1.8 1.4

1 1.049 1.315 1.563 1.68 2.6 2.3
1% 1.380 1.660 1.969 2.26 ' 4.3 3.6
1h 1.610 1.900 2.234 2.73 5.9 4.5
2 2.067 2.375 2.719 3.68 8.5 7.2
2h 2.469 2.875 3.313 5.82 11'.5 10.2
3 3.0( 8 3.500 3.938 7.62 16.5 14.5
3h 3.548 4.000 4.438 9.20 19.0 17.5
4 4.026 4.503 4.938 10.89 24.8 21.5
5 5.047 5.563 6.296 14.51 35.9 30.8 -

6 6.065 6.625 7.358 19.19 50.7 43.4

* unimum ..ishe .gvei. ..iehe es ,i id c.advie piv. ..in e r h...ie.e c.aduce., combinati.a (Fr.m h. Nielt.nel E!.cerical Code Headbuk.)t s

Electrical Metollie Tubing (THIN WALL CottDUlT) Dir.,ensions and Weights.

N'*'"*'* ""i"**4 Trede S. ' ov,.i4. w.i se
ize **" '" 3 'Dien. +e, of C.advieof Tobia, Thic k ne . .

peI"[h,fache. techu tachu Feee*

'/, 0.577 0.04 0 .23 10
h 0.736 0.04 0 .29 10
M 0.922 0.04 6 .44 10 .

I 1.163 0.054 .64 10
1M 1.510 0.061 .95 10
1h 1.740 0.061 1.10 10
2 2.197 0.06l 1.40 10
2h 2.875 0.072 2.30 10
3 3.500 0.072 2.70 10
4 4.500 0.083 4.00 10

(T.hte #v.ained br Am..ic.a i, .a4 Si. : sa.iieve.. we. v ,k)
,

|

Reprint from NATICilAL ELECTRICAL CODE (1971 Edition)
.

3412. Supports. Rigid mete! corb shall be installed as a com. Tome 3412
plet? system as provided in Article 300 and shall be securely Mui += D'eteaa
festIned in place. Conduit sha!! be firmly futened w.ithin 3 feet se...ea Wp '.ec.,g,3,5;,, c ,, .

of Cech outlet box, junctio1 lox. cabinet, or fitting. Conduit shall (lachn) 9nd
be cupported at lecst every ten feet except that straight runs of h 10
rigid conduit modo up witn approved threaded coaplings nsy be % 10-

cecurcd in accordance with Table 34612, provided such fasks. I 12

ing prevents transmission of stresses to terminus when conduit9
is deflected betnen supports.

3 to

From: Unistrut General f j'n
Engineering Catalog No. 10

Concern B.2.aa lia
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.NRC' Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.aa

The Unistrut'CatalogLappears to incorrectly-indicate that the NEC applies
1

.to the maximum weight of conduit and cable. NEC-71 does not tabulate such
- weights.' 'In. any event, values in the Unistrut Catalog were developed for
.. customer.use, but are not binding on. users. The v'alues used by Sargent &
1 Lundy were developed from bounding , values |in S&L's own specifications and

~

'are therefore appropriate values for S&L projects.

Concern B.2.bb';

What are-the bases-for the determinations of the NF boundaries on
. Figures 21.8-3,-21.8-4 and 21.8-5?

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.bb
c

.The-Byron NF jurisdictional boundaries are defined in Figures 21.8-3, 21.8-4
and 21.8-5:and areLin'accordance with the ASME-Code. The ASME Code, Section
III, Division 1 requires that the jurisdictional boundaries for component
supports are to be defined by the owner or his designee in the design specifi-
cation following the guidelines of NF-1130. Figures 21.8-3.through 21.8-5
(attached) are used to define which items fall under ASME Code requirements
and which items fall under AISC Code of ACI Code requirements. NF-1130
indicates that the connecting element to the building structure shall by NF.
-These figures are contained in Chapter 21 of the Structural Project Design
' Criteria which is the ASME Design Specification for the NSSS supports. . Con-
-sistent with NF-1130, the defined boundaries for Byron are such that those
items which extend through the concrete surface'are the connecting element
and shall be NF. Those buried entirely in. concrete, such as the welds in

-

- Figures 21.8-3 and 4, are non-NF. The weld in Figure 21.8-5 is defined as
' NF consistent with this approach.

' NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.bb

The delineation of NF boundaries shown in Figures 21.8-3, 21.8-4, and 21.8-5
comply with standard industry practice and with the provisions of NF-1130.

~ Concern B.2.cc

Section 32.3.1 gives an equation for which the source was not apparent.

. Licensee' Response to Concern B.2.cc

- This' criteria concerns the non-safety related (Category II) buried piping.

Section 32.3.1 of the Design Criteria presents an equation used to calculate
the vertical pressure at the top of a pipe caused by external load. The
Intervenors'' expert witness was not able to locate the source of this

. equation.
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Subsection 32.4.3 of the Design Criteria lists all of the references used in
this criteria. The particular reference required to verify the equation is
Reference 2, " Buried Pipelines", Clarke, page 103.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.cc

This equation was taken from the reference noted and was used in an appropriate
manner.

Concern B.2.dd

Section 32.3.2 should require that wall . thickness be checked for internal
pressure and external load before internal pressure is applied and that a
minimum thickness be checked for safe handling.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.dd

This criteria concerns non-safety related (Category II) buried piping.

[1] Loading conditions for the Buried Piping Design Criteria are presented
in Section 32.2. Subsections under Section 32.2 include Soil Overburden,
Positive Internal Operating Pressure, and Negative Internal Operating
Pressure. Within this criteria is a statement (Section 32.2.3) that " pipes
shall be designed for the worst conditions of internal or external loading".

[2] The criteria also provides equations from the American Water Works
Association (AWWA) Manual of Water. Supply Practices.which were used to check
wall thicknesses based on the worst loading conditions. Section 32.4 titled,
" Additional Design Considerations," includes a minimum thickness criteria "to
meet practical requirements in fabricating, transporting and installing smooth
walled steel pipes." This criteria is in accordance with the AWWA recommenda-
tions for safe handling of smooth walled steel pipes.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.dd

Section 32 appropriately addresses all loading conditions and thickness checks
mentioned in the concern.

Concern B.2.ee

Section 32.3.2 gives the equation term ":25fy" which should be ".25fy."

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.ee

This criteria concerns non-safety related (Category II) buried piping.

Under Section 32.3.2 is an equation used to calculate the required area per
inch length of wall section (pipe wall thickness), in which a colon was
misprinted in place of a decimal point; i.e.,
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e) R rather than ( o +.P,) RI *
A=A =' o

~

:25fy .25fy

.-
LImmediately' preceding this equation, there is a discussion which leads into
the equation. -In this-discussion, the value of ".25fy" .is specified. It is
obvious to the engineer that there is a typographical error in the equation.

The calculations were reviewed and the equation was used correctly.

The Design Criteria has been. revised to correct this typographical error.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern B.2.ee

A'sampleLof calculations (Calculation Books 9.11.5 and 2.2.3) employing this
m equation were reviewed and no improper uses of this equation were identified.

-Subsequent to this concern'being expressed,'the typographical error was' ' =

corrected in Revision 16 of the Design Criteria.

Concern'B'.2.ff

. Section 3'2.4.=2 misprings Spangler's Equation in that D.061 in the denominator3should be 0.061, and.R should be R in' denominator.
~

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.ff

This criteria concerns non-safety related (Category II) buried piping.

-[1]. Section 32.4.2 presents an equation, referred to as Spangler's Equation,
to be used for calculating pipe deflections under load. In the equation, the

numerical value of 0.061 was misprinted as D.061.

In the parameter definitions given immediately following the equation, none is
given for D. An engineer using the equation would at this point verify the

. equation with'its reference. Additionally, when the engineer checks his units,
ihad he assumed the D to be some value, the units-of the equation would not
balance.

The calculations were performed using the equation correctly.

The Design' Criteria has been revised to correct this misprint.

[2] References.1 and 3 in Subsection 32.4.3 both present the Spangler
Equation.

Reference 3, AWA:

#
Ax = D

EI + 0.061er#
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' Reference 1, ASCE:

KWrax = D
3EI.+ 0.061'E'r where E' = er;

. BothJof these equations are the same'and match what was given in the Design
Criteria. (Section 32.4.~2): :

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.ff
,

Calculation Books 9.11.5 and 12.3.3 employing the subject equation were reviewed.
- The review of design calculations employing this equation demonstrated that ghe
subjget equation was used properly. As to the second part of the concern (R
or R ), the equation as.used by the licensee is correct. Subject to this concern
being expressed, D.061 was changed to 0.061 in Revision 14 of the Design Criteria.

.

~

Concern B.2.ca
.

Section 34.2 indicates that embedded plates are designed for 10 kips
: (kips-= 1000 pounds) per. foot-tension -load and 12 kips per foot . shear load.
Whatsis the factor of safety considering the extensive number of components
supported by embedded plates?

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.ag

i ~ This section 'of the Design Criteria provides guidelines for initial design of
. attachments to embedded plates. The final design is verified during the final

.

The design procedure referenced in this concern was used only forload check.'

the embedded plate grid system /fgection' 34.2 of gp9t ~ esign Criteria gives theD
kcapacity of these plates as 10 tension and 12 shear. Many different--

types of supports are attached to these embedded plates. The reason why the
overall capacity'of the embedded plates is given in the Design Criteria is
that.many different designs require attachments to these embedded plates. The
Intervenor expert witnesses' concern states that he has seen no calculations
for: embedded plates and that the design criteria document appears to say that

,

_ all embedded plates are designed in this manner.
_

I !In the same paragraph 'where reference is made to 10 tension and 12
shear. allowable on embedded plates, there is a. statement that reads, "A
separate embedded plate design shall be made where applied loads exceed the

,

i capacity.of the grid plate." This statement makes it clear that where. loads
i- ' are in excess of the general guidelines, separate design considerations must-

- be made.

; The Intervenors' expert witness was shown a copy of. Structural Design Standard
SDS-Ell which provides all of the technical basis and equations used in embedded
plate design. This standard is an all inclusive design and analysis guide and

|- criteria for embedded plate design and reassessment. It is used in the reassess-
ment of embedded plates and final load check on the Byron project.

1

4

/
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This final load ' check provides a complete review of attachments to embedded
-plates to verify. adequacy of the embedded plates for the final loads of as-
built-systems attached to theLembedded plates. 'The Design Control Summary for
embedded plate final . load check expands on SDS-Ell to account for unique
attachment types and embedded plate sizes and configurations found on the
Byron project. . The final load check takes into account final loads, attachment
size, attachment location, prying action as a function of plate and stud
stiffness,.and orientation of the attachment to the embedded plate. It is a,

complete-reassessment and supersedes all previous design work.

f NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.ca

' - The section of the Design Criteria mentioned in this concern represents an
acceptable design methodology.

- During the remanded Byron hearing,- the expert witness also mentioned that he
had seen an example of an embedded plate which was overloaded. In the NRC
inspection it was determined that this instance was support M-1CC02020X. After4

' ' - reviewing documentation associated with this support, it was determined that
the design of this embedded plate is acceptable and well within allowable loads
(actual load = 5174 pounds, allowable load = 10,000 pounds).

Concern B.2.hh

Section 35.3.1 indicates stress is limited to 1.0Fy for tension and compression
'

loading and Fy/ square root of.3 for shear. For tension loading, 0.95Fy should-
be used.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.hh
4

This.section of the Design Criteria describes the allowable stresses to be
used.in the design of the reactor pressure vessel shield wall.

The calculations were actually. performed using an allowable stress of 0.95Fy
*for tension and 0.95Fy//3 for shear, which is consistent with the FSAR.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.hh

-The design calculations for the Reactor Pressure Vessel Shield Wall were re-
viewed and no instances of the use of incorrect allowable stress were identified.

I Subsequent.to this concern being expressed, the value Fy/J3 was changed to
0.95 Fy//3 in Revision 16 of the Design Criteria.

I

Concern B.2.ii

No specific concern was expressed. The expert witness had intended to review
Section 36 because of applicable issues with formulae he had recognized in
other sections. Due to time constraints he was unable to conduct a review of
this-section.

"

|

i
i

1
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NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.ii

Due.to the numerous instances of typographical errors in other sections of
|the Design Criteria, the NRC reviewed Section 36. Section 36 represents
acceptable design requirements for HVAC duct qualification and no problems
with formulae were identified.

Concern B.2.jj

Section 37.1.2 gives no limit of deflection on non-safety related hangers in
safety-related areas. What clearance criteria will be used to ensure that
non-safety hangers do not damage safety-related equipment?

Licensee Response to Concern'B.2.jj

Section 37.1.2 of the Design Criteria describes the design of non-safety
related pipe hangers located in safety 7related areas.

!
~

A deflection limitation is not requircE since non-safety related hangers need
not be designed to remain functional during a seismic event. However, they
are designed to preclude failure which could result in damage to safety-related
elements.

In order to ensure that non-safety related elements do not damage safety-related
elements, a study was performed in late 1983 by S&L to evaluate the seismic
interaction between elements (both safety-related and non-safety related) within
the safety-related areas. The results of this study indicate that interaction
of' cable trays and conduits and their supports with other elements, can be and
has been generically demonstrated to be insignificant. The interaction of HVAC
ducts and piping and their' supports with other elements was not generically
demonstrated to be insignificant, and thus, must be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis. To complete this analysis, Project Instruction PI-BB-40, " Limited
Clearance Walkdowns," was initiated to field verify the actual clearance
surrounding HVAC ducts, EVAC supports, piping and pipe supports. This verifi-
cation has been completed for Byron Unit 1 and potential interactions from these
walkdowns have been resolved. Therefore, there will not be interactions between
non-safety related and safety-related elements that will result in damage to a
safety-related element.

. NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern B.2.jj

Please provide PI-BB-40. When was PI-BB-40 initiated, when was verification
completed, and when were potential interactions resolved?

Additional Licensee Information on Concern B.2.jj

Project Instruction PI-BB-40, " Limited Clearance Welkdowns," was initiated in
December 1983 to field verify the actual clearance surrounding HVAC ducts,
HVAC supports, piping, and pipe supports.

40
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These walkdowns were completed in February 1984 for HVAC ducts and supports
and in March 1984 for piping and pipe supports. Resolution of the potential
interactions identified from these walkdowns was completed in September 1984. |

Limited clearance points identified in the final piping system walkdown are
also being reviewed to confirm that the conclusions reached from the PI-BB-40
walkdowns are representative and applicable. This review will be co..ipleted by
November 30, 1984.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.jj
,

Project Instruction PI-BB-40 provides an acceptable method for identifying
and resolving potential interactions between non-safety related components
and safety-related components. The licensee's review of the limited clearance
points identified in the final piping system walkdown of Byron, Unit 1, has
been completed and the results confirmed that the conclusions reached from the
PI-BB-40 walkdowns are representative and applicable.

Concern B.2.kk

Section 37.2 gives no definitive statement that torsional stresses should be
checked.

Concern B.2.mm

Section 37.2.1.g.1.B ignores axial self weight. What is the magnitude of
the load affecting members and connections?

Concern B.2.nn

Section 37.2.1.g.1.C does not require torsion analysis. What is the magnitude
of load affecting members and connections?

Concern B.2.oo

Section 37.2.1.g.2.B indicates axial self weight may be ignored. What is
the magnitude of the load aff,e,cting members and connections?

Concern B.2.pp

Section 37.2.1.g.2.C includes torsion. What was the logic for including
torsion here?

Concern B.2.qq

Section 37.2.1.g.3.A assumes all masses are lumped at the shear center.

Concern B.2.rr

Section 37.2.1.g.3.B indicates axial self weight may be ignored.

41
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Concern B.2.ss

Section 37.2.1.g.3.C indicates' torsional analysis is not required.

Concern B.2.tt

- Section 37.2.1.g.4.A assumes all masses are lumped at shear center.

Section 37.2.1.g.4.B indicates that axial self weight may be ignored.

Section 37.~2.1.g.4.C indicates that torsional analysis is not required.

Concern B.2.uu

Section 37.2.1.g.5 indicates exact analysis must be performed for loads greater
4 - than 20 kips.

Concern B.2.vv

Section 37.2.1.g.5.A assumes all masses are lumped at shear center.

Section 37.2.1.g.5.B indicates axial self weight may be ignored.

Section 37.2.1.g.5.C indicates torsional analysis not required.

Concern B.2.wt

Section 37.2.1.g.b.B indicates axial self weight may be ignored.

Section 37.2.1.g.6.C indicates torsional analysis not required.

Concern B.2.xx

Section 37.2.1.g.7.A assumes all masses are lumped at shear center.

- Licensee Response to Concerns B.2.kk and 8.2.mm through B.2.xx

The items questioned in this concern are instructions to the engineers to
describe what loads must be applied, and how they must be applied to various
types of auxiliary steel for pipe supports.

When performing a simplified analysis as described in these sections, an inter-
action factor, 9, is used to implicitly account for the effects of eccentricities,
-axial ' stresses and torsional stresses that result from the seismic self-weight

excitation of the component support steel. This interaction factor was derived
by comparing the results of detailed analyses for a variety of common support
configurations to the results of corresponding simplified anlyses to ensure that
the use of the interaction factor always yields conservative results. Certain
stresses such as torsional stresses due to applied piping loads (Sections 37.2
and 37.2.1.e), torsional stresses due to spring cans which have relatively large

| 42
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mass as compared to a rod hanger (Section 37.2.1.g.2.c) and all stresses on
specific types of supports with loads greater than 20 kips (Section 37.2.1.g.5)
cannot be implicitly included in the 8 factor, and thus must be explicitly
accounted for in the design.

The sections discussed here give the engineer guidance so that he understands
when these items are accounted for by the 5 factor and when they are not. The
use of this 9 factor permits a simpler and more reasonable structural analysis
without_ compromising the integrity of the support. This simplified analysis
does not ignore the axial stresses, torsional stresses, eccentricities, etc. ,
rather it implicitly accounts for their effects through the use of a
reduction factor.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concerns B.2.kk and B.2.mm-
through 8.2.xx

Please provide detailed engineering justification for the magnitude of
the 9 factor.

Additional Licensee Information on Concerns B.2.kk and B.2.mm through B.2.xx

.The 9 factor is an aid to be used by .the engineer which permits a simpler and
more reasonable structural analysis without compromising the integrity of the

*support.

To derive the 9-factors, a study was performed in March 1982. This study
consisted of a series of sample problems which represent a variety of bounding
auxiliary support steel configurations and bounding loading conditions. The
following parameters were considered in determining the bounding conditions:

a. auxiliary steel configuration and support conditions,

b. auxiliary steel size and shape,

c. span length,

d. load location along the span,
f

e. load direction, and

f. load magnitude.

The sample problems included actual pipe support drawings and hypothetical pipe
. supports. The range of the sample problems was judged to be broad enough to
serve as a basis for the 9 factor.'

4

Two separate analyses were performed for each sample problem. The first
analysis used the simplified design procedures outlined in the Design Criteria.
The second analysis consisted of detailed manual calculations. In addition,

~

the AUXSTL computer program, which performs a detailed analysis was also usede

,

I,
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for the second analysis. The 9 factor is the stress interaction ratio from
the simplified analysis divided by the stress interaction ratio from the
detailed analysis.

The O factor accounts for all significant design items not explicitly included
in the individual support design. These items include axial and torsional
stresses due to self-weight excitation of the auxiliary support steel and
hardware components, the effects of eccentricities between the point of load
application and the member shear center, and the effects of permissible
construction tolerances and misalignments of the auxiliary support steel and
hanger component.

Additional Licensee Information on Concerns B.2.kk and B.2.mm through B.2.xx

On December 1,1984, calculations were reconstructed to substantiate the "0"
factors used in the simplified design process as described in the Project
Design Criteria - DC-ST-03-BY/BR, Revision 8, Section 37.'0.

What follows is a discussion of:

a. What the "0" factor is.

b. How the "0" factor was numerically quantified.

c. The bounding parameters involved in the selection of the "0"
factors.

d. Tables 15.1 and 15.2 which summarize the "0" factors used and
the sample calculations performed to substantiate them.

e. Attachment 15.5 which is a reproduction of one of the
calculations performed highlighted to show the elements
of design required by the Project Design Criteria.

What the 0 Factor Is

The Project Design Criteria enumerates all the design requirements for auxiliary
steel supports. In addition to the major contribution of the actual applied pipe'

load, the effects of the following additive minor tolerances, eccentricities and
member self-weight seismic excitation must be considered as specified in the
Byron Project Design Criteria Section and further clarified by reference to
Figures 15.1, 15.2, 15.3A and 15.38.

37.1.1, Item e.

10% lateral structural steel misalignment for simply supported
W-shaped beams and double channels, and a 1% lateral structural
steel misalignment for W-shaped cantilever and knee brace brackets.
(See Figure 15.1)

|

|

t
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37.1.1, Item f.

035% verticalLstructural steel misalignment for simply. supported
W-shaped members subject to an axial load. (See Figure 15.1)<

'37'.1.1, Item h.

6"~ tolerance for the location of the-hanger component along the
longitudinaliaxis of the support steel. (See Figure 15.1)

37.1.1, Item i.

%" location tolerance for the attachment of a' lug on W-shaped
member flanges with ' respect to the center line of the web.
(See~ Figure 15.1)

'37.1.1, Item c.

-Z( hanger component displacement from its design position for all
loading cases. (See Figure 15.2)'

37.1.1,-Item b.

Self-weight OBE and SSE excitation of the auxiliary steel and<

component hardware in the three principal orthogonal directions.
' The governing peak seismic excitation values, 2.0 g horizontal-

'

and 4.0.g vertical, have been used for all cases. (See
Figures 15.3A and.15.38)

+ : Item b. is a design requirement conservatively calculated by using the peak
' acceleration values (2.0 g horizontal and 4.0 g vertical).

Items, e., f., h.,-1., and g. are installation tolerances. That is, they do
. not change the applied piping load, but are effects on stress in auxiliary'

steel due to variation in support installation. Their main effect is to
introduce--torsional stresses in the auxiliary support steel.

f

| . Prior to 1980, detailed design was manually performed to account for.the major
-applied loads and the minor tolerances listed above. This was a time consuming*

and laborious process. Therefore, a need arose to conservatively remove some,

' _ of the' tedious elements of the hand calculation effort without neglecting their
E effect on the member design. Thus, the "0" factor was developed. Minor toler-

ances 'and load effects which result in relatively low member stress were lumped1
;

| ' together and were accounted for in the design by the use of the 9 factor.

This "0"~ factor is an allowable stress reduction factor introduced into the
design process to account only for minor load effects. Stresses due to major

- load effects such as the actual applied load are directly calculated and are
not = included in the 9 factor. This 9 factor is only intended for certain

support configurations and member types as shown in Table 15.1.

i.
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All tolerances, items e., f., h., i., and g. are accounted for by this factor
and in item b. the effect of auxiliary steel self-weight acceleration and
component hardware acceleration in the longitudinal direction of the member
is included in the "9" factor.

-This longitudinal effect was chosen since its contribution 'is very minor when'

compared to all other loadings since it amounts to a small percentage of loads
Lcompared to the member allowable load.

For detailed analysis as : hown in the idealized support on Figure 15.3A, thes
loads other than piping applied load (PA) act as follows:

a .' | Auxiliary Steel member weight (WS) - excited seismically
in 3 directions, applied at the center of beam and midspan.

b. Hanger hardware (WH) - excited seismically in 3 directions,
applied at the hardware pin point, e r m the centerline

Hof the beam.

For simplified analysis as shown in the idealized support on Figure 15.3B,
all the loads are. applied at the shear center of the beam. (Note: seismic
excitation in the longitudinal direction.)

It is important to note that even for these minor _ load effects this " simplified"
approach which uses a_ reduction factor yields conservative designs compared to
the detailed hand calculation procedure.

How The 9 Factor was Numerically Quantified

-The 9 factor is defined as the ratio of the design interaction ratio obtained
by the simplified calculation to the design interaction ratio obtained by a
detailed calculation. In the form of an equation:

, ,Is Simplified Interaction Ratio
=

I Detailed Interaction Ratio
D

The design interaction ratio, I, is the ratio of the actual member stress
divided by the allowable member stress. Before the advent of the computer-

,

| 'ization of the design parameters,- the simplified and detailed analyses were
; -performed manually. The " Auxiliary Steel" program was developed in 1980 to

aid Lin the preliminary selection of. mechanical component support steel members..

This program considers all the design requirements of the detailed analysis as
specified in the Byron Project Design Criteria. To expedite the reverification
of the_9 factors, the " Auxiliary-Steel" program was used both for the simplified
approach-and the detailed approach.

' Thus, for calculations performed on December 1, 1984, the 9 factor can be
[ . quantified by'the ratio:

I

'
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Design interaction obtained with the " Auxiliary Steel"
program using the simplified Design Criteria and all
applicable loads.,,
Design interaction obtained with the " Auxiliary Steel"
program with each and every detailed requirement and
all applicable. loads.

The simplified and' detailed calculation requirements are pictorially represented
in Figures 15.3A and 15.38. Both figures show the actual support configuration
and the idealized design condition locating the loads and the direction of loads
to be considered.

To obtain the design interaction necessary to compute the "0" factors, certain
parameters were considered in determining the bounding conditions used to select
-the piping support configurations. What follows is an identification of how
those parameters were used in the selection process. A more detailed description
will be discussed further with the introduction of Tables 15.1 and 15.2 which
summarize the results of the calculations performed on December 1, 1984.

Bounding Parameters in the Selection of the e Factors

The bounding parameters are:

a. Auxiliary steel configuration and support conditions

Support conditions can be said to bound a selection process
if they are more critical, that is, produce greater stress
levels than other support conditions. When the simplified
design process was used manually, a frame was conservatively
considered as being composed of simply supported and canti-
levered members without considering the continuity of the
members. Thus, simply supported members and cantilevered
members are bounding support conditions over frame assem-

! blies since the redundancy of.a frame allows redistribution
of stresses over its multiple members. A simply supported

| or cantilevered member has no other members to share its
stresses. Frame assemblies are bounded by other conditions
since it can be said that a frame is an extension of a
simply supported condition and two cantilevered conditions.
Therefore, the "0" factor of 0.75 is conservative when
compared to the factors for simply supported and cantilevered
members.

b. Auxiliary steel size and shape

1. The auxiliary steel sizes and shapes must be represent-
ative of actual field requirements. The selection
process involved choosing the most commonly used sizes
and shapes.

47
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12.' A size and shape selection can be-said to bound a
,

selection process if the more critically stressed
.

Esize and shape is chosen. For example, once it has
. been determined what "9" factor is required for a

~
. ' wide flange shape, a determination of a factor for

an angle shape is'not required. Warping normal
. torsional stress added to the bending stresses is

,

the primary reason for the. factor used and this
;c- effect occurs:in wide-flange shapes, but not in

angle shapes. The consideration of the same
tolerances produce torsional shear stresses in
angle shapes that are not.added to the bending
stresses.

In addition, the wide variety of members selected are
bounding' torsional strength comparisons. Since the
-effect'of the design requirements that the 9 factor

> - - replaces-is primarily one of torsion, by comparing
| the strong axis strength to the torsional strength,
; one can determine bounding conditions on members.

Thus, a W8x31 strong axis strength to torsional
strength has a ratio of about 19. A W4x13 strong
axis strength to torsional strength has a ratio
of approximately 12. Therefore, the W8x31 is'~

bounding over the W4x13.

c. " Span length
,

Representative lengths were selected. Auxiliary steel,

members span between in place main-steel or embedded
. plates. Based on this, spans ranging from 5'0" to
8'0" encompass lengths for simply-supported cases and,
therefore, were selected. However, since the detailed
interaction values are fully stressed, the length
variation has very little effect on the 9 factor.

d. Load location along the span

Various locations along the. spans of simply-supported
members were selected. For cantilevers, the load was

placed at the end of the member where its placement
would have the most critical effect. For simply-
supported cases, the position of the load was placedp

close to the center of the center where its location
would have the most conservative effect.

e. Load direction
,

The most critical applied piping load is a load creating
torsion on'a member. The 9 factor does not account fort

'this effect and, thus, separate hand calculations must be
performed to account for this effect.:

!
,
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An applied vertical' piping load on a member produces no
torsion'and, thus, a -load -_from any tolerance creating
' torsion, changes a torsional stressifrom'0% to some
finite. number: which_ theoretically is an infinite per-
centage increase; whereas, a load from any tolerance
causing torsion'on a member already designed for an
applied piping 11oad that produces torsion, will have
a substantially-lower percentage increase than one with
a verticallyfapplied loading producing no torsion. All

9 factor calculations were performed with the most
i _ ' conservative direction of the' applied piping load - the

direction vertical to the member. In an actual calculation
where the actual applied piping load is at an angle to the
member, the components of this loading are considered in a
manually performed detailed analysis.

.

'f. -Load magnitude

Various magnitudes of loadings were selected to assure
I = 1.0 or as close as possible. This has the same effectna5 ensuring- that various loading magnitudes were considered.
Tables 15.1 and 15.2 summarizes the calculations performed,
and a detailed discussion on the results obtained follows.

Table 15.1|is a summary of the commonly used member sizes with the corres-
ponding appropriate configurations. . Representative configurations are shown
in Figure 15.3c.

Table 15.2 is a recreation-of a-table available in Calculation Book 13.3.15-
completed December 1,_1984, with the problem "I.D." numbers renumbered for
'the convenience of grouping the auxiliary steel configuration. .Thereforn,
a one-to-one-correspondence between the "I.D." number in Table 15.2 and
the. summary table provided in Calculation Book 13.3.15 is not. appropriate.
However, when reviewing Calculation Book 13.3.15, all-problem "I.D."' numbers
were. identified correspondingly with the calculation page numbering sequential
1to what is listed in the summary table provided in Calculation Book 13.3.15.'~

For simplyLsupported cases from table 15.1, the most commonly ~used shapes with
-appropriate load ranges and spans are shown.

A total of 15 sample problems were selected and summarized in Table 15.2-and
a review of Table 15.2 when compared to Table 15.1 will show a member size

. correspondence;_ loading ranging ~from 503 pounds to 7,723 pounds compared to
'500.to 4,000 pounds; span ranging from 5'0" to 8'0" compared to spans ranging
from.5'0" to 9'0".

.

In addition to the member sizes being representative, they offer a wide cross
section of various structural shapes ranging from torsionally weaker to
torsionally' stronger, e.g., double channel C3x4.1 to TS3x3x1/4.
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' 4.

TABLE 15.1

Sc= mary of $ Factor used for Design of Auxiliary Steel for Mechanical Component Supports'

Commonly Used on Byron /Braidwood Project
p Factor

:onfigurations Shapes Sections L ad Range Spans Used.

~
(lbs)

(Included in Q Factor
Wide Flange U4x13, W6x25, W8x31 Derivation Prior to :19 82 ,

Simply -- ~^'

(Included in p- 500 5'-0"
Supported to to .75Double Channel C3x4.1, C4x5.4, C5x6.7, C6x8.2 Factor Derivation

Prior to 1982, 4000 , 8 -0

See Attach. A& B)
Tube Section TS3x3x1/4, TS4x4xl/4

.

.
-

.

(Included in $ FactorWide Flange w4x13, W5x16, W8x3.1 Derivation Prior to 1982,
See Attach. A& B)

Double Channel C12x20.7 500 l'-6"
to to .65.

Cantilever 2000 3'-0"
Angle L 3x3x3/8, L 4x4xl/4 '

Tube Section TS4x4xl/4

Bracket (Included in % Factor Deriva- 250 3'-0" ,40Wide Flange W4x13, W8x31(Knee Brace) tion Prior to 19 82, See to to or
Attachments A & B) 2000 5'-0" .65

17/I rdware Wide Flange W4x13, W8x31 (Included in % Factor Deriva- 250 4'-0"
tion Prior to 1982, See to to .75

Attachment B) 2000 6'-0"

Frame W/O
.

Uide Flange W4x13
Hardware 500 l'-6"

to to .90

Angle L 4x4xl/4

Concern B.2.kk, mm thru xx



TABLE 15.2 '.
-

.

SUMMARY OF BACKUP CALCUIATIONS FOR % FACTOR Mc,g 3,

CONFIGUR- SPAN LOAD CALC. DESIGN COMPARISON OF %ATION PROBLEM I.D. NO. MEMBER (' ") (lbs) $ FACTOR $ FACTOR FACTOR REMARKS
Simply

Supported 1 (2) C6x8.2 8'-0" 2694 0.80 0.75 Acceptable

" 2 W4x13 6'-0" 3229 0.76 0.75 Acceptable
.

"
3 W6x25 8'-0" 7723 0.77 0.75 Acceptable

"
4 (2) C3x4.1 6'-0" 1100 0.82- 0.75 Acceptable

"
5 (2) C6x8.2 6'-0" 3600 0.78 0.75 Acceptable

"

6 TS 4x4xl/4 6'-0" 5130 0.97 0.75 Acceptable
~

' .
" 7- TS 4x4xl/4 6'-0" 4900 1.00 0.75 Acceptable

"
8 TS 3x3xl/4 6'-0" 1475 1.00 0.75 Acceptable

." 9 (2) C3x4.1 5'-8" 587 1.00 0.75 Acceptable

" 10 (2) C5x6.7 7'-9" 2200 0.87 0.75 Acceptable

" 11 (2) C4x5.4 8'-0" 1143 1.03 0.75 Acceptable

" 12 W4x13 5'-8" 503 1.10' O.75 Acceptable

Concern B.2.kk, mm thru xx

_
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TABLE 15.2 Pag 7 2'

SUMMARY OF BACKUP CALCULATIONS FOR $ FACTOR
e

CONFIGUR-L SPAN LOAD CALC. DESIGN COMPARISON OF $ATION PROBLEM I.D. NO. MEMBER (' ") (lbs ) $ FACTOR $ FACTOR FACTOR REMARKS

Simply
Supported 13 W8x31, 7'-0" .4750 0.80 0.75 Acceptable

" 14 W18x50 9'-0" 2500 1.63 0.75 Acceptable

" 15 W4x13 5'-0" 1300 0.76 0.75 Acceptable

Cantilever 16 W5x16 3'-0" 1609 0.74 0.65 Acceptable

" 17 W8x31 2'-0"
,

~12059 0.66 0.65 Acceptable

" 18 (2) C12x20.7 2'-0" 12016 0.66 0.65 Acceptable

19 L 3x3x3/8 l'-6" 513 0.72 0.65 Acceptable"

" 20 W4x13 2'-0" 1954 0.77 0.65 Acceptable,

21 L 3x3x3/8 l'-6" 600 0.83 0.65 Acceptable"

" 22 L 4x4xl/4 2'-0" 475 0.77 0.65 Acceptable

23 TS 4x4xl/4 3'-0" 2000 0.74 0.65 Acceptable"
,

! -1

I
24 W4x13 2'-3-7/16' 2550 0.67 I 0.65 Acceptable '"

9

Concern B.2.kk, mm thru xx
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All types of mechanical component hardware were considered on the design
process and the most conservative combinations were selected. For example,
in problem I.D. No. 2 for the member W4x13 with a O calculation = 0.76, a
variable spring hanger was used. This would have the effect of creating
the most torsional stress in the member that the 9 factor must account for.

The commonly used cantilever configurations are summarized in Table 15.1. When
one compares the table to Table 15.2, it will show a member size correspondence;
loads ranging from 500 to 2,000 lbs. compared to loads ranging from 475 lbs.
to 12,059 lbs.; spans ranging from l'6" to 3'0" compared to spans ranging from
l'6" to 3'6".

For commonly used bracket configurations summarized in Table 15.1 when compared
to Table 15.2 again shows a correspondence to size, loading, and spans.

For commonly used frames without hardware summarized in Table 15.1 when compared
to Table 15.2 again show a correspondence to size, loading and spans.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concerns B.2.kk and B.2.mm through B.2.xx

Chapter 37 of the Structural Design Criteria which governs the use of the "0"
factor methodology was issued for use on October 5, 1981. S&L maintained that
calculations demonstrating the acceptability of the "0" factor methodology had
been completed prior to October 5, 1981; however, S&L was unable to retrieve
those calculations. Other calculations justifying the use of the "0" factor

methodology, completed as part of a March 1982 internal S&L study, were retrieved.
These calculations were not approved for use until April 1984. The NRC review
determined that those calculations were incomplete and inadequate to demonstrate
the acceptability of the "0" factor methodology as it was being used. In response
to the NRC review of this concern, S&L developed another technical justification
for the "0" factor methodology, which was completed December 4,1984.

The NRC review determined that the results of this December 4,1984, effort

were incomplete to demonstrate the conservatism of the "0" factor methodology

in all potential configurations. However, the "0" factor methodology would
produce acceptable designs when used in conjunction with other documents which
control this design activity, such as specifications, design standards and
project instructions. To provide additional assistance of the acceptability
of the "B" factor methodology, a number of supports which were not strictly
bounded by the December 4, 1984, justification were determined to be acceptable
by detailed, exact, individual calculations.

Several statements in the licensee's responses appeared to be incorrect and
required considerable discussion for the licensee to explain the intent of the
statements. Satisfactory explanations were given for all but one of the state-
ments. The one incorrect statement had no technical significance and related
to component support hardware weights.

The inability of S&L to retrieve the original calculations is a violation of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII (454/84-71-01(DRS); 455/84-49-01(DRS);
456/84-43-01(DRS); 457/84-39-01(DRS)).
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Concern B.2.11

Section 37.2.1.f indicates deflection and rotation of primary structural steel'
is ignored in deflection checks. What about members with pinned ends?

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.11

~In August 1983,'the same concern regarding the deflection and rotation of
primary structural steel was identified by the NRC. The S&L response to the

-NRC stated that S&L.had compared the results of piping analyses that included
the deflection and rotation of the primary structural steel with the results
of conventional S&L piping analysis (i.e., no deflection or rotation or primary
structural steel). This comparison indicated that the standard procedures for
analysis were adequate to predict piping response. This issue is discussed on
pages 3-5 of an NRC memorandum dated September 19, 1983 from D. Terao, MEB to
R. J. Bosnak, Chief, MEB (which is an attachment to an NRC memorandum dated
October 31, 1983 from D. G. Eisenhut, Director, NRR to R. L. Bangart,
Director RIV). .The: direct S&L response to the NRC is identified as " Item 4"
of Attachment 1 to the September 19, 1983, memorandum.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.11'

Sargent & Lundy's methodology in this area is acceptable.

Concern B.2.yy

Section 37.2.2.a indicates Zx (the plastic section modulus) is used whereas
the FSAR states only yield stress design is used.,

Concern B.2.zz

Section 37.2.2.a indicates Zy (the plastic section modulus) is used whereas
the FSAR states only yield stress design is used.

Licensee Response to Concerns B.2.yy and B.2.zz:

The referenced section of the Design Criteria, is a part of Section 37.2.2
which is titled and defined as being applicable for non-safety related hangers
only. It provides the procedures to be used in the design of the auxiliary
steel for non-safety related pipe hangers. This criteria is in accordance with
Part-2 of the AISC Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of
Structural Steel'for Buildings. The corresponding criteria for safety-related
hangers is in Section 37.2.1. Safety-related hangers are designed using elastic
section properties, which is consistent with the FSAR.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concerns B.2.yy and B.2.zz

Section 37.2.2 is identified in the Design Criteria as concerning non-safety
related hangers in safety-related areas. The FSAR provision for yield stress
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d

(i.e., elastic) design is for safety-related hangers and does not apply to
non-safety related hangers. The criteria in Section 37.2.1 is for safety-
related hangers and is in accordance with the FSAR.

Concern B.2.aaa

Section 37.2.2.a states Fa = 1.6 times the allowable axial stress per AISC

1969 1 0.9Fy (also 1 9 Fbx and 1 9 Fby). The factor .9 can be .95 per FSAR.
(The expert witness explained that he was not concerned with the licensee's
use of a more conservative limit than allowed by the FSAR, but that he was
simply noting the more conservative licensee practice.)

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.'aaa

The referenced section of the Design Criteria is a part of Section 37.2.2
which is titled and defined as being applicable for non-safety related hangers
only. It provides the procedures to be used in the design of auxiliary steel
for non-safety related pipe hanger. The corresponding criteria for safety-
related hangers is in Section 37.2.1.

Since 0.90Fy is less than 0.95Fy, its use as a limiting stress is conserva-
tive and therefore not design significant.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.aaa

As explained by the expert witness, he did not have a concern in this area, but
was simply noting a licensee design limit that was more conservative than the
limit allowed by the FSAR. Actually, the FSAR limit noted in the concern is
not even applicable to Section 37.2.2 since that section deals with non-safety
related hangers, whereas the FSAR limit is applicable to safety-related hangers.
Section 37.2.1 is the Design Criteria section covering the design of safety-related
supports and it contains an allowable stress consistent with the FSAR.

Concern B.2.bbb

Embedment lengths allowed by Table 38.1-1 for bolts in thin slabs may not be
adequate. This is related to Concern B.2.b above.

Licensee Response to Concern B.2.bbb

See Response to B.2.b.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern B.2.bbb

Table 38.1-1 specifies the embedment depth for concrete expansion anchors in
reinforced concrete and solid concrete masonry. The table gives appropriate
guidance in that it is consistent with the applicable code (ACI 318-71)
and is justified by licensee test results as reported in the licensee's
" Report on Static, Dynamic and Relaxation Testing of Expansion Anchors in
Response to NRC IE Bulletin 79-02."

I
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Concern B.2.ccc

Tab 1' :38.2-1 indicates drilling is not allowed in mortar joints. In thee
electrical box room toured with ASLB judges,'there were two rows of bolts
| observed where every other bolt was-in a joint. (Originally the concern was
believed to be related to the installation of concrete expansion anchors. The'-

licensee and'the NRC determined that there were'no concrete expansion anchors
of-safety significance installed in the room in question. .Later, the expert
witness clarified his~ concern to be related to the installation of through bolts
in mortar joints in the' subject room. The expert witness stated that the bolts
were installed for wall stiffening purposes.)-

. /LicenseeResponseto'ConcernB.2.ccc

,(The following licensee-response was based on the understanding that the
expert witness was referring to concrete expansion anchors. The NRC did
.not request a licensee response to the revised NRC understanding that the
concern related to through bolts.)

The installation of expansion anchors was permitted in mortar joints until
June 1981. The decision to restrict expansion-anchor installation in mortar
joints was made to assure additional margin for expansion anchors in masonry
walls even though testing performed for,.and the response to NRC Bulletin
79-02 demonstrated that the ultimate capacity of. anchors installed in mortar
joints is comparable to the ultimate capacity of anchors installed in the
masonry units.

On the' tour with the ASLB judges, there apparently was an electrical box in
the DC Fuse Panel Room where the Intervenors' expert witness saw expansion
anchors installed in the mortar joints of a masonry wall. This electrical box
is located on a wall: opposite the DC Fuse Panels in this room.

The particular installation reviewed by the Intervenors' expert witness is a
non-safety related sound power station that weighs 21 pounds.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.ccc

Table.38-2-1 sets forth with criteria for drilling holes for concrete expansion
anchors (CEAs). CEAs are not allowed in mortar joints'due to the local stresses
which the.CEAs produce. An inspection of the room mentioned in the concern was

.

-performed and it was confirmed that the bolts mentioned in this concern are
-"through bolts" which extend through the wall and which have steel backing plates.
Some of these."through bolts" were installed in or very near mortar joints. These
"through bolts" do.not' produce the same local stresses as do CEAs and have been
adequately designed and installed.

~ Concern B.2.ddd

There are no through bolt design criteria.
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Licensee Response'to Concern B.2.ddd

i -The -Intervenors' expert witness apparently found no design criteria for thru-bolts.
There is no specific design criteria for thru-bolts in the Design Criteria because
the design of thru-bolts 1:s fairly simple and can be accomplished using the pro-
vision of-ACI 318-71. There are relatively few locations on the drawings in-
.which thru-bolts have been specified. The calculations'for these details have
been prepared, reviewed, and approved and meet the applicable requirements of
ACI 318-71.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern B.2.ddd

When were these calculations-prepared, reviewed, and approved? Please provide
.a representative example.

Additional Libensee Information on Concern B.2.ddd

The calculation for thru-bolts were prepared, reviewed, and approved at various
times during the design of the plant. The earliest thru-bolt calculations were
completed in 1979.

A representative sample calculation is attached.
,

[
NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.ddd

i There were no specific design criteria for "through bolts." Various "through
bolt" design calculations (specifically Calculation '16.1.19) and the design;

basis for Detail 39 on Structural Drawing S-172B were reviewed to determine if'

"through bolts" had been adequately designed.in the absence of specifio design
criteria. The "through bolt" design calculations were adequate and complied
with ACI 318-71 and the Sargent & Lundy QA program. Based on the NRC review,
it appeared the designs of "through bolts" have been adequately controlled.

~

| However. subsequent to this concern being expressed, the licensee on January 15,
1985, enhanced the design process in this area by implementing design criteria.

Concern B.2.eee

.There is no specification for flare bevel or bevel weld radius of tube steel.
! A document found during the hearing discovery process states that tube steel
! exists in the field with radius of t and that 2t does not apply.
!

[ Licensee Response to Concern B.2.eee

| See Response to Concern C.2.
|

| NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.eee
!

I The Design Criteria did not include a specification for the radius of tube
steel. This.is not unusual because many of the details of welding and welded'

joint design are contained in other reference material.
~

<
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The document mentioned in the concern is a page from an internal Sargent &
Lundy technical meeting relating to all S&L projects. The document addressed
the affect of tube steel radius on the adequacy of designs of associated welds.
In order to ensure that the required effective throat is provided, a supple-
mental qualification program was conducted by Hunter Corporation (at Sargent &
Lundy's direction) at Byron to qualify welds for as small as it radius. The
results of this supplemental program verified that the effective throat used
in design will be provided in the field, even for a it radius tube. To qualify
the welds performed by Hatfield Electric Company at Byron, over 300 tube sections
were surveyed to measure the actual tube radius. This survey indicated that
the average actual radius is 2t i 1/16". This is consistent with the design
assumptions and will ensure that the required effective throat will be provided.
S&L performed a review of tube steel flare bevel groove weld controls for all
contractors at Byron and concluded that the controls were adequate to assure
minimum effective throat. The NRC agrees with that conclusion. S&L is also
reviewing tube steel flare bevel groove weld controls for all contractors at
Braidwood. The information developed by S&L will be reviewed in a subsequent
inspection. This is an unresolved item (456/84-43-03(DRS); 457/84-39-03(DRS)).

(See Concerns C.2, E.2, and E.5 for related discussions.)

Concern B.3 " Seismic Subsystem and Equipment Response Spectra Design
Criteria - Byron and Braidwood Nuclear Power Stations Units 1 and 2"
(DC-ST-04-BB), Revision 2,

Section V.B. states, "The horizontal seismic model of the nuclear power plant
complex involves many degrees of dynamic freedom; theoretically a response
spectra could be generated for each degree of freedom. In addition to the
horizontal model, a separate vertical model was developed for the vertical
direction of excitation, so additional degrees of freedom for which response
spectra could be generated were introduced into the analysis." It appears
that only one model was done for both the horizontal East-West (EW) and
North-South (NS) directions, even though the building cross sections were
different, and it appears that only one vertical model was made. For each
building about its respective center of gravity (c.g.), six (6) seismic
loadings should have been applied; accelerations along 3 axes and moments
about those 3 axes (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, and Mz). In the spectra, only
accelerations for EW, NS and Vertical are shown. At least one other spectra

-per building should have been made; one for the torsional acceleration to
buildings components at their radial distances from the center of gravity.
For many components, this torsional component is significant on loads,
stresses, and ultimately a conclusion as to the safety of the plant.

Licensee Response to Concern B.3

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.3

The Staff reviewed the following materials when evaluating the subject
concern:

Byron /Braidwood FSAR Section 3.7.*
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* Licensee responses to Structural Design Audit and Review
Questions

* Standard Review Plan, Section 3.7.2, NUREG-0800, NRC,
July 1981

* Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Byron
Station, Units 1 and 2, NUREG-0876, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, February 1982.

As stated in the Byron /Braidwood FSAR (e.g. , Section 3.7.2.3.3 for Auxiliary-Fuel
Building complex which houses major Category I structures other than containment)
the horizontal model used by the applicant had two translational degrees-of-freedom
in the horizontal directions and one rotational degree-of-freedom about the
vertical axis. Thus, this model for a shear wall structure with rigid concrete
slabs adequately allows for coupling of the motion between two horizontal directions.
Moreover, this model can be used for analysis in both horizontal directions.

In responding to Staff structural review questions 130.01 and 130.18, the
licensee indicated that the eccentricities between the mass centroid for a
floor and the center of rigidity of its supporting shear walls result in an
average torsional moment equivalent of 8% of the maximum building dimension
times the story shear. Therefore, considering the fact that the size of the
Auxiliary-Fuel Complex Foundation is 162' x 462', it is evident that the
licensee's seismic analysis has accounted for substantial torsional effects.

Also, as further indicated in FSAR Section 3.7.2.3.4, and verified by the
Staff during the structural audit, the vertical dynamic analysis was performed
using a 2-D Frame model incorporating vertical degrees-of-freedom. In order
to combine the responses resulting from the vertical dynamic analysis with
responses from the two horizontal dynamic analyses, the licensee used the SRSS
method in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.92 and Standard Review Plan
Section 3.7.2.

Floor response spectra generated for various Category I buildings at various
elevations are contained in the FSAR and in the information provided by the
licensee during the structural audit. These spectra, consistent with the
standard practice and state-of-the-art, have been generated for three trans-
lational directions. Specific rotational acceleration spectra have not been
generated as they are not expected to have any significant impact on the plant
response.

Based on the above considerations, the Staff concludes that the licensee's
seismic models are adequate, consistent with the state-of-the-art and allow
for torsional effects in a reasonable manner.

; i

-

,
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Concern Area B.4 " Standard Specification for Concrete Expansion Anchor
Work - Byron Station Units 1 and 2, Braidwood Station Units 1 and 2,"

Revision 20

Concern B.4.a

No procedure is provided for checking cone overlap from two sides of a slab.

Licensee Response to Concern B.4.a

The " Standard Specification for Concrete Expansion Anchor Work", Form BY/BR/CEA,
is an installation specification and does not contain design criteria, such as
the effect of overlapping cones from anchors on opposite sides of a slab.

Thin slabs (less than 12 inches thick) are poured on metal decking. Since
installation of expansion anchors is prohibited in the bottom of slabs on
metal deck, shear cone overlaps from two sides cannot occur. For thicker

,

slabs (12 inches or more, most of which are not on metal deck) the situation
could only occur where one inch diameter expansion anchors have been installed
in slabs less than 16 inches thick. One inch diameter anchors have been used
infrequently at Byron and Braidwood.

The Hanger Load Summary Drawings have been reviewed and that review indicated
that there are no occurrences of one inch diameter anchors on opposite sides
that have overlapping shear cones.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.4.a

There was no procedure for checking cone overlap from the sides of a slab. To
determine if any cases of overlapping shear cones existed as a result of this
lack of a procedure, Structural Drawings S-691-CS, S-1367, S-1368-U, and S-690,
and Hanger Load Summary Drawings HLS-1387-Y-B-BY,' HLS-1387-A-BY, HLS-1368-E-BY,
HLS-1374-BY, and HLS-1388-BY were reviewed. No cases of overlapping shear
cones were discovered. However, subsequent to this concern being expressed,
the licensee implemented on January 15, 1985, a procedure to check for over-

I lapping shear cones to provide specific controls in this area.

Concern B.4.b

No installation procedure is provided for through bolts.

Licensee Response to Concern B.4.b

The installation requirements for through bolts are given on the design drawings
which show the individual details.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.4.b

.There was no installation procedure for through bolts. Drawings M-919,
Revision E, and S-1727, Revision AD, were reviewed for "through bolt"
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installation criteria. Adequate installation guidance for "through boits"
was provided on the drawings reviewed. The licensee's practice of giving
installation requirements on the design drawings is acceptable.

Concern B.5
,

Review of SD & DD Report 78, " Category I Concrete Block Walls," Section 1.5.2(b)
notes indicate vertical load of attachments is to be ignored as insignificant;
Section 1.5.2(c) notes indicate eccentricity of P is ignored with respect to

t
cen*erline of wall. These matters should not have been viewed as insignificant
for block walls.

Licensee Response to Concern B.5

Section 1.5.2 is titled "Overall Design for Attachment Loads." The following
Sectioq 1.5.3, " Local Design for Attachment Loads", requires that P bey
considered for local design.

P is the vertical component of masonry wall attachment lor.ds. Considerationy
of P for overall effects can be ignored as stated in Section 1.5.2(b) of
SD &yDD Report No. 78 since the effect of the weight of the attachment compared
to the weight of the masonry wall is negligible. The maximum weight of
attachments is controlled in the design process to assure that these loads
are small.

P is the component of an attachment load acting along the length of a masonryt
wall. Section 1.2.5(c) allows the eccentricity of this load with respect to
the centerline of the wall to be ignored since the attachment is rigidly
connected to the wall and the weight of the attachment compared to the weight
of the masonry wall is negligible.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern B.5

The first and second paragraphs of the response appear to the contradictory.
Was P ignored?y

Additional Licensee Information on Concern 8.5

The first and second paragraphs are not contradictory.

The first paragraph states that P be considered for local design where thisy
effect may be significant for a single masonry block.

The second' paragraph states that P is not considered for overall effectsy
since thei total weight of all attachments is negligible when compared to the
total weight of the masonry wall.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.5

SD & DD Report 78 requires the vertical load of attachments be considered in
the local design, but not overall design, of Category I concrete block walls.
Due to the small eccentricity and the small weights of the attachments, it
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is not an unusual design practice to ignore the eccentricity of the load
acting along the length of the wall (P ). SD & 00 Report 78 gives adequate

t
guidance for the design of Category I concrete block walls.

Concern B.6

Instruction PI-Bf *27 Revision 2 and Instruction PI-BB-26, Section 3.0, specify
those measurements of the "as-installed" pipe which are necessary to allow an
evaluation of the installation of the system. No lateral clearance checks for
Category I to Category I or Category I to non-safety related are included.

Licensee Response to Concern B.6

PI-BB-26, " Procedure for Preparation and Submittal of Piping 'As-Built' Infor-
mation", and PI-BB-27, " Receipt, Review, Reanalysis (Where Applicable), Redesign
(Where Applicable), and ' As-Built' Piping Reconciliation", respectively, identify
the field installation datasto be submitted to-Sargent & Lundy's reconciliation
of the piping subsystem as-built condition with the piping subsystem analysis.
Neither PI-BB-26 nor PI-BB-27 were intended to address the topic cited in the
concern.

PI-BB-40, " Limited Clearance Walkdown" describes the responsibilities and
instructions for conducting clearance walkdowns and evaluations for safety-
related piping and supports.

See Response to B.2.jj.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.6

Project Instructions PI-BB-26 and PI-BB-27 are not intended to be used to
provide clearance checks of installed pipe. Project Instruction PI-BB-40
is intended for that purpose and outlines an acceptable program for deter-
mining potential interactions of limited clearance components.

Concern B.7

S&L document SDS-El.3 contains on Page 15 the 10% allowable overstress rule
when using nominal member properties, and on Page 21 states that.rio overstress
is allowed when using certified material test report values. Is this consistent
with the.FSAR? The document also states that the maximum Fy use shall not exceed
.7 Fu for ductility. Table 1.3.1, " Plot of Loads to Structural Steel," ignores
some loads from HVAC, all small bore loads, all instrumentation loads, all
lighting and conduit loads,. and some plumbing loads. Table 1.4.6, " Concrete

,

Block Wall Loadings," ignores attachment weight, eccentricity, and appliedI

support loads. A 10% reduction in allowable bolt loads is to be made for
angularity problems, but it'is not indicated that prorating is allowed.

| Section 11.5.6 states that abandoned holes or anchors reduce allowable load
! for future bolts.by 50%, but there does not appear to be any procedure for
j the tracking of abandoned holes.

|
!

|
|
>
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~ Licensee Response to Concern B.7

-[1] The information stated above has all been taken from the Structural'
Design Standard SDS-El.3. This section is entitled " General Engineering.

Procedures for Fossil and Non-Nuclear Safety-Related Structures." The
criteria'in.this section is not applicable to the nuclear safety-related
design of the plant. The corresponding criteria for nuclear safety-related

~

structures in in SDS-El.4, " General Engineering Procedures for Nuclear,

Safety-Related Structures."

i .[2] Table 1.4.6~in Engineering Standard E1.0 lists items to be included in
concrete masonry wall hanger loading schedules. The table describes that'

items such as weight, eccentricity and the applied load P must be considered
.

for attachments to block walls. _However,' these items, are not applicable when
penetrations in the block walls are considered and have been described as such
in the table.

,

-[3]. The 10% reduction for the allowable loads on expansion anchors is based i'

on the maximum angularity tolerance permitted by the installation specifica- <

: : tion-(Form BY/BR/CEA), i.e., 10 degrees. It is conservative to use this
' - reduction for smaller-installation angles. Therefore, prorating the reduction

is not recommended.

[4] There is no_ procedure for tracking abandoned holes because the installa-
! tion specification for expansion anchors'(Form BY/BR/CEA) requires-all abandoned

or unused holes be filled with grout. The installation of the grout is a
controlled procedure within Form BY/BR/CEA. Since the hole is as strong as
the surrounding concrete, it is acceptable to drill a new hole nearby and not
consider any reduction in the capacity of the new anchor.

NRC Review and Conclusion Recarding Concern B.7

i The information in this concern deal'ing with the 10% allowable overstress
i rule, certified material test reports, .7 Fu, loads from HVAC, small bore

piping,: instrumentation lighting, conduit and plumbing is all-from a document
which is not intended for use in the design of safety-related structures. The
corresponding document for safety-related design is SDS-E1.i which is consis-

_

tent ~with the FSAR.

Table 1.4.6 is contained in Engineering Standard E1.0. -The portion of the
table which mentions neglecting weight, eccentricity, and applied support

i- loads. relates to penetrations through the block walls. This practice is
appropriate for.such penetrations. Table 1.4.6 appropriately considers.

those aspects and gives adequate guidance for concrete masonry wall hanger
loading schedules,

e
,

The method of reducing the allowable loads by 10% for concrete expansion
anchors due to angularity problems -is more conservative than prorating and
is acceptable.

iForm BY/BR/CEA calls. for- the grouting of all abandoned or unused holes.'

Therefore, no procedure for tracking abandoned or unused holes is necessary.*

|

!

'
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Concern B.8

No relaxation of bolt torque is assumed in the S&L analysis of various
structural items.

Licensee Response to Concern B.8

[1] Relaxation is the time dependent reduction in the value of pretension load
- -

which the expansion anchor develops due to the installation torque. Testing
performed by various utilities and sent to the NRC in response to Bulletin 79-02
has demonstrated that preload has little effect on the ultimate behavior of the
anchor. ' Installation torque, and hence the preload, is required to ensure that
an anchor is properly set. Anchors properly installed with adequate installation
torques can be subjected to the ultimate tensile capacity of the anchor, even if
the pretension load is reduced to the finger-tight condition. The S&L Design
Criteria has been developed such that the anchors will be adequate with or without
a preload present.

[2] See Response B.2.ddd and B.4.b.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.8

No relaxation of bolt torque is assumed in the S&L analysis of various structural
items. However, Sargent & Lundy has performed extensive testing on the behavior
of properly set CEAs with and without preload present and the S&L Design Criteria
uses the results of these tests to produce adequate designs. (See NRC Review
and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.bbb for a related discussion.) As to other
structural bolting items, S&L specifications and design techniques reviewed are
in accordance with the AISC Manual (e.g., see NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding
Concern C.4.c).

Concern B.9

Class 1 design criteria should be in a separate book from Class 2 design
criteria.

Licensee Response to Concern B.9

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.9

In certain instances of the Design Criteria, it was not entirely obvious if
a section was safety-related or non-safety related; however, in each instance
after referring to various charts the inspector was able to determine if the
section was safety-related or non-safety related. While the Design Criteria
could more obviously differentiate between safety-related and non-safety
related sections, the document was acceptable in that regard.
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C. CALCULATIONS

Concern C.1

S&L Review Calculation No. BRF-1 for Hunter subjective welding indicates
of 60 AWS type discrepancies and 49 ASME indicates only 2 were found on the
Feedwater System and 5 on the Main Steam System. This apparently contradicts
the August 16, 1983, daily inspection report for Inspector M. Tabbert which
listed 118 deficient welds on the Feedwater System. Welds No. 62 (S-CC-100-11A)
and No. 63 (S-CC-100-33) were accepted due to the accuracy of the supplied
gauges for measuring the welds being only 1/64th of an inch, whereas the
manufacturer's supplied with his equipment indicated that a high accuracy
instrument might be required.

Licensee Response to Concern C.1

[1] The Intervenors' expert witness did not compare the drawing numbers of
Attachment 8 of Mr. C. Stokes testimony with the component numbers in Sargent &
Lundy calculation BRP-1. The Intervenors' expert witness misinterpreted the
designation for field weld "FW" to mean Feedwater system. These items were
addressed in the prepared Rebuttal Testimony of Dennis DeMoss, as presented
at the remanded hearing before the ASLB on August 24, 1984. Relevant portions
are given in Questions and Answers 6, 7, 8, and 9. Excerpts are as follows:

Q.6. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?

A.6 The purpose of my rebuttal testimony iE to respond
to the allegation in Mr. Stokes' testimony that the
discrepant ASME and AWS welds identified in Attachment 8
to his testimony were not evaluated by Sargent & Lundy.

Q.7 Please describe Attachment 8.

A.7 Attachment 8 is an interim status report of the
Hunter discrepancies identified under the Reinspection
Program. I should emphasize that this document only
lists 108 discrepant welds. The other 10 discrepancies
are objective category documentation discrepancies.

Q.8 Were the 108 welds in fact evaluated under the
Reinspection Program?

A.8 With the exception of three welds that were not
part of the Reinspection Program, all the welds in
Attachment 8 to Mr. Stokes' testimony were evaluated
by Sargent & Lundy. This can be demonstrated by a
comparison of the drawing numbers in Attachment 8 with
the component numbers in Sargent & Lundy document BRP-1,
which is a summary I prepared of Hunter discrepant welds
that were evaluated in the reinspection program. A
comparison of the two sets of numbers reveal that these
are the same welds.
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Q.9 How many of the 108 welds shown in Attachment 8
were ASME discrepant welds evaluated by Sargent & Lundy?

A.9 Of the 108 welds, 46 were ASME discrepant welds
evaluated by Sargent &_Lundy. Later in the program,
three more ASME welds with discrepancies were submitted
to Sargent & Lundy for evaluation. This produces the
total number of 49 evaluations of discrepant ASME welds
testified to by Mr. Branch.

[2] This item was addressed in the prepared Rebuttal Testimony of
Ernest B. Branch as presented at the remanded hearings before the ASLB
on August 24, 1984. Relevant portions are given in Questions and Answers
4, 5, 6,.7, 8, 9, and 10. Excerpts are as follows:

Q.4 What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?

A.4 The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to
respond to Mr. Stokes' allegation that ASME weld
nos. 62 (S-CC-100-11A) and 63 (S-CC-100-33) were
impermissibly accepted because of the imprecision
in the gauges used in measuring the weld undercut.

Q.5 What accuracy is required by the-ASME Code for
measuring undercut of this type?

A.5 The ASME Code does not expressly state a
tolerance-for the measurement of undercut. Mr. Stokes
is incorrect when he states that "ASME requires machine
shop type accuracy to the thousandths" to determine code
compliance. The acceptance criterion for undercut is
stated in ASME Section III, paragraph ND-4424, as a
common fraction, 1/32 inch, which means that the code
intended the value to be treated as an approximate,
fractional dimension. Whenever the code intends exact
precision, an acceptance value is stated as a decimal
value.

An acceptance criterion stated in terms of 1/32 inch
has an acceptance level within 1/64 inch, that is,
the code is met if the measurement for undercut is
3/64 inch or less. The undercut measurements of the
two welds referred to by Mr. Strokes is .041 and
.037 inch. Inasmuch as these values fall between
3/64 inch, the code requirement is met.

The whole area of required accuracy for measurement*

of weld profile features is being reviewed by the
Code Committee, of which I am a member, to establish
clearly measurement criteria for weld profiles. For
example, a Code case is currently being considered
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that will clearly state that piping fillet weld size
dimensions specified on drawings are to be considered
as nominal or approximate and that measured values
within 1/16 ' inch of that nominal are acceptable.

Q.6 Was an engineering evaluation of the effect
of undercut on these two welds conducted?

A.6 Yes. Although it was unnecessary, a calculation
was done to establish the effect of the reported
undercut on code minimum wall thickness requirements
and code stress criteria.

Q.7 Can you explain the evaluation?

A.7_ Yes. The calculation was performed to answer two
-questions. First, is the depth of undercut sufficient
to encroach on code-required minimum pipe wall thickness?
Second, is the stress intensification introduced by the
undercut sufficient to cause code allowable stresses
for moment loading to be exceeded?

The calculation was-conservatively biased in that it
assumed that the undercut extended completely around
the total weld circumference when it actually extended
around only a portion of the weld circumference. In
addition, the stress intensification factor for the
undercut was multiplied by the intensification used
in the original analysis for the weld joint instead
of treating the effects separately.

Q.8 What was the result of the analysis?

A.8 The pipe wall thickness calculation showed that
the wall thickness remaining after deducting the maximum
undercut and the manufacturing tolerance was about 27
times the code required minimum wall. This is not
surprising because the service pressure for the system-
is 150 psi and the schedule 80 pipe was selected to
provide adequate mechanical strength for a power plant
environment.

Q.9 What was the result of the stress intensification
effect on moment loading?

A.9 This calculation showed that even when considering
the maximum undercut to conservatively extend all the
way around the circumference of the weld, and multiplying
the fillet weld intensification by the undercut intensi-
fication, code allowable stresses for the applicable
loading conditions, including seismic load, were not
exceeded.
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Q.10 - In summary, what-is your opinion concerning
welds 62 (S-CC-100-11A) and 63 (S-CC-100-33)?,

A'.10 The reported undercut measurements satisfy the-

code criterton.of~1/32 inch. In addition, based on.
~

the calculations performed, the code minimum wall
requirement and.the code allowable stress criteria
are sat.isfied. For these reasons, the reported weld-
undercuts have no. design significance.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern C.1

Please reconcile.the 109 numbers hich was.the subject of'the concern with the
:108 number in the response.

. Additional Licensee Information on Concern C.1

' Attachment 8 of' Stokes testimony was a Hunter internal listing entitled --

NRC Reinspection Status Report
Rejected Subjective Inspections
(118) Deficient Welds

This_ listing was prepared at the direction of Mr. Kavin Ward, NRC welding-
~ ~

inspection, to track the weld repair. program for' discrepant Hunter welds.
The list- of 118 was prepared in August 1983 as an -internal _ working list
for Hunter and not a final tabulation of weld. discrepancies.

During Hunter's. program 10 of..the 118 discrepancies were determined to be
only documentation type discrepancies and not subjective weld-discrepancies.
This resulted in a total of only 108 actual subjective weld discrepancies
contained in the Hunter-internal listing.

L _Because_the Reinspection' Program'was still~in progress, four additional
| discrepancies were identified by Hunter subsequent to August 1983, bringing

the total.to 112 subjective weld discrepancies.

!In early January 1984, during the finalization of reported discrepancies,
Hunter determined three of.the reported discrepancies for a particular
inspector had been reworked in 1982 in conjunction with ongoing construc. tion
work:and they should not have been reported as. subjective weld discrepancies

,

! for the particular welding inspector. These three welding discrepancies were
eliminated from the inspection population by Hunter. The reduction of three

:resulted in a final' total of 109 subjective weld discrepancies.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern C.1

As. indicated:in the licensee's response,' the issues in this concern were
litigated in the remanded ASLB hearing. These concerns do not represent

La problem because all: documentation is completely consistent with BRP report.
t -(See Concern A.4-for a related discussion.)

!
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_ Concern AreaLC.2 - S&L Calculation for Weld Survey of Byron and Braidwood
" Projects

Concern C.2.a

Document was not reviewed or approved and no page numbers are used.

Concern C.2.b'

Page 5 from the front, (D. Patel - 28) is-written.
-

. Concern C.2.c

Page 9 titled, " Flare Bevel Groove Welds," states that base metal
governs specifically at plate.

Concern C.2.d

Page 10 titled," Flare Groove Welds," states " Typical field measurements
indicate that the actual radius is between T and 2.5T, where T is the tube
wall thickness. Therefore, the design assumption.of R = 2T and effective
throat equal to 5/16 R per AWS is not applicable."

Licensee Response to Concern C.2

1These items were addressed by the prepared Rebuttal Testimony of Robert W. Hooks.
Relevant' portions are given in Questions and Answers 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 of the

' testimony. ' Excerpts are'as follows:

'Q.6 What is 'the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?

A.6 My. rebuttal testimony addresses the validity of
the information contained in Attachment 7 of Mr. Stokes'
testimony.

-Q.7 Mr. Stokes, based upon Attachment 7 to his testimony, I

suggests that Sargent & Lundy may have used a designi

F assumption of R = 2T which may not be valid. Would you
describe Attachment 7 and the applicability of that

i document to the Byron plant?

A.7 Attachment 7 is a series of pages extracted from
;

a voided section'of calculation book No.12.2.94BR,
"Braidwood Non-Conformance Reports." The information
contained ~in Attachment 7 is neither applicable to Byron

1

nor Braidwood.

Q.8 Can you explain why not?
!

A.8 Prior to the start of weld discrepancy evaluations'

[ for the work covered by this calculation book, one of

![
.the engineers involved began preparation of the design

i-
I
!
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control summary for this work. In the course of his
preparation, he prepared several pages of instructions
and methods for weld discrepancy evaluation and made
copies of several pages of a presentation concerning
welding which were presented at an internal Sargent &
Lundy technical meeting. These pages included Gayley-
stamped pages 39 to 41 concerning flare bevel groove
welding. Some of the instructions and methods for weld
discrepancy evaluation that were prepared by the engineer
were approved and included in the operative sections of
the Calculation Book No. 12.2.94BR. The remaining pages,
including all those in Attachment 7, were not approved
for use. These were voided and placed in the " Void"
section of the calculation book.

Q.9 What is the genesis of the page in Attachment 7
entitled, " Flare Bevel Groove Welds"?

A.9 That page is one of several visual aids prepared
by me in preparation for a technical information meeting
for the structural engineering supervisors. At that
meeting, I discussed the subject of flare bevel groove
welds and tube steel radii. The statements on that page
reflect preliminary information concerning tube steel
radius measurements that I have received from the Marble
Hill site. As I indicated in A.8, this information was
gathered by one of.the engineers for possible use in
connection with the evaluation contemplated in connection

with the work on Braidwood. However, it was discarded
because effective throat size was specified on.the drawings.

Q.10 Was the voided flare bevel groove weld information
in Attachment 7 included in any calculation book provided
to Intervenors during discovery other than No. 12.2.948R?

A.10 No. It was only included in the voided section of
Calculation Book No. 12.2.94BR. I am certain of this
statement because it ordinarily would have been discarded
rather than maintained in the void section of the calculation
book. Moreover, I checked this matter with my engineers
and they assured me that this information was not included
in any calculation book involving Byron.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern C.2

Items a. and b. of the concern were not addressed in the response. Please
address these items.

.
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Additional Licensee Information on Concern C.2

The response states in A.7 of the prepared Rebuttal Testimony of Robert W. Hooks
that the documents were extracted from a void section of a calculation book
and that it is neither applicable to Byron nor Braidwood. Since the documents
were voided rather than used to substantiate safety-related work, there was no
need to review or approve these documents or to provide traceability for these
documents.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.2

Calculation Book 12.2.94BR was reviewed because documents from that book were
the sources of concern. The documents are from a " voided" section of a calcu-
lation dealing with the Braidwood Plant which was never used. There was no
indication that the documents were improperly processed.

(See Concerns B.2.eee, E.2, and E.5 for related discussions.)

Concern Area C.3 - Calculation Book 19.1.2, " Evaluation of Byron Station
Subjective Weld Discrepancies"

Concern C.3.a

On Page 14, No. 7: " Convexity is only considered a defect on welds with fatigue
load application and does not effect welds at Byron /Braidwood Stations." Is
this proper?

! Licensee Response to Concern C.3.a

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.3.a

The " Welding Handbook" published by the American Welding Society was reviewed.
Page 209 of the " Welding Handbook" begins a section titled " Significance of
Weld Discontinuities." This book states that excess convexity is primarily
a problem in joints which undergo fatigue type loadings. Since welds at Byron
and Braidwood will not be subjected to a sufficient number of stress cycles to
require reductions in the allowable stresses due to fatigue, the concern does
not represent a problem. (See Concern I for a related discussion.)

Concern C.3.b

On Page 17, last paragraph, "All referer.ces to other calculations must be clearly
made since. these calculations are filed separately from the structural system
being evaluated." Some cases did not have references.
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Licensee Response to Concern C.3.b

The. concern of the Intervenors' expert witness is a statement from the Design
Control-Summary for Calculation Book 19.1.2, Evaluation of Byron Station
Subjective Weld Discrepancies.

Calculations in this book frequently required input form other calculation
books, i.e., loads due to cable tray support reactions. In order to maintain
traceability, this statement was incorporated to emphasize the importance of
adequately documenting the source of all design input. A typical reference for
cable tray support-reactions would include the support number, the drawing
number and the identification of the computer analysis from which the loads
were taken.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.3.b

' Instances of' incomplete references in calculations were discovered during
the NRC Integrated Design Inspection, Bechtel Power Corporation's Independent
Design Review and various other NRC inspections. None of these instances
led to a deficient design. The licensee and Sargent & Lundy have initiated
a corrective action program which is detailed in a November 20, 1984, letter

~

'to the NRC in which designers and engineers will receive increased QA training
in this area. That program was accepted by the NRC in a December 27, 1984,
letter to the. licensee.

,

Concern C.3.c

.On Page 19, the combination for Steel-0BE is missing the load factor in
the E column which should be a 1.0.

Licensee Response to Concern C.3.c

In the Design Control Summary for Calculation Book 19.1.2, a 1.0 factor had
been inadvertently omitted in the load combination table. This factor is
known by the engineers doing seismic design and a review of the design
calculations indicate that the engineers have incorporated it. The Design
Control Summary has been revised to incorporate the factor.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.3.c

This factor was omitted from the Design Control Summary of Calculation Book
| 19.1.2. Calculations in this book were reviewed as part of the BRP inspection,

and these calculations were again reviewed in response to this concern and no
| case of improper combination of loads were discovered. Subsequent to this

concern being expressed, the Design Control Summary was corrected to include
the omitted factor.

Concern C.3.d

On Page 20, No.5, lists D1.1-83 as the structural welding code. What are
the FSAR requirements?
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' Licensee Response to Concern C.3.d:

LThe.NRC|did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.3.d

The FSAR does not state a specific edition of D1.1 for use at the Byron Plant.'

: It merely states that the structural welding code is AWS D1.1. Therefore, the

reference to D1.1-83 is consistent with the FSAR.

Concern C.3.e-
,

On Page.21, No. 2, it is stated that "Only one inspector sketches each map."
Why does it take three reviews to determine a discrepancy and only one to
document it for an engineering evaluation of its safety significance? ;

Licensee Response to Concern C.3.e
,

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.3.e

.The number of inspectors. required to produce a sketch is not of concern to the.
NRC; however, the quality of the product is of concern to the NRC. The quality
of the sketches and the evaluation of discrepancies were properly controlled

;by the applicable project instructions and QA Program.

-Concern' Area C.4 - S&L Calculation Book 19.1.2

Concern C.4.a

Section 2.1, Page 5, and.Section 4.1, Pages 7 to 11 - Weld No.140, Beam No.
33601-L, on Page 8 the weld is shown to be overstressed 1.18 to 1.1 (1.1 using'

10% overstress factor for as-built conditions).- On Page 11, at the top of the
page is the statement "Ry is assumed to be taken by check plates." At the-

i bottom of Page 11 actual stress divided by allowable stress is shown I = .996;
less than 1.0. This joint would fail with a detailed calculation including Ry.

!'
Licensee Response to Concern C.4.a

The NRC did not request a response-to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern 1C.4.a

The portion of this calculation on Pages 7 to 11 which shows an apparent,

overstress is a calculation produced by making-the conservative simplifying
assumption that the entire weld is %" fillet weld. When the analyst found
-that this assumption yielded an unacceptable result, he reanalyzed the

i component using the actual weld map and this produced an acceptable result.
!

f

|
|
|

|
'
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The analytical method in which the "Ry'' (vertical reaction) is assumed to be
carried by the check plates is taken from the AISC Manual (Pages 4-98) and is
an approved method for this design.

Concern C.4.b

Section 19, Pages 1 to 5, calculations for conduit & junction box support
weld reinspection summary were both prepared and approved by the same person.

'icensee Response to Concern C.4.b_

Section 19, pages 1 through 5 of Calculation Book 19.1.2 were prepared and
,

approved by the same individual, J. Ursetto. This is not a general practice
at Sargent & Lundy; however, it is in conformance with the Sargent & Lundy
Quality Assurance Manual. By definition, the preparer is, "A qualified
individual who gathers pertinent information, including design input, and
organizes the information in a prescribed manner for a specific purpose."
An approver is an authorized individual responsible for releasing a document
for issue and use. "The preparer may perform the approval function if the
individual has been duly authorized." Mr. J. Ursetto is a.) suthorized
approver. Since the preparer and the approver perform differeret functions,
there is no conflict in assignment between these two positions.

Note: All quotes are taken from Sargent & Lundy Quality Assurance Manual.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.4.b

The calculation mentioned in the concern was prepared and approved by the same
individual; however, the review function was performed by another individual.
This practice is in accordance with the S&L QA Program.

Concern C.4.c

Section 21, Pages 77, 78, and 78A, relating to combination bolted and welded
connections makes the assumption that the bolts take part of the load and also
assumes minimum pretension in bolts, but does not account for bolt relaxation
or creep.

Licensee Response to Concern C.4.c

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.4.c

The connection mentioned in this concern is designed so that both the bolts
and the welds are on the load path. Therefore, the bolts and welds each see

the entire load rather than share the load. The only way the welded areas
are loaded is by transfer of load through the bolted areas.
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Regarding the concern that minimum pretension is assumed to exist, the minimum
pretension in this friction type connection is controlled by Sargent & Lundy
construction Specification FL-2735, Section 2105.

Concern C.4.d

Section 21, Page 97A, shows "I = 2.13 greater than 1.0 n.g." "Therefore, an
Rz fix must be added per phase III modifications." (The expert witness believed
that this might have been a condition that should have been identified by the

BRP.)4

Licensee Response to Concern C.4.d
1

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.4.d

This calculation identifies an overstress condition discovered in the Phase III
(Final Load Check) program at Sargent & Lundy. The purpose of the Final Load
Check is to identify such overstress conditions due to "as-built" conditions.
This was not a purpose of the BRP and is not an example of a condition that
should have been identified by the BRP.

Concern C.4.e

Section 21, Page 109, states "This portion of the load will be taken from,

weld "D" and it will be distributed to weld "A" & "B"." This should not
just be assumed to happen, calculations should be done justifying it.

Licensee Response to Concern C.4.e

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.4.e

While it is theoretically true that all_the welds mentioned will share the
load, the AISC Manual recommends making the conservative, simplifying assump-
tion _that the loads are distributed in the manner which has been employed in
this calculation.

Concern Area C.5 - Calculation Book 19.1.2

Concern C.S.a

Section 21, Page 113, states "Iae from Ph. 2 loads = 0.948." "As Rz has
- increased from 38.52 to 174.12, connection needs fix.(PH III)." (The expert
witness believed that this might have been a condition that should have been
identified by the BRP.)
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. Licensee-Response to Concern C.S.a

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.5.a

This calculation identifies an overstress condition discovered in the Phase III
'(Final Load Check) program at Sargent & Lundy. The purpose of the Final Load -

Check .is toLidentify such overstress conditions due to "as-built" conditions.
This was not a purpose of the BRP and is not an example of a condition that
should have been identified by the BRP.

Concern C.S.b

Section 21',' Page 196, regarding connections 8.6AB26N-R, S-1320, and 8.6AB226N-L,
S-1322, says "Both these beams frame into/through a shear wall and extend 9"
past the other side of the shear' wall and connect to their respective primary.
beams." ~"Due to this configuration it will be assumed that the shear wall takes
the reaction." "Therefore both welds on the above connections are OK!" This
assumption _is ridiculous.

Licensee Response to Concern C.S.b

~ This~ assumption is. correct. This calculation concerned two beams, each of
which framed through a shear wall into an adjacent beam on the far side of the-
shear wall (see attached sketch). 'In the calculation, it was assumed that the
vertical loads from the beams are resisted by the shear wall. The concrete-
shear wall and slab were placed after the structural steel beams were erected.
There is full bearing under the beam onto the concrete wall. Any vertical loads

'

being carried in the beam will be transmitted directly to the stiff concrete wall.
1The welded connection will not realize any of this load.

A field walkdown was performed on these connections to verify that there is
- bearing between.the bottom of the beam and the top of the wall. Additional
connections were checked for bearing. This walkdown verified that .the beams
ido bear on the wall and that there are no gaps between the bottom of the beams
Jand the concrete walls.

;

; NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern C.S.b

L It is theoretically true that both the welds and the shear walls will carry
| -the load. But after reviewing documents from the field walkdown of these
!', connections and various structural drawings (S-1317,-S-1319, S-1320, S-1322,
' S-1329), _ it -is 'also clear that the beams in question will carry the applied
| loads even if the~ welds did not ' exist. In a practical engineering sense,

a correct assumption was made.;-

i-
i

a

|

|
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Concern' Area C.6 - S&L Calculation Book 19.1.3 relating to calculations for
conduit support CEA reinspection evaluation

Concern C.6.a

Section-4, Pages 1 to.8A,-Report No. 4719. On Page 3, the expert witness
calculated a different frequency and acceleration. The frequency was less
than 33 hz, but he did not increase the acceleration by 50% as required by
criteria as he had not read it at the time he did his calculation. Even
without the 50% increase, because the structure is not rigid, upon recomputing
the loads on Page 4 and performing a rigid plate calculation on Page 5, the
anchor bolts in question failed.

Licensee Response to Concern C.6.a

The calculations that were performed were not required to disposition the
discrepancy because finalized information later became available. This was
stated on page 8A of the calculations.

However, the calculations conservatively used peak acceleration values which
is greater than an acceleration value obtained by " increasing the accelerations
by 50%." -The calculations so state that the acceleration factors used are
conservative.

A' computer. analysis was performed for this plate assembly and so documented in
the original calculations. This plate assembly was adequate as designed.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.6.a

A review of all the pertinent calculations demonstrates that they adequately
disposition'this discrepancy'. This plate assembly was adequate as designed.

(See Concern B.2.p for a related discussion.)

Conc'ern C.6.b

Section 4, Page 28, Report No. 7091, accelerations are not conservative without
proof that slippage in vertical and lateral directions will not occur. Entire
calculation is an assumption on Page 29. Also, telephone information used
without supporting documentation. On Page 36 another undocumented phone call

~is relied upon. On Page 38 "1JB1427A mounting is OK for assumed mounting."

Licensee Response to Concern C.6.b

[1] This concern addresses a remark on page 28 of the subject calculation book
which states that rigid acceleration factors will be used in the calculations
because the conduit support in question is rigid, i.e., frequency _ greater than
33 hertz. .As required by NRC Bulletin, 79-02, the expansion anchor preload due

-to the installation torque value is larger than the allowable anchor load for
SSE loading conditions. Therefore, there will be no further slippage of the
expansion anchors after they are installed and torqued. The statement made by
:the Intervenor' expert witness is satisfied.
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[2] The " entire calculation" on page 29 of the subject calculation book is
not an assumption. In lieu of more exact information, the engineer performing
the calculation assumed that the mounting detail for the junction box consists
of the smallest expansion anchor size permitted by the installation specifica-
tions. This assumption is conservative because it will provide the minimum
margin of design adequacy.

[3] The calculations on page 29 and page 36 of the subject calculation book
have been revised to formally document the information received by telephone.
This documentation is DIT-BY-EDDD-0031 and DIT-BY-EDDD-0032, respectively.

[4] In lieu of more specific information, the calculations on page 38 of the
subject calculation book assumed that the mounting detail for junction box
1JB1427A consists of the smallest expansion anchor size permitted by the
installation specifications. This assumption is conservative because it will
provide the minimum margin of design adequacy.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.6.b

Subsequent to the concern being expressed, at the request of the inspector
this calculation was revised to document exact "as-built" conditions and to
document information received by telephone. The revised calculation demon-
strates the adequacy of the installation.

Concern C.6.c

Section 4, Page 43, Report No. 7255, the assumption is made that the bolt in
question is centered in the hole. This is not the worst case that is likely
which is that the bolt is on one side of the hole.

Licensee Response to Concern C.6.c

Concern C.6.c involves a calculation for the evaluation of objective discrepancies
resulting from Reinspection Deviation Reports. Report number 7255 indicates that
a washer was not installed with the expansion anchors for a conduit clamp. The
calculation assumes that the anchor is centered in the hole which is 1/32 of an
inch larger than the anchor. The Intervenors' expert witness is concerned that
this assumption (anchor centered in hole) is not the worst possible condition.

The calculations performed considered several stress conditions including shear,
bearing and bending stresses. In all cases, the actual stress was very small

in comparison to the allowable stress.

The physical dimensions of the hole, anchor and nut dictate that, even if the
bolt is assumed to be off center and against the side of the hole, the nut
will still completely cover the hole. (See attached sketch) The effect of
this condition as opposed to the assumed condition in the calculation would
have no impact on the conclusion that the deviation is acceptable.
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Furthermore, the AISC Specification for Structural Joints using ASTM A325 or
' A490 Bolts requires that holes be 1/16" in diameter larger than the bolt
diameter. The calculations in question show that for a %" 9 bolt, a 9/32" 9
hole was provided. This is a.1/32" difference which is conservative when
compared to AISC recommendations.

-NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern C.6.c.
'

It is theoretically true that slightly different bearing stresses will be
-developed when the bolt is not centered in the hole. In this case, the loads
and stresses are very small and refining the calculation to account for this
effact,will not change the result.

Concern C.6.d

Based on review of Drawing 6E-0-33938, " Category I Conduit Supports - Typical
~ Support and Load. Tables," support Type CF & MCF (floor to ceiling), and Type
CC & CP maximum load tables, it appears that the KL/r for many of those shown
exceeds 200. .i

Licensee Response to Concern C.6.d

The allowable load. tables shown on Sargent & Lundy design drawing 6E-0-33938,
" Category I Conduit Supports - Typical Support and Load Tables," are designed
based on AISC Specifications as stated in FSAR Section.3.10.3.2.2 (page 3.10-6)
and not on any undocumented information contained in the Unistrut Catalog.
There is no effective length factor "K" to consider since the member types
indicated CC, CP, CF, and MCF are tension members, as demonstrated by the
connection details provided on the design drawings.

-According to AISC Commentary Section 1.8, the last paragraph, "The slenderness
' limitations recommended for tension members are not essential to the structural
integrity of such members; they merely afford a degree of stiffness such that

;

! undesirable lateral movement (' slapping' or vibration) will be avoided. These .

'

limitations are not mandatory."

The attached sketch shows hanger H056 on drawing 6/20-E-1-3052 which is the '

cable tray hanger that was alleged to have a KL/r ratio exceeding allowable ;

L limits. ;

|t:

The vertical member has a calculated KL/r value of 192. The internal diagonal

| has a calculated.KL/r value of 208.

'Although the internal diagonal has a KL/r value slightly higher than 200, it
is a secondary member in the sense that it does not carry gravity loads (i.e. , ;

| cable or tray weight) and is not required for stability of the hanger. This |
|

| ' diagonal only resists-lateral loads due to a seismic event. The loads are of
' short duration and are reversible. Therefore, the local buckling due to this !

'short term transient will not effect the overall behavior or structural*

I; integrity of the support'

i*

;.

!
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The allowable axial stresses for this hanger were calculated using Equation 1.5-2
. from the AISC Specifications, which states:

F, , 12"2E
2

23(KL/r)

The actual KL/r ratios for the hanger were used in this equation, and the
allowable stresses were reduced accordingly.

In addition, this hanger is top supported and is a tension type system.
Therefore, this hanger will not locally buckle. However, if local buckling
should occur in this type of system, the diagonal would be restored to its
original configuration due to the vertical gravity load and the reversible
longitudinal loads.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.6.d

The members mentioned in this concern all have the potential to be placed
in compression by a seismic event. The diagonal braces and "out-of plane"
braces will only be loaded during a seismic event. The AISC Manual to which
the licer.see committed in the FSAR states that "The slenderness ratio, KL/r,
of compression members shall not exceed 200." Thirty-eight hangers having
members which will experience compressive load and which have KL/r in excess
of 200 have been identified at Byron and 41 at Braidwood. All of these hangers

4 on Byro.: 1 and seme on Byron 2 were repaired prior to fuel loading and the
majority of the repairs were inspected by the Staff. The following Byron 1
repaired hangers were inspected and found to be acceptable:

HVAC Supports

Hanger Drawing

322 M-1311-5
1108 1313-5
1110 1313-5
2214 1326-4
2233 1326-4
2237 1326-4

218 1310-6
607 1312-2
791 1312-7

3899 1323-10
3901 1323-10

323 1311-5

1
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Cable Tray Hangers

Hanger Drawing

443 E-0-3033
-H069 1-3052
H103 1-3052
H063 1-3052
H056 1-3052
H090 1-3052
H118 1-3052
70H1 0-3031
H004 1-3053,

H8 1-3251
H9 1-3254
H10 1-3251
H5 1-3251
H6 1-3251

During a February 5,1985 meeting between the licensee, Sargent & Lundy
Engineers, NRR, and Region III, all parties agreed that the KL/r limitation
in the AISC Manual does not affect the stability or strength of the ceiling
mounted members which experience compressive loads only during a seismic event.
However, failure to reflect the KL/r ratio limit of the AISC Manual in the
documents governing design in this area is a violation of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, Criterion III, which requires the appropriate quality standards
and code provisions to be specified in design standards (454/84-71-02(DRS);
455/84-49-02(DRS); 456/84-43-02(DRS); 457/84-39-02(DRS)).

The licensee agreed to submit a change of the FSAR to NRR which will indicate
the licensee's exception to the AISC KL/r limitation. The licensee will not
pursue modifying the hangers on Byron 2 and Braidwood 1 and 2 having KL/r
ratios greater than 200.

1

Concern C.6.e 44

'

Based on review of Drawing 6E-0-3393E, the load table for steel conduit seems
to disagree with the table in the Unistrut Catalog, Page 113.

Licensee Response to Concern C.6.e

! See Response B.2.aa.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.6.e

,

See NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.aa.
,

! Concern C.7
|

! An NRC letter dated September 30, 1983, to Commonwealth Edison Company con-
cerning Integrated Design Inspection 50-454/83-32 has a calculation which

| 1s difficult to follow on Pages 4-11 in the last two paragraphs.

|
.
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Licensee Response to Concern C.7

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern C.7

The NRC Integrated Design Inspection identified several examples of inadequate
documentation with regard to design calculations; however, no significant
hardware problems resulted. The licensee and Sargent & Lundy have initiated
corrective action in this area which is detailed in a November 20, 1984, letter
to the NRC. These actions include the revision of standards in the Electrical

~

(ESI-253), Mechanical (MAS-22) and Structural (SAS-22) areas to emphasize
compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.64, " Quality Assurance Requirements for
the Design of Nuclear Power Plants," regarding completeness and legibility of
design calculations. These corrective actions were accepted by the NRC in a
December 27, 1984, letter to the licensee.

D. COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Concern D.1

An NRC letter dated April 16, 1984, to Commonwealth Edison Company on
Pages 45-46 regarding Allegation 2 indicates errors in the SEISHANG computer
program. Questions 1 through 6 on Page 46 were dismissed by statements rather
than a look at the program documentation and procedures in place for its devel-
opment and maintenance and continued verification of performance. This may

-also apply to all in-house programs used and not just this one.

Licensee Response to Concern D.1

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern D.1

The subject NRC letter is a letter to the licensee transmitting Inspection
Report Nos. 50-454/84-13; 50-455/84-09. The pages referred to are in the
report rather than the letter.

The " User's Manual - SEISHANG, Seismic Analysis of Hangers," S&L Program
09.7.131-3.0, and portions of the Sargent & Lundy QA Manual regarding computer
program verification were reviewed. These are the program documents in place
for the development, maintenance, and verification of SEISHANG. The computer
program SEISHANG has been verified in accordance with the S&L QA Manual. No

improper activities were identified.

Also, the technical basis of the program was reviewed. All applicable load
and stress combinations are evaluated as required by the FSAR.

Since there were no problems identified with the SEISHANG Program,, other
in-house programs were not reviewed. (While pursuing an unrelated NRC concern
about the FRAME 2D Program, an error was noted which appears to be minor in
nature and not indicative of a generic problem with S&L in-house programs.)
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Concern D.2

SEISHANG Program documentation shows that vertical members are assumed pinned
at supports which is conservative for members maybe but not for welded connec-
tions. Also, rotational degrees of freedom are assumed insignificant which
is unconservative. It only performs 8 possible stress combinations and
out-of plane-load is considered only if a hanger is braced longitudinally

which.is unconservative. Bracing is treated as a truss element. Many
questions are raised by this program and the results generated.

Licensee Response to Concern D.2

The SEISHANG Program has the capability to analyze and design both standard
and special support and brace configurations. The standard hanger option of
the program uses simplified analysis techniques to analyze only specific
support and brace configurations and support conditions meeting the assump-
tions and limitations for which the simplified analysis is appropriate. .The
special hanger option uses-a three-dimensional space frame finite element
analysis to analyze a user supplied mathematical model of the support and

~ brace.- The user has the responsibility to determine which option is
appropriate for the analysis and design of a specific support and brace
configuration.

In the analysis performed by the SEISHANG Program, the end conditions used
' for the vertical members are as user specified for the in plane model and as
hinges for the out-of plane model in the standard hanger option.

All rotational degrees of freedom are considered in the SEISHANG analysis.
The contribution of the rotational mass to the analysis and design of the
hanger is insignificant and is not included in the eigenfunction solution.

The program allows applicable load and stress combinations to be evaluated as
required by the FSAR Section 3.10.3.2.2 (page 3.10-6).

Out-of plane loads are not considered on the unbraced hangers because an
! unbraced hanger is so flexible in the out-of plane direction as compared to
! the braced hangers in the system and since the load resisted by an individual

hanger is proportional to the ratio of the stiffness of the hanger system, the
loads axial to the cable tray are resisted primarily by the braced hangers in
the system. The special hanger option does allow the user to consider
out-of plane loads on unbraced hangers.

| For the standard hanger option, the brace is modeled as a truss member since
! the program assumes pinned connections at both ends of the brace. If a specific

brace configuration has a rigid moment connection at one or both ends of the
brace, the user must use the special hanger option specifying the correct;

| boundary condition and/or member end releases to obtain the correct results.
i

;

.
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NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern D.2

This concern has two parts. The first part deals with potentially unconser-
vative assumptions which are part of the design process. The second part
concerns the capability of the SEISHANG Program to perform only 8 possible
stress combinations.

Certain assumptions are made in the design process which employs SEISHANG,
such as " vertical members assumed pinned," " rotational masses are insigni-
ficant," "out-of plane load considered only for braced hangers," and " bracing
is treated as a truss element." The assumptions are used to simplify the
analytical effort. Although these assumptions lead to a very small amount
of inaccuracy, this inaccuracy does not effect the adequacy of the final
design due to the conservative nature of other design assumptions, such as
damping. values, methods for combination of responses and others. Therefore,

SEISHANG is an adequate computer program for the design of HVAC duct hangers.

As to the second part of the concern, numerous computer calculations were
reviewed during the Integrated Design Inspection, the Independent Design
Review, and the Staff review of the BRP calculations. No instances of
incomplete combination of stresses were discovered during any of the reviews
mentioned. Therefore, it appears whatever number of stress combinations
SEISHANG performs, all required combinations have been performed.

Concern D.3

Review of PIPSYS Program documentation shows that on Page 14.4 there were
penciledinchangestodocymentation. A plus was changed to a minus and
KL/2 was changed to (KL/2) . No apparent check of maximum unbraced length
(AISC 1.5.1.4.6b or UBC Section 2702.(b)4.(v)).

Licensee Response to Concern D.3

The PIPSYS Manual shown to Intervenors belonged to one of the program authors.
The penciled in changes show corrections to typographical errors in the manual.
The program itself correctly calculates these values.

The version of PIPSYS Program referenced here is used for design and analysis
of HVAC and cable tray hangers. The design of hangers using angle sections is
governed by AISC Specification. Angle sections are not used for cable tray

j supports. They are used for HVAC hangers.

In the design of angle members, the actual unbraced length has been used to
! calculate allowable axial loads and to calculate moment amplification factors

when the member is subjected to combined axial and flexural loading.
(Equation 1.6-la AISC.)

The allowable bending stress for angle member- as taken as 1.6 times 0.6Fy
in PIPSYS. The AISC Specification does not oes- a pecific provision for
determining allowable bending stress fr~ (s 1% embers at the present time.t

!
,
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I

AISC 1.5.1.6b as referred is not intended for angle members. We have discussed
this item with AISC Officer, Mr. Robert Gavin, and this is'also confirmed by
AISC in their Engineering Journal, First Quarter 1984 (Ref. 1). In addition,
AISC stated that Fb = 0.6Fy~may be used as a convenient rule of thumb based on
the Australian research (Ref. 2). Unbraced lengths were not limited to
76 b /JFy based on the following considerations:

f

1. The maximum moment in the hanger always occurs at the point of lateral
support. This reduces the potential for member flexural buckling.

2. Governing design load is a seismic loading which is of short duration and
reversible loading. Thus momentary local buckling, should it occur, does not
impair the load carrying capacity of the hanger.

3. Based on Australian research on the behavior of laterally unsupported
angles under flexural loads (Ref. 2 and 3), it can be found that the allowable
bending stress for OBE load of 0.66Fy is applicable for unbraced support
lengths up to 14'-6" when a moment is applied about an axis parallel to either
leg. For angles thicker than \", larger unbraced lengths can be used.

Similarly, an allowable bending stress of 0.6Fy is acceptable for unbraced
lengths up to 10'-6" when a moment is applied about the major principal axis.
For minor principal axis bending, the allowable bending stress can always be
taken as 0.6Fy. For Byron and Braidwood, the maximum unbraced length for
hangers is 15 feet, and in many cases, much shorter members are used. The
use of 0.6Fy as the allowable bending stress is justified.

References:

1. J. M. Leigh, B. F. Thomas and M. G. Lay, " Safe Load for Laterally
Unsupported Angles," AISC Engineering Journal, First Quarter, 1984.

2. J. M. Leigh and M. G. Lay, "The Design of Laterally Unsupported Angles,"
BHP Technical Bulletin 13(3), Nov. 1969, pp. 24-29.

3. B. F. Thomas, J. M. Leigh and M. G. Lay, "The Behavior of Laterally
Unsupported Angles," Civil Engineering Transactions, The Institute of
Engineers, Australia, 1973.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern D.3

" User's Manual - PIPSYS - Integrated Piping Analysis Systera - Program
No. 09.5.065-5.3", the AISC Manual and the FSAR were reviewed. Since the
typographical errors were in documents other than the PIPSYS Program itself,
the errors had no impact on PIPSYS results. Subsequent to the concern being

expressed p)he typographical errors mentioned in the concern
(+, , KL/2t

and (KL/2) were corrected and are in accordance with the program (PIPSYS)
and applicable codes.

The second part of the concern regarding the maximum unbraced length has led
to the raodification of HVAC supports Byron 1.
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Prior to the February 5, 1985 meeting discussed in NRC Review and Conclusion
Regarding Concern D.3, the NRC had taken the position that the maximum unbraced
length of angle sections in bending was limited to a length over thickness

ratio of 270 (L/T < 270). The eight duct supports which were nodified contained
angle sections with "L over T" ratios in excess of 270. The Staff inspected six
of them and found that the modifications were satisfactory and all were completed
prior to fuel load.

The situation in regard to the bending of angle sections is sonewhat unclear.
The AISC has taken the following position, "The unusual application of single
angles in bending is not covered by the AISC Specification and its provisions
should not be extended to such members". AISC has referred questions in this
area to research work conducted by Maxwell G. Lay in Australia. The NRC Staff
has not accepted this work as a basis for design.

During the February 5,1985 meeting, the NRC Staff informed the participants
that it did not accept the Australian work as a basis for design. However,
the NRC stated that the design techniques employed by the licensee to control
unbraced lengths were acceptable up to a L/T limit of 900. The licensee agreed
to place a check in the PIPSYS computer program to check that the unbraced
lengths were not in excess of 900 for future designs. The licensee's check
of completed designs for Byron and Braidwood did not reveal any ratios greater
than approximately 400. The licensee will not modify the remaining sections
with L/T ratios exceeding 270.

Concern D.4

Have load cases been omitted from structural analyses due to administrative
limits on computer memory available to the engineers?

Licensee Response to Concern D.4

Virtually all Sargent & Lundy computer processing is performed on Sargent &
Lundy's in-house mainframe computers.

The administrative limits on computer memory apply to processing during normal
working hours (peak processing shift). This is done to permit as many jobs as
possible to be processed during this time, rather than processing a few very
large jobs. Jobs which exceed the limits are processed during off peak hours
at night. Additional authorization is not required to process work at night.

There are also administrative limits on the length of computer time required
to process a job. These limits are applicable during all time periods. The
restriction requires supervisory authorization prior to processing the run to
ensure that the problem has been properly reviewed, the input data has been
verified and that the applicable data checking routine has been executed.

Both the memory limits and the time limits are large enough so that they are
not encountered for normal day-to-day processing. They are intended as an
additional level of review for finite element analysis of very large models
(such as an entire mat foundation) to ensure that the computer processing is
not frivolous.
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NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern D.4

The response does not directly address the concern. Please provide a direct
response.

Additional' Licensee Information on Concern D.4

Load cases have not been omitted from computer analyses. The magnitude of the
administrative limits for computer resources is large enough to preclude the
need for simplifications to computer analysis.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern D.4

Numerous computer calculations were reviewed during the Integrated Design
Inspection, the Independent Lesign Review, and the Staff review of BRP
calculations during this inspection. No instance of a load case omitted
from an analysis was discovered during any of the reviews mentioned.

Concern D._5

Computer program CIS-4, " Progress Report for Byron Station Cable I Information
System," does not have complete program validation.-

Licensee Response to Concern D.5

The CIS-4 cable information system is a computer program that is used to
produce the cable tabulation and associated cable pull cards. CIS-4 is
capable of generating 38 routine reports and 39 special reports. The
progress report is one of the routine reports. The entire CIS-4 cable
information system program is validated. The validation data was provided
to the Intervenors' expert witness during discovery.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern D.5

The computer program CIS-4 has complete validation of all branches of the
program in accordance with the Sargent & Lundy QA Program. With regard to
the use of the program, all input data used in CIS-4 is reviewed and approved.
The program is completely validated and any construction documents produced
from the output is again reviewed and approved.

E. WELDING

Concern Area E.1 - Hatfield Weld Procedures (old)

Concern E.1.a

Procedure 13F, Welder Qualification Test Procedure, is inadequate. There
is no detail as to what was required or how essential variables were met.

|
|

|

I

i
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Licensee Response to E.1.a
.

All of Hatfield~ Electric's welding procedure activities are 13 Series Procedures.
Procedure 13F, Rev. O, dated 2/77, was developed as an administrative procedure
to _ identify various responsibilities and activities in welder qualification.
This procedure was functionally eliminated in February 1978. Essential variables
for weld procedure specification requirements which are employed in the quali-
fication of welders were defined in Procedure 13D, Rev. O, dated 2/77, which was
referenced by the 13F Procedure. Subsequently, these two separate procedures
were combined into a single procedure, 13AC, Rev. O, dated 3/79.

.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern E.1.a

Procedure 13F identified the administrative requirements necessary for qualifi-
cation of welders to American Welding Society (AWS) requirements. The welding
essential variables were not listed within the procedure nor is it required by.
AWS for them to be listed in that procedure; however, Procedure 13F referenced
Procedure 13D which did properly address the essential variables. Welders who
were qualified in accordance with Procedure 13D were required to utilize the
welding essential variables detailed in that procedure.

Concern E.1.b

Procedure 13 shows the ASME procedure used between 7/28/76 and 11/21/77 did
not specify backing ring material. Material compatibility is essential to
meeting weld design requirements. No travel speed parameters are given for
heat input calculations.

Licensee Response to Concern-E.1.b

Within the 13 Series Procedures, Hatfield Electric had developed a procedure
under the jurisdiction of ASME for performing groove welds with backing strips
and fillet welds. This procedure was never implemented in that all ASME Code
work was performed by contractors other than Hatfield Electric. Procedure 13D,
Revision 0, dated 2/77, established the welding procedure specification require-
ments for performing AWS Code groove welds with backing strips and fillet welds.
Material specification for these joints identified the requirement to employ
the use of ASTM A36 as a backing material for V groove weld app sications. All

of Hatfield Electric Company's work by design specification is under the
jurisdiction of AWS Code requirements.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern E.1.b

Procedure-13 was developed by Hatfield Electric Company (HECo) for use on ASME
Code work. However, HECo did not perform any ASME Code welding and therefore
this procedure was never utilized for construction. Procedure 13D was utilized

| for AWS Code groove welds with backing strip. Within this procedure, the backing
! strip material (A36) was specified. Travel speed parameters (heat input) are

not essential variables for this weld and are therefore not given.

|

|
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Concern E.2 - Hatfield Weld Procedure (new)

Procedure 13AA, Rev. O through 12 (2/21/79) to (12/20/83) shows this is a
generic company procedure for all prequalified (i.e. , does not require testing)
AWS_ welding. All joint designs shown in AWS D1.1-75 and additional flare
bevel groove design (tube steel to tube steel). The " natural" flare bevel
groove design is not a prequalified joint. This weld requires a weld proccdure

~

qualification and welder qualification. Suggest a macro etch section be made
to verify penetration and effective throat. Also, no tolerances are given for
field inspectors on joint dimensions.

Licensee Response to Concern E.2

This concern regarding Hatfield Electric Company AWS Welding Procedure 13AA
was address in the prepared Rebuttal Testimony of Bryan Erler, presented
at the remanded hearings before the ASLB on August 24, 1984. This item was
addressed in Question and Answer 12. Excerpts of this testimony are as
follows:

Q.12 Mr. Stokes testified that flare bevel groove
welding was included in a Hatfield prequalified
welding procedure designated as 13AA. How do you
reconcile this testimony with your previous answer?

A.12 The Hatfield AWS flare bevel welds captured in
the Byron Reinspection Program were produced during
the period May 1978 through September 1982. During
that period of time, flare bevel groove welds were
produced under qualified Procedures 13Q and 13AB.
Procedure 13AA, a prequalified welding procedure,
was approved on December 30, 1983, and flare bevel
groove welding was erroneously included is its
procedure. This is being rectified and the procedure
for flare bevel groove welding is being issued as a
qualified procedure.

NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern E.2

Please address the concern that no tolerances were given to field inspectors
on joint dimensions.

Additional Licensee Information on Concern E.2

The procedures discussed in Concern E.2 and Response E.2 are weld procedures,
not-inspection procedures. Hatfield Electric Company's Procedure 13AE,
Class I Visual Weld Examination Procedures, discusses weld inspection by
field inspectors. Inspection for weld size, length, type and location are
required by this procedure. In process inspections required by this procedure
require that fit-up gaps meet the requirements of AWS D1.1-75.
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NRC' Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern E.2

' Not all revisions of| welding procedures are approved-for use. Such.was the
case with most of the revisions of Hatfield Electric Company. Procedure 13AA.
At the time the concern was expressed, thirteen revisions (Revisions 0 through
12) had been developed but'only three:(Revisions 0, 2,_and 12) were approved

i for use.
' ~

Regarding the revisions which were approved for use, Revisions 0 and 2 did not '

address flare bevel groove welds-and therefore were not used to make those

i welds (During the period Revisions 0 and 2 were in effect, flare bevel groove
welds were made by using Procedures 13Q and 13AB which were qualified by test
for those welds.) and Revision 12 incorrectly classified the -flare bevel groove -

,

weld _as a prequalified weld. (Revision 12 was later demonstrated by test to
F be qualified for making flare bevel groove welds.) Revision 13 was approved

for use on January 17,1985, and that revision correctly specifies the flare
bevel groove weld as a qualified by test weld and incorporates all applicable
procedure qualification test results.

; - Regarding the revisions-which were| never approved for use, Revision 1 did not
address flare bevel groove welds. Revisions 3 through 10 correctly specified

i the flare bevel' groove weld as a qualified by test weld, and Revision 11
incorrectly specified the flare bevel groove weld as~a prequalified weld.

L
In summary, (1) prior to Revision 12 flare bevel groove welds were made using ,

procedures (13Q and 13AB) which had been qualified by test, (2) although
Revision 12 incorrectly specified :the flare bevel groove weld as :a prequalified
weld, the revision ~ was later demonstrated (qualified) by test to be acceptable
for making flare bevel ~ groove welds, and (3) Revision 13 was approved for use

.

on January 17,1985, to specify the flare bevel groove weld as a qualified'-

by test weld and provided evidence (test results) of the qualification. The
qualification tests included testing in all positions with different filler
metals and the test coupons were macroetched to determine the effective weld
throat.

;'
~ This concern was also reviewed to determine if it applied to contractors

other than Hatfield Electric Company at Byron and to ' contractors at Braidwood.
Procedures for those contractors were reviewed-and it was determined that the

_~ procedures were qualified and properly classified the flare bevel groove welds
as a qualified by test weld.

' '

i

' Joint dimension tolerances for field inspectors are not-specified in the
weld procedure. Procedure 13AE appropriately addresses the weld. dimension

. tolerances'and in process inspections required by that procedure require that
fit tgi dimensions meet the requirements of AWS D1.1-75.

The licensee's initial response included the statement that Procedure 13F,
- Rev. O, was functionally eliminated in February 1978. That statement was
incorrect but had no technical significance.

(See Concerns B.2.eee, C.2, and E.5 for related discussions.)

.
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Concern E.3-
~

An NRC letter dated January 30, 1984, to Commonwealth Edison Company in
Paragraph 11.s discusses an allegation that-there are undersize welds;

where tube steel'is used. |

Licensee Response to Concern E.3
, ,

LThe NRC_did not request a response to this concern from-the licensee.
~

,

= NRC Review'and Conclusion Regardina Concern E.3
4

The' subject' letter is a letter to the licensee transmitting Inspection Report
Nos. 50-454/84-02; 50-455/84-02. The specific paragraph of the report which
is the subject'of the concern is Paragraph 3.s on Page 11.

r The subject of the allegation mentioned in the concern was undersized "B" welds
on DV-164 type cable tray hanger connections using tube' steel. It was deter-

,1 . mined that the DV-164 type connections did not call.for "B". welds, but that the
DV-162 type connections which were described on the same drawing did call for
"B" welds. The "B" welds on the DV-162 type connections using tube steel were
fillet welds attaching the ends of the tube steel to metal plates.

The allegation was addressed in several NRC inspection reports including the
~

one referenced in'the concern and the one (Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/84-50;-
-50-455/84-34, Paragraph 3.b) that documented final closure of the allegation.

7 - The allegation was considered to be substantiated because some of the DV-162
"B" welds were found to be undersized. The corrective action was to reinspect /

- analyze a MIL-STD-1500 sample of 100 connections in Units .1 and 2 to achieve a
95/95. level of reliability and confidence. The sample connections were visually

; . examined (many were also inspected by the NRC inspector) and approximately 50%
of the welds'were found to meet the acceptance criteria. The welds that didi

not meet the acceptance criteria were mapped and-engineering evaluations were.

; completed for the associated connections. Although approximately 50% of the
' welds did not meet the acceptance criteria, the engineering evaluations demon--

strated that sufficient reliability and confidence (i.e., 95/95 level) existed
for all DV-162 connections.

:
i The DV-162 connections were also included in an extensive reinspection program

!

. to verify the adequacy of welds on all types of connections. This program is
.

discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/84-31; 50-455/84-24, Section II,-

~ Paragraph 1.g. and the final results of the program are discussed in Inspection
Report Nos. 50-454/84-70; 50-455/84-48, Paragraph 2.h. The program results
conclusively demonstrated the adequacy of all cable tray hanger connections
including the DV-162s. The engineering evaluations were reviewed and found

,
' acceptable by the NRC.

Concern E.4;-

!
The uncontrolled use of cable splitting "Y" fittings caused poor quality welds

: to be made at Byron.

.
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Licensee Response to Concern E.4

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern E.4

"Y" fittings are used to connect two or more welding machines to the main
power supply grid, and to connect more than one welding lead (stinger) to a
welding machine. Both usages are common industry practice and would only
present potential weld quality problems if such connections resulted in
unacceptable amperage to the welding lead. The inspector reviewed selected
welding procedures and determined that they provided limits on amperage and
voltage. The inspector also reviewed QC surveillance practices in this area
and determined that QC personnel were monitoring adherence to those amperage
and voltage controls. There was no evidence from visual weld inspection
results reviewed that low amperage and voltage were affecting weld quality.

Concern E.5

The design and fabrication of flare bevel welds are improperly handled at
Braidwood.

Licensee Response to Concern E.5

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern E.5

From reviews conducted regarding Concern C.2, it is concluded that there were
no design problems with flare bevel welds at Byron. From a review of the weld
procedures, there is no indication that flare bevel welds are improperly handled
at Braidwood; however, the resolution of the unresolved item noted in NRC Review
and Conclusion Regarding Concern B.2.eee will provide assurance that there are
no design problems with flare bevel groove welds at Braidwood. Additionally,
there was no indication that flare bevel welds were improperly handled at Byron

by contractors other than Hatfield Electric Company. For Hatfield Electric
Company at Byron, Revision 12 of Procedure 13AA incorrectly specified the flare
bevel groove weld as a prequalified weld and therefore the procedure was not
qualified by test for the welds prior to use. Revision 12 was later qualified

by test which demonstrated that the revision provided adequate controls for
welders making flare bevel groove wolds using that revision. Revision 13
resolved the issue by specifying the flare bevel groove weld as a qualified
by test weld and by providing evidence of procedure qualification for all
positions and filler metal to be used.

In summary, the only indication of improper handling of flare bevel groove
welds was noted at Byron and not at Braidwood. The impropriety related to the
incorrect classification of the flare bevel groove weld as a prequalified weld
which lead to the contractor's failure to incorporate evidence of procedure
qualification into the procedure. This matter was corrected by revising the
procedure to reflect procedure qualification test results which revealed that
the earlier revision provided adequate controls.
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i;
(See Concerns B.2.eee, C.2, and E.2 for related discussions.)

F. ELECTRICAL CRIMP CONNECTIONS

Concern F.1

[ .An NRC letter dated _ June 6, 1984, to Commonwealth Edison Company, states on
Page 1 in :the fourth _ paragraph that "...it is our understanding that you will'
conduct a reinspection of all electrical conductor butt splices at Byron
Station, Units 1 and 2." ;What about inline splices made with crimp connectors?.

! All crimp. type electrical connections should be inspected to ensure that the
procedures were being followed and the proper tool was utilized to make the'

crimp.

, Licensee-Response to Concern F.1

The NRC'did not request a response to this concern from the licensee. -i

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern F.1

The subject _ NRC letter is a letter to the licensee transmitting Inspection
Report Nos. 50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19 for Byron Station.

-Inline splices of conductors are butt splices and inline splices of the
shielding material are parallel splices. All inline splices are made with
crimp connectors. While there is no regulatory requirement that requires
every crimp type electrical connector be inspected, as'a matter of good
practice licensees frequently inspect each connector for proper installation.

!

~ '

| .The butt splice reinspection program at Byron was undertaken by the licensee
| due to deficiencies in butt splic.es discovered through reinspection at other
j nuclear plants. Butt splices at penetrations and parallel splices were

intentionally excluded from the reinspection program since no deficiencies ini

the control of those ' splices were identified. The butt splice reinspection~

.. program'was monitored by one or more Region III inspectors. Questionable butt
splices were replaced as the reinspection program progressed and an engineering
evaluation of their safety significance was performed by Sargent & Lundy. The
evaluation' indicated that the failure of~a given butt splice was not safety
significant. The reinspection program and the safety evaluation were reviewed
.by the Region III Staff and the matter was closed for Byron Station in
Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/84-55; 50-_455/84-38. The butt splice issue

-has been addressed for Braidwood Station. The 10 CFR 50.55(e) report
L (456/84-13-EE; 457/84-13-EE) submitted by the licensee on this subject for

Braidwood Station will be followed up'as part of the normal NRC inspection
program.

(See Concerns F.2 and F.3 for related discussions.) !

Concern Area F.2 - Concerns F.2.a. F.2.b, and F.2.c relate to statements made
in NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19 for Byron Station ,

i transmitted to the-licensee by a letter dated June 6, 1984. This is the same ;

letter which is the subject of Concern F.1. 1
,
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! Concern F.2.a

Regarding Page 12, Paragraph'4, why were not all crimp type connectors,
including-inline splice crimp _ connectors, tug tested to ensure no looseness?

Licensee Response to Concern F.2.a

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern F.2.a.

-This concern relates to Paragragh 3.d of the subject NRC Inspection Report
for Byron Station which indicates that a sample of, cables were pull tested
by.the manufacturer. *

Standard plier-type crisp tools have no features to prevent partial crimping
of the connector;.therefore, when using such tools to install crimp connectors
it is standard practice to tug test the-installation. However, the use of
standard plier-type crimp tools is not permitted for use at nuclear power
plants. 'The* crimping tools used at nuclear power plants have a ratchet
mechanism that prevents opening the tool and removing the crimped terminal

( before the handle has been closed all the way and the crimp completed. The
crimp dies for this type tool .are not adjustable and each size die leaves a
unique mark,' number, or letter on the connector. This permits the QC inspector
to verify after the fact that the proper tool was used. To ensure that the
ratchet-type crimp tool provides consistent crimps, the calibration of the tool
is verified at periodic intervals. Due to the design of the ratchet-type

. crimping tool and their associated dies and the periodic calibration of the
assembly (tool and dies),.a tug test of crimped connectors is not required.

Concern F.2.b

On Page 13, the second and third lines read "... insulation on cables provided
by Okonite Company would not fit inside the insulation barrel of AMP butt splice
connectors." The concern was expressed that Okonite increased the size of the
conductor insulation.so it would not fit inside the insulation barrel of AMP
butt splice connectors. The expert witness'also stated that Okonite changes

~

-wire sizes for the same reason. He stated that this was common practice in
the industry to preclude the mixing of materials from different' companies.
The expert witness questioned the general approach of mixing materials from
-different companies and was also concerned with the environmental aspects of
-a crimp connection.

Licensee Response to Concern F.2.b

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern F.2.bL

This concern relates to Paragraph 4 of the subject NRC Inspection Report for
-Byron Station.
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The licensee identified the fact that the conductor insulation on cables
supplied by Okonite Company would not fit inside the insulation barrel of
butt splice connectors supplied by AMP Special Industries.

The conductor insulation thickness is determined by the design voltage rating
of the cable and other specifications, and the wire size is determined by the
current rating requirements. This is the same for all cable manufacturers.
The major suppliers of cables installed at the Byron and Braidwood Facilities
are Okonite Company and Samuel Moore Company. The crimp-type connectors and
tools are supplied by either AMP Special Industries or Thomas and Betts Company.
Whenever environmental aspects of a butt splice is one of the controlling
factors, the butt splice is covered with the heat shrink tubing having a
built-in sealant manufactured by Raychem Corporation or is taped. Since no
one company manufactures all items required for the installation of the
electrical system, materials from different manufacturers are combined. For
example, cable could be supplied by Okonite, conductor butt splice by AMP, and
the heat shrink tubing placed over the butt splice by Raychem Corporation.

The mixing of materials from different manufacturers is acceptable. The cable,
connectors, and heat shrink tubing for Class 1E electrical systems have been
qualified in acenrdance with the requirements for nuclear power plants.

Concern F.2.c

On Page 15, the first paragraph reads "...only approximately 50% of those
interviewed documented their inspection of butt splices." The concern was
expressed that since only 50% of the inspectors documented their inspections
of butt splices, there is no way to determine the location of all butt
splices. An example was given that all butt splices inside conduit could
not be located and inspected after the fact.

Licensee Response to Concern F.2.c

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern F.2.c

This concern is related to Paragraph 4 of the subject NRC Inspection Report
for Byron Station.

With the exception of butt splices at penetrations, a 100% butt splice
reinspection program was performed at Byron Station by the licensee and
portions were witnessed by the Region III Staff. The Staff is confident
that the program identified all butt splices in safety-related areas and
resulted in the replacement of all questionable butt splices in those areas.
For butt splices at penetrations, Region III Staff inspections determined
that adequate in process inspections had been performed.
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Regarding the example in the concern about cable splices inside conduit, such
splices are not permitted by the licensee. This is verified by one or more QC
Inspectors monitoring the cable pull and these verifications are documented in
QC inspection reports. These controls have been reviewed by the NRC and are
adequate to assure that there are no splices inside conduits for Class 1E
circuits.

(See Concern F.1 and F.3 for related discussions.)

Concern F.3

An NRC letter dated May 31, 1983, to Commonwealth Edison Company has the
following references to "inline splices":

a. Page 9, Paragraph 3.B.(1)(a)3 "inline splice at penetration"

b. Page 9, Paragraph 5.B.(1)(a)3 "(inline splice)"

c. Page 9, Paragraph 5.B.(1)(b)2 "inline splice at penetration"

d. Page 10, Paragraph 3.B.(1)(c)2 "inline splice at penetration"

Are inline splices made with crimp type connectors? If so, were they included
in the review of butt connectors?

Licensee Response to Concern F.3

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern F.3

The subject letter is a letter to the licensee transmitting Inspection Report
No. 50-454/83-16 for Byron Station.

As indicated under NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern F.1, all
inline splices are " butt splices" made with crimp connectors. All inline
splices except butt splices at penetrations and parallel splices of cable
shielding material were included in the review of butt connectors. The NRC
inspection program revealed that the licensee had adequate controls for the
installation of those excepted splices.

(See Concerns F.1 and F.2 for related discussions.)

G. ELECTRICAL CABLES

Concern G.1

An NRC letter dated March 19, 1984, to Commonwealth Edison Company, Page 4,
first paragraph, gives S&L formula Ta = 0.6 x n x Tcs along with Okonite
formula Ta = 0.008 x cm x n x 0.7 for maximum allowable cable pulling tension.
The Okonite formula was based on IEEE Standard 422-1977 with the .7 safety
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factor added by Okonite. The expert witness expressed a concern about the
difference between the equations, and stated that a more conservative equation
where cable weight, length, and coefficient of friction are considered should
be used. He also stated that the formula being used does not consider the
various cable pulling stress points. He believes most of the problems are
procedural since he had reviewed some calculations and did not find any errors.
He stated all cables have to be pulled equally to assure sidewall pressures are
not exceeded.

Licensee Response to Concern G.1

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern G.1

The subject NRC letter is a letter to the licensee transmitting Inspection
Report Nos. 50-454/84-09; 50-455/84-07 for Byron Station. The specific
paragraph of the report which is the subject of the concern is Paragraph 3.a.

In the inspection report the inspector provided two different equations
for calculating maximum allowable cable pulling tension (i.e., the
IEEE 422-1977 equation Ta = 0.008 x cm x n where, Ta = maximum allowable
tension in pounds, cm = circular mil area of each conductor, and n = number
of conductors in the cable; and the Okonite equation Ta = 0.008 x cm x n x 0.7,
where the 0.7 is an additional safety factor). Both equations relate to the
maximum allowable cable pulling tension and due to the additional safety factor
the Okonite formula results in allowable tensions that are 30% more conservative
than those allowed by IEEE 422-1977.

In the inspection report the inspector also provided the S&L equation for
calculating maximum allowable cable pulling tension when pulling more than
one cable through a conduit (i.e., Ta = 0.6 x n x Tcs, where n = number of
cables in the pull, and Tcs = the maximum allowable pulling tension determined
by the above described Okonite formula for the smallest cable in the pull).
This equation is more conservative than the above described IEEE and Okonite
equations for any single cable in a multiple cable pull.

The expert witness indicated that the equation where cable weight, length,
and coefficient of friction are used should be utilized in calculating the

maximum allowable cable pulling tension. The equation the expert witness
alluded to is T = L x w x f, where T = total expected pulling tension,
L = length of the duct / conduit run in feet, w = cable weight per foot in
pounds / foot, and f = the coefficient of friction. This equation is utilized by
the licensee to calculate the expected pulling tension when installing cables
in conduits / ducts. When the calculated expected value exceeds the calculated
maximum allowable value, the engineer directs the contractor to install one or
more pull boxes or pull sleeves in the conduit run prior to pulling the cable.

The Okonite and IEEE formulae which are the subjects of the concern are used
to calculate the maximum allowable pulling force and are simply based on the
tensile strength properties of the cable. They are not intended to consider
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localized stress points created at bends in conduit / ducts. The stress points
created at bends are considered in the calculation of the expected pulling
force which is then compared and limited by the allowable pulling force. To
assure the stresses at bends are limited such that the conductor does not cut
the sheath, Okonite limits the maximum stress (sidewall pressure) at a bend to
500 times the bend radius in feet for #8 or smaller cable, and 1000 times the
bend radius in feet for #6 and larger cable. Where necessary, pulling sleeves
or pull boxes are added to assure that the maximum allowable cable stresses are
not exceeded. Other procedural controls assure that stress sources for cables
such as raceway abrasions and sharp edges are removed prior to pulling cables.

Regarding the expert witness' statement that all cables have to be pulled
equally to assure sidewall pressures are not exceeded, in preparation for
pulling all cable jackets and conductor insulation is stripped back exposing
the copper conductors, the conductors are " married" to a pulling-eye and
taped to present a relatively smooth surface, and the cables are fed into
the conduit to ensure that the pulling tension is distributed equally to
all cables. When pulling cable into conduit, the cable pull tension is
monitored with a dynamometer or pulling tension is limited by the use of
a break-link.

In summary, the licensee uses a conservative equation in calculating the
maximum allowable cable pulling tension. The equation alluded to by the
expert witness is used by the licensee / engineer to calculate the expected
cable pulling tension. With respect to cable sidewall pressures, (1) conduit
and duct runs are designed to minimize cable sidewall pressure and pulling
tension violations, (2) the cable pull direction is often specified to minimize
cable sidewall pressure, and (3) cable pull tensions are monitored or limited
to prevent cable sidewall pressure and pulling tension violations. The
licensee's cable installation program properly considers cable stresses
and recent NRC inspections have verified the adequacy of the licensee's
program controls.

Concern G.2

An NRC letter dated June 6, 1984, to Commonwealth Edison Company, Page 12,
Paragraph 3, indicates the failure of cables was attributed to a thinning
of the shielding of cable insulation. The expert witness stated that since
cable voltages are operating at near capacity in power plants, he is concerned
with the future effects on cable insulation life because operating at near
capacity voltages will cause flowing or thinning of the jacket and insulation.

Licensee Response to Concern G.2

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern G.2

The subject NRC letter is a letter to the licensee transmitting Inspection
Report Nos. 50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19 for Byron Station. The specific
paragraph of the report which is the subject of the concern is Paragraph 3.e.
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Cables at nuclear power plants are normally operated well below their capacity
for voltages and current. For example, the majority of cables installed at the
Byron and Braidwood Facilities will operate at 460 volts or less but are rated
for 600 volts.

Other cables are similarly rated in excess of their normal operating voltages.
With respect to the current rating of these cables, the architect engineer
(Sargent & Lundy) used a conservative design approach. From the S&L design
manual the following three common wire sizes were selected for comparison to
the National Electric Code (NEC) 1981 edition:

NEC 3/c #14 - 15 amps @ 60*C, derated 10.5 amps @ 60*C
S&L 3/c #14 - 6.2 amps @ 40 C, derated 5.58 amps @ 50 C

NEC 3/c #10 - 30 amps @ 60 C, derated 21 amps @ 60*C
_

S&L 3/c #10 - 11.4 amps @ 40 C, derated 10.3 amps @ 50*C

NEC 3/c #2 - 95 amps @ 60*C, derated 66.5 amps @ 60*C
S&L 3/c #2 - 56 amps @ 40*C, derated 49.5 amps @ 60*C

S&L design engineers indicated that they derate the current rating of the
cables an additional 20% during the design of the various systems.

To assure cables have adequate insulation resistance, various tests and
measurements are conducted. For example, the cables at Byron and Braidwood
mentioned above which are rated at 600 volts are subjected to high potential
(HiPot) acceptance tests by the cable manufacturer during which 4.5 K volts
AC is applied to the cables for a period of 5 minutes and 9 K volts DC for
a period of 10 minutes. Following cable installation, cable insulation
resistance is periodically measured throughout plant life on a sampling
basis.

Testing of the electrical distribution system was conducted at Byron just
as it is conducted at all nuclear power plants to demonstrate, among other
things, that the maximum bus voltages remain acceptable under maximum antici-
pated grid voltages and minimum load conditions. The maximum bus voltages
derived from the Byron tests were well below the maximum rated voltages of
electrical cabling and components. Additionally, to assure voltages on
safety-related buses stay within expected operating ranges, which are well
below the maximum rated values, weekly surveillances are conducted which
specify the expected ranges. Action is taken on values that are outside
those ranges. To assure current ratings of cables are not exceeded, fuses,
thermal overloads, and magnetic overloads are installed in each system to
protect the cables and other equipment.

Concern G.3

A Commonwealth Edison letter dated February 2, 1984, to Hatfield Electric
Company about pulling cable out of conduit contains the following:
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a. Page 1,'second paragraph _ states that cable which could not
be removed from conduit had to be abandoned.

b. Page 2, second paragraph from the bottom states cable 'could
.not be pulled out "due to it being twisted around the remaining
cable in the conduit."

The expert witnes's stated that during the. removal of one cable from a conduit,
the cable broke and was not entirely removed. He also. stated _that the report
did not contain sufficient data (e.g., the sizes'of.the cables remaining in
the conduit):to-determine the effects on the forces on the cables remaining
in the conduit.

' Licensee Response to Concern G.3

The NRC.did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Recardina' Concern G.3

The incident the expert witness alluded to is documented in Inspection Report
Nos. 50-454/84-09; 50-455/84-07, Paragraph 3.c, for Byron Station. The following

'is a brief' summary of the sequence of events as described in that NRC Inspection
,

' Report:

During the installation of Class 1E Cable IVA709 (2/c #16) in conduit COA
.7464, the cable was'overtensioned. The disposition on CECO NCR F-821 was to
-replace the cable.

While attempting to remove Cable IVA709, pulling tensions of 250#, 450#, 140#,
and 500# were exerted on the cable. At that time, the decision was made to
abandon that portion of the cable in-conduit COA 7464 by cutting the cable
where it entered and exited the conduit. A new cable (1VA709) was installed
.and NCR F-821 was closed. A Hatfield Electric Company (HEco) QC inspector

,

prepared DR 3382 to document that the remaining cables (12-2/c #16) may have
been overstressed during the attempted removal of Cable IVA709.

'During the HEco engineer's evaluation of DR 3382, the engineer erroneously
assumed that the cable pulling crew was attempting to remove all (13) of the
cables in' conduit COA 7464. Based on the engineer's calculations, the remaining
cables (12) were accepted as installed.

The NRC inspector determined that the HECo disposition of DR 3382 was inadequate
to determine if'any of the remaining twelve cables had been overstressed during
the' attempted removal of Cable 1VA709. Subsequent to the inspector's findings,

. HECo QC prepared NCR 841 to document the potentially overstressed cables. The
corrective action was to replace all twelve of the cables which were the subjects
of NCR 841.

As documented in Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19 Paragraph 2.j,
the'NRC inspector verified that all thirteen of the 2/c #16 cables contained in
conduit C0A 7464 had been replaced, that action to prevent recurrence had been
implemented, and that HEco NCR 841 was properly closed.
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In summary, NRC Inspection Reports for Byron had previously fully addressed the
incident alluded to by the expert witness. Although the incident discussed
above was a specific Byron event, similar overtensioning events may occasionally
occur at Braidwood as they do at any other facility. Should they occur at
Braidwood, the NRC has determined that proper controls are in place to deal
with those occurrences.

Concern G.4

An NRC letter dated June 6, 1984, to Commonwealth Edison Company NRC about
inspection summary on Page 10, h.(1) states: "A critical conduit length was
calculated for each conduit size" "if the actual length of conduit run
approached the calculated critical length, that conduit run was flagged for
further analysis." The expert witness asked if the actual length of a conduit
run was determined by looking at drawings showing the pull box locations? He
also asked if any check was made to determine if a pull box had not been used
as a pull box? The expert witness stated that he was told by a Byron worker
that pull boxes were not used on the 165' elevation because the worker did not
observe any cable splices inside the boxes.

Licensee Response to Concern G.4

The NRC did not request a rusponse to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern G.4

The subject NRC letter is a letter to the licensee transmitting Inspection
Report Nos. 50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19 for Byron Station. The specific para-
graph of the report which is the subject of the concern is Paragraph 2.h.(1).

Regarding the concern that pull boxes were not used as evidenced by the lack
of cable splices inside the boxes, the lack of splices in a pull box is not
evidence that a pull box has not been used. A pull box is utilized as a
pulling point and is not normally a cable splicing point. Contractor QC
inspectors witness all safety-related cable pulls to assure proper installation.
Additionally, during inspections Region III inspectors witness cable pulling
activities involving the use of pull boxes / sleeves and verify that cables are
installed in accordance with the design drawings. No violations have been
identified by NRC inspectors for improper use of pull boxes.

The potential problem with cable overtensioning was closed for Byron Station
in NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19. The potential
problem does not apply to Braidwood Station because Braidwood procedures
required cable pull tensions be measured.

H. SYSTEMS CONTROL CORPORATION EQUIPMENT

Concern Area H.1 - Systems Control Corporation (SCC) supplied control boards

Concern H.1.a

There are Bondo (auto body filler), bad welds, and holes drilled the in
bracing of these control boards.
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Concern H.I.b
,

'NCR No. 695, Attachment A shows that 3 main control board sections (1PM02J,
IPM02J,^and IPM05J) have auto body type repair compound and tack welds ;

rather than the full penetration welds specified.

Concern H.I.c
.

Systems. Control Corp. letter of April 28, 1982 to S&L admits that they have
used body filler in many panel face repair applications. In the 3rd paragraph,
Systems Controls states "We can only conclude that the area of the board con-
taining the cracks may have been subjected to abnormal thermal or structural
stress." |

Concern H.1.d >

S&L interoffice memorandum on April 30, 1982 from: J. A. Schwin to:
B. G. Treece in response to NCR number F-695 has a note at the bottom

,

which states "The use of body filler material (Bondo, etc.) is a standard
practice of control board manufacturers in repairing blemishes to their
boards."

Concern H.1.e

-(1) The drawing called for.a full penetration weld not tack welds and Bondo. !

What is the function of the Bondo, to provide strength or to act as a sealant?

-(2) These are main control boards. Could particles of Bondo render any of
the controls inoperative during a seismic event? For example, opening and
closing contract switches. (3) Are procedures in place for the design,
installation, and qualification of Bondo in Class I safety-related controls?

Licensee Response-to Concerns H.1.a through H.1.e
i

The technical concerns regarding the use of Bondo were addressed in the
prepared Rebuttal Testimony of Bradley F. Maurer, as presented at the remanded
hearings before the ASLB on August 24, 1984. Relevant portions are given in
Questions and Answers 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the testimony. The cracks referred
to in Concern F.1.c were not due to abnormal thermal or structural stresses,

,

but were due to the tack welds discussed in Question and Answer 6. Excerpts
of this testimony are as follows:

Q.5 With respect to the use of an epoxy resin surface
filler on the SCC and Westinghouse main control board
panels, would you describe the purpose for its use?

A.5 Epoxy resin surface filler material was utilized by
both SCC and Westinghouse prior to painting the main
control boards. The surface filler material was used
to fill or glaze any marks or scratches in the steel
plate material. After filling these marks or scratches,
the filled surfaces were then sanded, primed and painted.
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Q.6 Are you aware of any instances when Bondo was used
as other than a filler material to repair surface
blemishes?

A.6 Yes. During the course of human factors engineering
modifications to the control boards under the direction
of Westinghouse, it was discovered that a steel plate on
the front of main control panel IPM02J supplied by SCC
was not welded with full penetration welds. The steel
plate was tack welded and epoxy resin surface filler had
been used. In addition, cracks at tack-welded steel
plates were observed at two other locations in two panels,
1PM02J and IPM05J. This matter was documented in a
Commonwealth Edison Non-conformance Report (NCR) which
was written on February 23, 1982.

Q.7 Were the panels repaired?

A.7 Yes. The steel plates which were tack welded
and filled with epoxy resin and the cracks mentioned
in Answer 6 were removed. The plates were replaced
using full penetration welds. In addition, a complete
inspection of all the main control panels supplied by
SCC and Westinghouse was performed. No other instances
of tack-welded plates with epoxy filler were found. The
work was performed under the direction of Westinghouse
Electric Corporation.

Q.8 Were precautions taken during the repair of main
control panels to prevent warping of the material
being welded?

A.8 Yes. The welding of the metal plates was performed
by adding only small amounts of weld at a time. Also,
additional heat sinks were applied at the locations
being welded. Both of these techniques serve to limit
the heat buildup from the welding process and thus
minimize the potential for warping of the panels.
After the welding was completed, the rewelded areas
of the panels were checked for warpage. None was found.

Q.9 Is it possible for particles of epoxy resin
surface filler to become lodged in a safety-related

control switch?

A.9 No. All safety-related control switches are
enclosed to protect the contracts from dirt and debris.
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NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concerns H.1.a through H.I.e

Various documents associated with corrective actions taken by the licensee
were reviewed. In addition, an inspection of the control boards was performed.
System Control Corporation did perform an improper repair of these control
boards utilizing auto body filler. ~This was discovered by the licensee and
repaired in accordance with proper procedures.

Concern H.I. f

NCR F-544 indicates that main control board panels; OPM01J, OPM02J, IPM01J,
2PM01J, 1PM04J, 1PM04J, 1PM11J, and 2PM11J do not meet AWS D1.1 criteria. As a
solution, Systems Controls wrote their own weld acceptance criteria. This is
an unacceptable practice.

Licensee Response to Concern H.1.f

This item was addressed the prepared Rebuttal Testimony of Bradley F. Maurer,
as presented at the remanded hearings before the ASLB on August 24, 1984.
Relevant portions are given in Questions and Answers 10 and 11 of the
testimony.- Excerpts are as follows:-

Q.10 With respect to the failure of SCC main control-board ~
panels to meet AWS D1.1 Code criteria, was an investigation
performed regarding these SCC main control panels?

A.10 Yes. NCR F-544 was written August 8, 1980 prior
to the Reinspection Program, concerning the welding of
structural members of the main control panels not meeting
the acceptance criteria requirements of AWS D1.1. An
investigation of these panels was performed by Westinghouse.
Westinghouse's investigation included a visual inspection
and evaluation of all accessible welds to determine the
overall quality of these welds. Under the direction of
Westinghouse, several welds were added to the Unit 2 main
control board to make the unit consistent with Unit 1.
An analysis was also~ performed to determine the structural
adequacy of the control panel welds. The results of the
Westinghouse investigation and subsequent analysis
demonstrated that the actual as-constructed welds were
acceptable.

This Westinghouse inspection and analysis was specifically
addressed in my prepared testimony under questions and
answers 13-15 as well as in my cross examination.

Q.11 Mr. Stokes asserts that in order to correct the
situation under NCR F-544, SCC was allowed to write its
own acceptance criteria. Is this assertion correct?

A.11 No. SCC did not supply the acceptance criteria
used to'close out NCR F-544. The acceptance criteria
were established by Westinghouse utilizing AWS D1.1.
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NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern H.1.f

The acceptance of deficient welds on these control board panels was reviewed
as delineated in Inspection Report No. 50-454/84-59. The main control board
panels mentioned in this concern were not accepted based on a System Control
Corporation criteria. The adequacy of these panels was demonstrated by a
detailed engineering analysis which was reviewed by the NRC and determined
to be acceptable.

Concern H.1.0

A NCR (nonconformance report) approved holes drilled through various braces
even though the remaining cross section of metal was 1 " by ".

Licensee Response to Concern H.1.0

The items discussed in this NCR were addressed in the analysis of the Main
Control Panels performed by Westinghouse and discussed in the prepared
Testimony of Bradley F. Maurer, as presented at the remanded hearings before
the ASLB. In that analysis the angle was considered to be a minor load bearing
member; thus, the strength of the angle was ignored. Therefore, the fact that
the angle that is in place has reduced properties does not have any effect on
the results of that analysis.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern H.1.0

The analysis of the Main Control Panels performed by Westinghouse was reviewed.
Inspection Report No. 50-454/84-59 specifically addresses this review. The
adequacy of the Main Control Panels has been demonstrated by the analysis.
This analysis was based on observed "as-built" conditions of the welds and
structural members.

I. OPERATIONAL PRESSURE TRANSIENTS

Concern I

Have the effects of accidental operational pressure transients been dealt with?
The expert witness disagrees with S&L's apparent position that the component
supports do not have to be analyzed for fatigue loading.

Licensee Response to Concern I

This item was addressed in the prepared Rebuttal Testimony of Bryan Erler,
as presented at the remanded hearing before the ASLB on August 24, 1984.
Relevant portions are given in Questions and Answers 13, 14 and 15 of the
testimony. Excerpts are as follows:

Q.13 Mr. Stokes opines in his testimony that fatigue
loading should have been considered with respect to pipe
supports. Was fatigue loading considered in the analysis
of pipe support loading?
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A.13 Yes. Fatigue loading was considered in the analysis
of these welds. However, in accordance with the AISC, it
is not necessary to reduce the allowable stress in a weld
for fatigue loading until the number of stress cycles
exceeds 20,000. The number of stress cycles experience
by pipe supports at Byron is substantially less than 20,000.

Q.14 Is there an inconsistency between fatigue requirements
for piping and those for pipe supports?

A.14 No. Both piping and supports require consideration
of fatigue. Due to the nature of loading on a piping
system, the requirements may vary depending on the class
of the system. For example, a Class 1 system requires
explicit calculation for the piping while Class 2 and 3
piping are affected by cyclic loading only if the number
of cycles exceeds 7,000 (ASME Section III NC 3611.2).
For pipe supports with respect to Class 1, 2 and 3 piping,
both ASME and AISC are consistent in not requiring any
reduction in allowable stress for less than 20,000 cycles.

At Byron, for Class 1 piping systems, the analysis has
accounted for the number of cycles as required by the code.
For Class 2 and 3 piping systems, the number of cycles
experienced is less than 7,000. Accordingly, no reduction
in allowable stress for fatigue is required. The supports
are subjected to less than 20,000 cycles and, consequently,
no allowable stress reduction due to fatigue is required
in the design of the supports.

Mr. McLaughlin, as a structural engineer, was guided by
the 20,000 cycle requirement of the AISC Code, and he
properly concluded in his testimony that convexity weld
discrepancies could be neglected because structural
elements, such as pipe supports, erected in Byron did
not experience 20,000 on and off loadings. Similarly,
as a mechanical engineer, Mr. Branch properly conducted
a fatigue analysis for Class I piping in accordance with
the ASME Code. These are consistent with standard design
practices. Mr. Stokes' contrary viewpoint is erroneous.

Q.15 Is a waterhammer loading on a piping system a
loading which could cause a fatigue problem?

A.15 No. Waterhammer is a dynamic pulse loading with
low frequency of occurrence. Therefore, the number of
stress cycles is extremely low and fatigue is not a problem.
Indeed, Attachment 10 to Mr. Stokes' testimony clearly
states that very fact.
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NRC Request for Additional Information on Concern I

Please address the effects of operational pressure transients not waterhammer
effects, on fatigue life of piping and piping supports.

Additional Licensee Information Concern I

This item was addressed in the prepared Rebuttal Testimony of B. A. Erler as
presented at the remanded hearings before the ASLB on August 24, 1984. The
discussion in Answers 13 and 14 of the testimony included the operating events
which are considered for calculating the number of cycles for fatigue
analysis. The number of cycles is such that the allowable stresses are not
affected, that is, there are less than 20,000 cycles on the supports and less
than 7,000 cycles seen by the piping system. The attached table summarizes
the operating events which are postulated for various piping systems to obtain
the total number of cycles for each system.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern I

Relevant portions of the ASME BPV Code, Section III, AISC Manual and the
FSAR were reviewed. Sargent & Lundy's methodology in this area of concern
reflects current industry standards and complies with applicable Codes and
the FSAR.

(See Concern C.3.a for a related discussion on fatigue loading.)

J. HEATING, VENTILATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING

Concern J

An NRC letter dated September 30, 1983, to Commonwealth Edison Company about
the Integrated Design Inspection 50-454/83-32; 50-455/83-25 on Pages 2-19,
states (second paragraph from the bottom) the method used to establish the
environmental conditions for the auxiliary feedwater pump motor. This method
depended upon the HVAC system. Therefore, all the safety-related HVAC equipment
must be qualified for the design seismic event at the plant. Has all the

safety-related HVAC equipment been qualified to the appropriate specifications.

Licensee Response to Concern J

All safety-related HVAC equipment end installation work is purchased with
procurement specifications. These specifications require that all safety-
related HVAC equipment be seismically qualified. Seismic qualification

reports or analyses are on file for all safety related HVAC equipment.

NRC Review ard Conclusion Regarding Concern J

As a sample, " Environmental Qualification of Primary Containment Vent System,
RCFC Fan Motor, No. EQ-BB-041", " Environmental Qualification of ITT-GC Damper
Actuators, Models NH91 & NH95, EQ-BB-037" and " Qualification Documentation
of Joy / Reliance HVAC Systems Fans - Harsh Area, CQD-010052" were reviewed.
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'

i ,- BYRON /BRAIDWOOD

OPERATING EVENTS PIPING SYSTEMS WITH POSTULATED OCCURRENCES

CHEMICAL RESIDUAL REACTOR

FEED- MAIN VOLUME SAFETY HEAT COOLANT

WATER STEAM CONTROL INJECTION REMOVAL PRESSURIZER

200 200Heat Up/ Cool Down 200 200 200 -

Loop Out of Service 80 80 - - - -

Stsp Load Decrease with
200Stcan Dump 200 200 - - -

80 80Lo:c of Load 80 80 80
~

-

40Lorc of Power 40 40 - - -

10 170 230P:rtial Loss of Power 230 230 -

390Recctor Trip from Full Power 390 390 390 160 -

*

' Inadvertent RCS
20Deprcssurization 20 20 20 20 -

80C:ntrol Rod Drop 80 80 80 - -

Inadvertent Start-Up of
Inactive Loop 10 10 10 - - -

60Inadvertent SI Actuations 60 60 60 60 -

,

8:isnic-Equivalent
Peck to Peak Cycles 60 60 60 60 60 60

i, /

TOTAL 1450 1450 900 310 510 1360

R Icrence: Westinghouve NSSS Design Transient SSDC 1.3 Revision 2 April 15, 1974

.

$

l

r

I

i

i

Concern I
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No instances of improper or omitted seismic qualification of safety-related
HVAC were discovered during this review. In cddition, actual procurement
documents were reviewed to verify that procurement specifications included
seismic qualification requirements.

K. NRC

Concern K.1

When NRR grants an extension or exception to a licensee, the interrelation of
other extensions and exceptions is not reviewed for the totality of the effect
or for the possible interaction.

Licensee Response to Concern K.1

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern K.1

This concern was evaluated by the NRC Byron Project Manager and it was
determined to be incorrect. Project Managers have the responsibility for
ensuring that licensing actions (including granting extensions or exceptions)
do not significantly increase the probability of an accident or significantly
reduce the safety margins from those established during the original licensing
review of the facility.

Concern K.2

NRC inspectors should never be allowed to inspect or audit engineering firms
or licensees for which they were previously employed.

Licensee Response to Concern K.2

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern K.2

The NRC has long recognized and emphasized to its employees the importance of
avoiding real and perceived conflict of interest situations associated with
NRC employees inspecting or investigating their former employers. Consequently,
the NRC has the following policy on this subject:

No employee shall be assigned to inspect or investigate a former
employer until two years have elapsed since he or she left employ-
ment with that organization. The Regional Administrator may further
restrict assignment to inspect or investigate a former employer when
the Regional Administrator finds that unusual circumstances exist
which indicate that such a further restriction is in the best
interest of the NRC. Each such case must be judged on its individual
circumstances.
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The above policy has been in effect since it was issued as a policy statement
on July 1,1965. While it provides the basic policy, the time limit is not
the only factor and other factors must be considered when making inspection
and investigation assignments such as continuing friendship with key licensee
or contractor personnel at the plant to be inspected, or a situation involving
the details of his or her former employment which may hinder the performance of
a completely objective inspection or investigation. Regardless of the factors
involved, including the time limit, an inspector or investigator is never
allowed to inspect the specific activities he previously performed, supervised,
or approved (i.e. , an inspector or investigator is never allowed to inspect ,

his own work). The NRC policy has proven to be effective with respect to
inspectors involved in the Byron program.

Concern K.3

The NRC incorrectly accepts a " sample" of components for evaluation when a
program has been shown deficient. This influences general industry attitudes

towards QA.

Licensee Response to Concern K.3

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regardina Concern K.3

Whenever a program or activity has been shown to be deficient such that the
NRC requirements were violated, the NRC requires the licensee to do the
following for each case:

Describe the corrective action and results achieved*

Describe the corrective action taken to prevent recurrence*

In the case of a QA activity which was not performed as required, the NRC may
require the licensee to retroactively perform all of the activity that was not
performed or may only require a sample of the activity to be retroactively
performed. That decision is based on an assessment of the above licensee
corrective actions, the safety significance of the activities not performed,
and the numbers of activities not performed, with the requirements that
(1) reasonable confidence must be developed in the quality of the activity
not initially performed as required, and (2) the licensee does not deliberately
profit from the violations of NRC requirements.

A good example of the implementation of the above NRC policy is the Systems
Control Corporation matter which was litigated in the remanded Byron hearing.
In that case the NRC determined that no confidence could be placed in the weld
inspections by the manufacturer and that the licensee had identified the
problem, but had not taken all necessary corrective action to have all of the
welds reinspected. Consequently, the NRC required the licensee te reinspect
the majority (s98%) of those welds which required a great deal of efft,rt and
expense on the part of the licensee including the erection of scaffolding, the
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removal of block walls and ceilings, and the removal of fireproofing. .;asto r-

ation activities required yet more time and expense. While the NRC did not
require all of the SCC components be reinspected, the NRC took the necessary
steps to adequately establish confidence in the installed components whether
they were reinspected or not. It is clear that the licensee's failure to
initially reinspect all of the welds resulted in a cost and schedule penalty
rather than a gain.

The review of all facts related to specific cases where programs are demonstrated
to be deficient would likely positively influence industry attitudes toward QA.
The NRC actions in response to such cases are intended to emphasize the NRC view
that adherence to proper QA controls is absolutely essential.

Concern K.4

U.S. NRC Region V doesn't sufficiently protect the identity of allegers who
ask to be anonymous.

Licensee Response to Concern K.4

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from this licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern K.4

This concern, as stated, does not involve the Byron Project; therefore, it
is not addressed in this report. By memorandum, dated October 12, 1984, the
NRC Region III Administrator forwarded this concern to the NRC Region V
Administrator. No conclusions were drawn in this report about this concern
as it does not involve the Byron Station.

L. QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS

Concern L.1

There is evidence that QC inspectors at the Byron site were " rubber stamping"
documents due to the short time documented for inspection.

Licensee Response to Concern L.1

The NRC did not request a rosponse to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern L.1

The inspector interviewed five QC inspectors from PTL, five from Hatfield,
and three from Hunter. (All but one individual performed inspections during
the Reinspection Program.) The individuals interviewed indicated that there
was no rubber stamping of documents due to time constraints or any other reason.
There was no indication from the inspectors interviewed that the quality of QC
reviews was being compromised for any reason. The quality of inspections
cannot be inferred from the time documented to perform the inspections.
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Concern L.2

Various QC Inspectors were forced to buy overtime from QC supervisors at L ron.

Licensee Response to Concern L.2

See Response to Concern A.7.

The interviews discussed in Response A.7 also established that QC Inspectors
were not being forced to buy overtime form QC supervisors.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern L.2

See NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concerr A.7.

Concern L.3

Various diligent and conscientious inspectors were not allowed to work
overtime.

Licensee Response to Concern L.3

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern L.3

The fifteen QC Inspectors described in NRC Review of Concern L.1 were asked
if diligent and conscicntious inspector s were not allowed to work overtime.

The individuals interviewed indicated that as much overtime as would be worked
by any inspector was freely approved. There was no indication of any bias due
to inspector diligence or conscientiousness in the allocation of overtime by
supervisors.

M. OTHER SITES

Concern M

The PG&E holding pond at Diablo Canyon has cracks and holes allowing contam-
inated water to escape. An individual from the plant has offered to sell the

expert witness a sample of the contaminated soil.

Licensee Response to Concern M

The NRC did not request a response to this concern from the licensee.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern M

This concern, as stated, does not include the Byron Project; therefore, it
is not addressed in this report. By memorandum, dated October 4, 1984, the
NRC Region III Investigation and Compliance Specialist notified the NRC
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Region V Allegation Coordinator. Also, during the November 7, 1984 inter-
view of the expert witness, the witness stated he had informed NRC Region V's
Mr. Garcia of the concern.

No conclusions were drawn in this report about this concern as it does not
involve the Byron Station.

N. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY EQUIPMENT

Concern N

Some GE components supplied to nuclear plants world wide have questionable
operational ability due to a program called " deferred verification." In the
" deferred verification" program, a practice called " mortgaging an ECN" is used
wherein an ECN number is taken out to deal with a problem and then the actual
problem is never dealt with in a proper manner. The expert witness stated
that he did not have any information that suggested this issue was applicable
to the Byron and Braidwood Facilities. Examples mentioned of components
involved were switches and control panels.

NRC Request for Information from the Licensee on Concern N

Please provide a comprehensive listing of all equipment manufactured by
General Electric Company used in safety-related applications having annotated
PQC's (Product Quality Certificates) indicating that additional actions are
necessary to support the full qualification of the equipment. This applies to

GE equipment supplied directly by GE and indirectly by any other vendor.

Licensee Response to Request for Information on Concern N

A review of the QC documentation submitted for Byron /Braidwood did not identify
any GE PQC's. In order to address the more generic question of qualification of
GE equipment, a comprehensive review of all GE equipment / components utilized in
safety-related application is in p" ogress. This review is based on the equipment
identified in the Byron /Braidwood Equipment Environmental Qualification Report,
the Byron Maintenance History File, and information obtained from Westinghouse
for the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS). The GE components utilized in
safety-related applications wi'hin the NSSS equipment is the only information
yet to be reviewed; however, Westinghouse has verified that qualification of
the NSSS equipment is not dependent on any qualification testing performed by
GE (i.e. , Westinghouse has independently qualified equipment for safety-related
applications).

None of the GE equipment / components identified during this review are located
inside the Containment Building. Qualification of any of the GE equipment /
components located in " harsh" environments is complete.

The only equipment identified during this review for which GE was responsible
for providing the qualification (i.e. , equipment purchased directly from GE)
was the Class IE-125VDC distribution centers. This equipment is located
within a " mild" environment and qualification program. The qualii'ication test
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reports for this equipment have been submitted and are presently being
reviewed. As stated above, these test reports did not include any GE PQC's
and based on our understanding, no GE PQC's are applicable.

This review also identified safety-related equipment furnished by other
manufacturers which contains GE components utilized in safety-related
applications. For such equipment, the qualification was based on testing
and/or analysis by the manufacturer supplying the equipment, or CECO test
-programs performed at testing labs and, therefore, is not dependent on any
GE qualification. As stated above, the qualification reports submitted for
such equipment did not include any GE PQC's and based on our understanding,
no GE PQC's are applicable.

NRC Review and Conclusion Regarding Concern N

The General Electric Nuclear Services Products Department (NSPD) located in
San Jose, California, which'is part of the Nuclear Energy Business Operations
organization, does have a " deferred verification" program. This program is
described in Appendix A. " Restrictions on the Release of Engineering Require-
ments," of GE Engineering Operating Procedure (EOP) 42-5.00. Deferred
verification involves the conditional release of equipment to customers before
the design of the equipment has been completed or verified in accordance with
E0P 42-6.00, " Independent Design Verification," or before documentation which
supports the qualification of the equipment has been verified to be complete.
In all cases, the program requires that the customer be notified of the reasons
for the conditional release and any restrictions on installation or operation
(safety-related designs cannot be operated in a operating plant until the
deferred verification is removed). GE Quality Assurance Procedures (QAP) 6.8,
" Preparation of Product Quality Certifications," requires that customers be
notified of deferred verifications by entries on the Product Quality Certifi-
cation (PQC) which is generated by GE and provided to the customer with each
shipment. The PQC references a Field Disposition Instruction (FDI) which is
initiated prior to approval of the PQC.' The FDI is the mechanism GE-NSPD uses
to assure the resolution of a deferred verification and this practice is some-
times referred to as " mortgaging an FDI." When action has been completed to
verify the design, the FDI is sent to the customer and either describes how
the design was verified or describes changes that must be made to change the
equipment such that it agrees with the design that was verified. The FDI
references and supersedes the conditional release.

There was no indication that a practice called " mortgaging an ECN" was involved
in the deferred verification program; however, it is possible that an ECN might
be associated with the FDI action. If so, this may have given rise to the term

" mortgaging an ECN." If an Engineering Change Notice (ECN) was involved, the
provisions of it would be reflected in the conditional release notation on the
PQC or in the FDI.

In 1983, the NRC's Vendor Inspection Branch performed an inspection (Vendor
Branch Inspection Report No. 99900403/83-03) of GE's " deferred verification"
program and identified that design verifications of Nuclear Control and
Instrumentation Division design documents were being deferred without
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controlling procedural requirements being implemented. That finding was
issued.to GE for corrective action. GE responded on November 17, 1983,
as follows:

1. The status of design documents currently identified in
deferred verification status on all projects is being
reconfirmed. Completion of the verification will'be
scheduled as required by the Engineering Operating

Procedures (EOPs). This action is scheduled for
completion by December 1, 1983.

2. Customers have been or will be notified of design
documents currently in deferred verification status
as required by the E0Ps. . The required notification
actions are currently scheduled for completion by
December 21, 1983. Priority has been assigned based
on plant fuel ' load schedules.

,
,

3. .In addition to the foregoing, QA & R0 (Quality
-Assurance and Reliability Operation) is conducting
an independent audit of the implementation and

h' effectiveness of the NEB 0 (Nuclear Energy Business
Operations) deferred verification control system.
The results of this audit will be available for
review at San Jose.

,

,

In 1984, the NRC's Vendor Inspection Branch performed another inspection
(Vendor Branch Inspection Report No. 99900403/84-01) which included a
followup review of the deferred verification finding. The matter was
' closed based on a review of the results of the-above described GE actions.

,

; At that-time, one of the two Corrective Action Reports (CARS)'which resulted
from the QA & R0 audit was still open. A GE representative stated on the

.

telephone on January 23, 1985, that the CAR (83-15-3) was closed on
'

April 10,'1984.

The above described " deferred verification" and PQC programs and procedures are
,

GE-NSPD programs.and procedures which do not apply to some GE organizations
which may-supply safety-related components to nuclear power facilities. For
those GE organizations, the Certificate of_Conformance supplied to customers
is annotated to identify any matters that'must be resolved before the equipment
can be considered fully qualified. For example, the Certificates of Conformance
for the Class 1E 125 VDC distribution centers which were supplied by the GE'

General Purpose Contro1' Department located in Mebane, North Carolina, contained
the following notation: " Generic types of the materials and components supplied
are.in process of environmental qualification and seismic testing. Final test

reports to confirm qualification status to specifications to be supplied later."
The licensee produced documentation which demonstrated that the equipment was
later determined by testing to be fully qualified.

!

'The licensee has completed its review of all GE equipment installed at the'

Byron and Braidwood Facilities in safety-related applications and has
i determined that:
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* The Class 1E 125 VDC distribution centers were the only
pieces of equipment purchased for the Byron or Braidwood
Facilities directly from any GE organization.

~
* There were no PQCs-identified for any GE equipment.

All GE equipment |not purchased directly is independently*'

qualified by the purchasing contractors regardless of any - '

conditions specified on PQCs received from GE by the
purchasing contractors. The licensee has documentation
to' support such qualifications.

In-summary, the GE " deferred verification" program appears to be a controlled
process which has been the subject of NRC Vendor Inspection Branch inspections.
The GE equipment at Byron and Braidwood has been fully qualified.>

.

!
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,
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IV. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of
noncompliance, or deviations. An unresolved item disclosed during the
inspection is discussed in Paragraph III.B.2.eee.

V. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives denoted in Paragraph II
the conclusion of the inspection on February 4, 1985. The inspector
summarized the purpose and scope of the inspection and the findings.
The inspector also discussed the likely informational content of the
inspection report with regard to documents or processes reviewed by
the inspector during the inspection. The licensee did not identify
any such documents / processes as proprietary.
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VI. Cross Reference of Responses Requested from CECO to Report Section III
,,

Requested from Ceco Report Section III

A. Reinspection Program A. Reinspection Program

1.' l.

2. 2.

3. 7.

B. Design. Criteria Deficiencies B. Design Criteria Deficiencies

1. Structural 2. Structural

a. to h. a. to h.

i. & j., combined i. & j., combined

1. to m. 1. to m.

n. to gg. o. to hh.

hh. jj.

11. to kk. to vv. kk. & mm. to xx.
p

jj. 11.

w. & xx. , combined yy. & zz., combined

yy. to cc. aaa. to eee.

ddd. B.2.n

2. CEAs 4. CEAs

a. covered in B.2.b

b. to c. a. to b.

3. 5.
s.

4. 6.>

!-
S. 7.

|
,

l
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Requested from Ceco Report Section III

. C. S&L Calculations C. Calculations

1. 1.

2. a., b., c. & d. 2. a., b., c. & d

3. A.6

4. 3.

a. b.

b. c.

5. 4.

a. b.

6. 5.

a. b.

7. 6.

a. to'e. a, to e.

D. Computer Programs D. Computer Programs

1. 2.

2. 3.

3. 4.

4. 5.

E. Weld Procedures E. Welding

1. a.'& b. 1. a. & b.

F. Systems Control Equipment H. SCC Equipment

1. a., b., c., d. & e. 1. a., b., c., d. & e.

f. to g. f. to g.

G. Dynamic Loads on Piping I. Operational Pressure Transients

1. 1.
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Requested from Ceco ' Report Section III

~H. HVAC J. HVAC

1. 1.

'I. .Other Concerns' Expressed -- -

1. B.8

2. L. 2

-

,

L

e

..

I
I

I

!.

'.
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